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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the February 2003 issue of Novell AppNotes! With BrainShare rapidly approaching, 
remember to visit the Web site and sign up so you won’t miss a single event. This year’s event will be held 
April 13-18, 2003. For more information, see the ad in the back of this month’s issue. Better yet, visit the 
BrainShare site directly at http://www.novell.com/brainshare. Register early and receive the “early bird” 
discount— tell them the AppNotes sent you! Who knows what pleasant surprises await you at this year’s 
event! While you are there, I invite you to visit my favorite site, the Novell Developer’s Den in the North 
Foyer of the Salt Palace.

This month we have quite a selection of topics for your perusal. First up we have “IP Address 
Configurations and Usage for the NetWare 6.5 TCP/IP Protocol Stack,” from Srinivas N. Athreya. Next 
Randy Stokes and Matthew Culver clarify how NetWare 6 deals with trustees in, “NetWare 6 Trustee 
Rights: How They Work and What to Do When It All Goes Wrong.” Our last AppNote feature article this 
month comes from long-time contributor, Marcus Williamson, on “Using Public-Domain Site Blocking 
Lists with Novell BorderManager.”

For developers this month we have “Understanding and Using Persistent Search in Novell eDirectory,” 
from Jim Sermersheim and Vithalprasad Gaitonde. We also have an article about a sample application 
using J2EE in “An Asynchronous Transaction-Enabled J2EE Application: A Message Driven Bean 
Example,” from Vijay Rajan.

As always, we have everything you expect in our sections. Be sure to visit our DeveloperNet University 
Web site at http://developer.novell.com/education frequently to stay up-to-date on the latest!

This is an exciting year for Novell with new solutions to your business problems coming to ensure you can 
do business in a secure and efficient manner. Visit http://www.novell.com on a regular basis to see what is 
new and what is coming, and to take advantage of the various events (both online and in a city near you).

We will be doing another readership survey soon, and many of you will be invited to provide us with 
feedback. I encourage you to take the opportunity to provide us with your thoughts. If you don’t get an 
invitation to participate this year, please don’t feel slighted. Know that I appreciate your comments and 
feedback all of the time.

Finally, I want you all to know that you can once again order (or renew) your AppNotes subscriptions 
online at https://secure-support.novell.com/subscriptions/order.jsp in an easy process.

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

February 2003

http://www.novell.com/brainshare
http://developer.novell.com/education
http://www.novell.com
https://secure-support.novell.com/subscriptions/order.jsp
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Feature Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

IP Address Configurations and 
Usage for the NetWare 6.5 
TCP/IP Protocol Stack

Srinivas N Athreya
Software Engineer
Novell, Inc.
ASrinivas@novell.com

Special thanks to B Thavamani Rajan from Novell for his assistance with this AppNote.

This AppNote describes all the possible IPV4 address assignments and related 
usage information for the TCP/IP protocol stack available in the next release of 
NetWare 6.5 (code-named Nakoma). It also compares the address assignment 
schemes to be provided with what has been set forth in various RFCs.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Primary IP Address Configuration
• Secondary IP Address Configuration
• Address Assignments for Grouped Interfaces
• Virtual IP Address Configuration
• Mapping to the RFCs
• Conclusion

Topics NetWare TCP/IP, IP addresses, multihoming, virtual IP 
addresses

Products NetWare 6.5 (Nakoma release)

Audience network administrators, consultants, installers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with NetWare and TCP/IP

Operating System NetWare 6.5

Tools none

Sample Code no
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Introduction

In a TCP/IP-based network, various IP address configurations are possible. They 
can be categorized as follows:

• Primary IP addresses

• Secondary IP addresses

• Address assignments for grouped interfaces

• Assigning different Network IDs

• Virtual IP addresses

This AppNote describes each of the above categories of configurations and 
presents the rules governing their usage in a NetWare environment.

Primary IP Address Configuration

Primary IP addresses are used to create a mapping between the attached networks 
and the physical interfaces on a system. These network interface associations are 
entered into the routing tables.

Figure 1 shows an example of a routing table for a NetWare server with five 
primary bindings.

Figure 1: Primary addresses as reflected in NetWare’s routing table.

The primary bindings are indicated by the entries labelled “direct” in the routing 
table. Each one represents a unique combination of Destination addresses and 
Interface numbers.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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The following table summarizes the cases for the configuration and usage of class 
A, B, C, and zero addresses using various address mask combinations.

Note: The notation {<Network Number>,<Host Number>} is used frequently to denote a 
particular address. This notation is similar to the notation in section 3.2 of 
RFC 1122.

The figures that follow are a series of screenshots taken on a client logged in to the 
Novell Portal utility running on a remote server. Such screenshots are used 
throughout this AppNote to illustrate various aspects of address configuration 
and usage.

Address Mask Support on NetWare

{<Network Number>,<Host Number>} Default Basic configuration, which is mandatory to be 
supported.

{<Network Number>,0} Default Explicit configuration of this address is not 
allowed.This is internally treated as a broad-
cast when specified as a destination address.

{0,0} Default Explicit configuration of this address is not 
allowed. In NetWare it is internally maintained 
and used to represent an unspecified address in 
the connection table (see Figure 2) that its 
resolved to the first bound primary address in a 
particular network. When specified as a desti-
nation address, it is translated as a loopback 
address 127.0.0.1 (see Figure 3).

{<Network Number>,-1} Default Explicit configuration of this address is not 
allowed. This is interpreted as a broadcast to 
be directed to the specified network.

{<Network Number>, 
<Subnet Number>, -1 }

Subnet Explicit configuration of this address is not 
allowed. This is interpreted as a broadcast to 
be directed to the specified subnet.

{<Network Number>, -1, -1 } Subnet Explicit configuration of this address is not 
allowed. This is interpreted as a broadcast to 
be directed to all subnets in the specified 
network.

{<Network Number>,<Host Number>} Subnet/ 
Supernet 
with contig-
uous bits in 
mask

This configuration is allowed, but is not 
supported with a supernet mask routing 
functionality.

{<Network Number>,<Host Number>} Subnet/ 
Supernet 
with non- 
contiguous 
bits in mask

Non-contiguous masks are not allowed per 
the recommendation in Section 2.1 of RFC 950 
(see Figure 4).
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 2: Representation of unspecified addresses in the TCP Connection Table.

Figure 3: “Zero” destination being treated as loopback by NWPING.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Figure 4: Error sent by INETCFG when trying to configure an address with the 
non-contiguous mask of 255.255.253.0.

Secondary IP Address Configuration

Secondary IP addresses are additional addresses that can be used in order to 
configure multiple logical hosts on the same interface. These addresses have 
several uses, which are described in this section.

Configuring Virtual IP Address
Secondary IP addresses with no ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) option are 
used to configure virtual IP addresses. These are used to host a virtual service 
such as proxy or an individual site rendered by the proxy.

Such a configuration, which resides behind a device like a load balancer switch 
(Web cache redirector), can enable the implementation of a load balancing policy 
on the switch. Once this configuration is in place, requests to the proxy are cycled 
across multiple proxies configured with the same virtual IP address.

In Figure 5, the Web cache redirector, cache X, and cache Y share the same 
virtual IP address, which is configured as non-ARPable secondary IP address 
when cache X and cache Y are on NetWare. (There may be one secondary IP 
address for each site rendered.) 
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 5: Use of secondary IP address in a proxy configuration.

The redirector and proxies can share the virtual IP addresses by which each site is 
registered with DNS (Domain Name Service). The redirector examines the 
destination address and port for each incoming packet. If the packet matches a 
virtual service, it is redirected to one of several proxies in a cluster according to 
some type of scheduling policy.

Constructing Static NAT Tables
Secondary IP addresses are also used to construct static NAT (Network Address 
Translation) tables where there is a one-on-one association between the public and 
private addresses.

As shown in Figure 6, the NAT router has secondary IP addresses 130.57.199.13 
and 130.57.199.14, which are used in the NAT table as virtual public addresses. 
These addresses are substituted for the corresponding private addresses in 
outgoing packets originating from private hosts 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.3.

Figure 6: Use of secondary IP address in a NAT configuration.

Web Cache
Redirector

http (T=X)

http (T=X)

http (T=X)

http (T=X)

Cache X Cache Y

Internet

Host A

Host C

Host B

Internet/
Intranet

Router

130.57.52.13

DA=130.57.199.13

10.0.0.3

10.0.0.1

DA=10.0.0.1

SA=10.0.0.1

NAT

NAT Table

SA=130.57.199.13

  Sec. IP Adds.
130.57.199.13
130.57.199.14

Protocol:

TCP
TCP

Private IP
address:
10.0.0.1�
10.0.0.3

Virtual Pub
IP address:
130.57.199.13�
130.57.199.14

1

2

3

PRIVATE NETPUBLIC NET

4

5

SA = Source IP Address
DA = Destination IP Address
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Validation Checks
Configuration of secondary IP addresses is subject to the following validation 
checks:

• Its network ID should match the network ID of one of the configured primary 
addresses. or that of the board specified.

• It should not duplicate any other secondary IP address or primary address (if it 
is ARPable).

• A maximum of 256 secondary IP addresses are allowed.

Address Assignments for Grouped Interfaces

In the current TCP/IP stack it is possible to group interfaces to support load 
balancing and fault tolerance (FT). With this kind of grouped assignment, it is 
possible to distribute incoming and outgoing traffic over the constituent boards 
within a group. It is also possible to fail-over the load from a faulty board to a 
subsequent board in the group and fail-back the load to a board that has recovered 
from a fault.

Two basic kinds of configurations can be used to enable these features:

• Multiple NIC-Single IP Address

• Multiple NIC-Multiple IP Addresses

Multiple NIC-Single IP Address Configuration
Here multiple NICs residing on the same physical network can be grouped by 
binding all of them to the same IP address. This configuration supports both load 
balancing and fault tolerance. Keep in mind that multiple interfaces bound to a 
single IP address are automatically grouped.

Figure 7 shows the “Group interface for FT” field set to Yes and grayed out to 
reflect the mandatory grouping described above.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 7: Option to group interfaces for Fault Tolerance under TCP/IP bind options.

Multiple NIC-Multiple IP Addresses Configuration
Multiple NICs residing on the same physical network can be grouped by binding 
all of them to different IP addresses of the same network and explicitly grouping 
them for fault tolerance by enabling the “Group for Fault Tolerance” flag in 
Bindings > Expert options.

The following scenarios will illustrate invalid and valid variations on this 
configuration.

Scenario 1. Suppose you have three interfaces and two addresses (IP1 and IP2, 
for example) which belong to same network. In this scenario, you attempt the 
following:

• Configure two of the interfaces with address IP1.

• Configure the third interface with address IP2 and set the “Group interface for 
FT” flag to Yes.

System Response 1. The configuration is saved and the two interfaces are 
grouped for fault tolerance (this is mandatory). However, the system sends the 
warning shown in Figure 8 to notify the administrator that it is adding the third 
binding with the “Group for FT” flag set to No.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Figure 8: Warning when attempting to add binding with a different IP address (10.1.1.2) 
to a group of two boards (CE100B_1 and CE100B_2) with a single IP address (10.1.1.1).

Scenario 2. Suppose you have four interfaces and two IP addresses (IP1 and IP2, 
for example) that belong to the same network. In this scenario, you attempt the 
following:

• Configure two of the interfaces with address IP1.

• Configure the third interface with address IP2.

• Configure the fourth interface with address IP2.

System Response 2. The configuration of the first two interfaces is permitted to 
be saved and both interfaces are grouped for fault tolerance (this is mandatory). 
The configuration of the third interface will be saved however the fourth 
configurations will not be allowed to be saved. The system sends the error 
message shown in Figure 9.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 9: Error shown when trying to group two boards with IP address 10.1.1.2 when 
two other boards are grouped with IP address 10.1.1.1.

Scenario 3. Suppose you have four interfaces and two IP addresses (IP1 and IP2, 
for example) which belong to different networks. In this scenario, you attempt the 
following:

• Configure two of the interfaces with address IP1.

• Configure the third interface with address IP2.

• Configure the fourth interface with address IP2.

System Response 3. The configuration for the first two interfaces is permitted to 
be saved and the interfaces are grouped for fault tolerance. (This is mandatory.) 
The configurations for the third and fourth interfaces are also permitted to be 
saved with no errors. This is because multiple groups can be configured on a 
system as long as they belong to different networks.

The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 10.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Figure 10: Multiple fault tolerance groups successfully configured on a system.

Assigning Different Network IDs

It is possible to “multihome” a host in different networks by configuring addresses 
with different network IDs. This can be done on a single or multiple interfaces. 
This configuration is done to provide forwarding, NAT, proxy and other such 
router-based services on NetWare.

Note: There is a known issue when assigning different network IDs in conjunction with 
Classless Internet Domain Routing (CIDR) masks. Once a server is configured with 
a supernet mask, it behaves like an end-node when IP forwarding is disabled. It 
continues to behave like an end-node even if the mask is changed to a 
non-supernet mask and the system is reinitialized. To make it work like a router, 
change the state of the IP packet forwarding or RIP or LAN Static Routing in 
INETCFG and reinitialize the system.

Virtual IP Address Configuration

A virtual IP address is an IP address bound to a virtual interface which provides 
fault-tolerant access to multihomed servers with multiple NICs and configured on 
multiple networks. The virtual IP address should belong to a network that does not 
match any of the “real” networks. An example is shown in Figure 11.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 11: Example of the use of a virtual IP address.

As the virtual address is not bound to a physical interface, it is accessible all the 
time to the clients on the network (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: A virtual board (VNIC) shown in the list of configured boards.

Figure 13 depicts a virtual IP binding to a virtual NIC.

Network Interface Card Network Interface Card

Real Network
1.1.1.2

Real Network
2.2.2.2

Multi-homed
Server

1.1.1.1 2.2.2.1

Virtual IP Address
10.10.10.1
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Figure 13: Binding a virtual IP address to VNIC.

In this configuration, you should be aware of the following:

• A given host can reside on multiple virtual networks.

• A given virtual network can spread across different hosts. In this case, the 
different hosts on the given virtual network should be capable of advertising 
their Host Routes, and the network should also be capable of handling host- 
based routes in preference to network routes. If this condition cannot be met, 
each host should reside on an exclusive virtual network (see Figure 14).
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 14: A Host Route representation of the virtual IP address bound on the system.

Clients that intend to avail themselves of fault tolerance service provided by a 
virtual IP address should initiate a connection with the virtual IP address.

All outbound connections (for example, TCP connections) from the server that are 
intended to be fault tolerant should be initiated with the virtual IP address as the 
Source Address. This is in contrast to the conventional method of source IP 
address selection where the Source Address is selected based on the outbound 
interface through which the packet will be routed.

All applications which, unlike routing protocols, have no preference for a specific 
source address for outgoing packets should preferably be made to use the virtual 
IP address as the Source Address. This is achieved by enabling outbound VIPA 
support, as shown in Figure 15.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Figure 15: Enabling outbound VIPA support.

The following table describes some of the validation checks for virtual IP address 
configurations.

Scenario System Response

Virtual IP address should not be loopback 
address or Class D address

Should not be able to bind with 127.0.0.1 
/ address ranging from Class D (a multi-
cast address 224.0.0.0 - 240.0.0.0) or 
Class E (241.0.0.0 - 248.0.0.0, which are 
reserved for future use).

Configure Virtual IP address as all zeros / 
broadcast address

System restricts you from configuring the 
address.

Virtual IP address should not be same as 
a real IP address (for example, you bind 
a real IP address with 164.99.150.1 and 
try to bind the same IP address to a Vir-
tual IP address)

System restricts you from configuring the 
address, and vice-versa: the system 
should restrict you from binding to a phys-
ical board an address that is already con-
figured on a VNIC.

Virtual net cannot be the same as real 
net (for example, you bind a real IP 
address with 164.99.150.1/ff.ff.fc.0 and 
then a Virtual IP address with 
164.99.151.1/ff.ff.fc.0)

System restricts you from configuring the 
virtual address, and vice-versa: the sys-
tem will not allow you to configure a real 
address which has same network ID as an 
existing virtual IP address.

When your system is configured with two 
VNIC boards (say VNIC_1 and VNIC_2), 
you try to bind an IP address to VNIC_2.

System restricts you from binding to the 
second bound VNIC_2 board.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Mapping to the RFCs

This section attempts to map the NetWare TCP/IP stack’s compliance to the 
“must” and “should” requirements set forth in the RFCs.

• RFC 791, Section 2.3: “A single physical host must be able to act as if it were 
several distinct hosts to the extent of using several distinct internet addresses. 
That is, provision must be made for a host to have several physical interfaces 
to the network with each having several logical internet addresses.”

NetWare 6.5 is fully compliant through its support for Secondary IP addresses 
and multihoming.

• RFC 791, Section 3.2: “The local address, assigned by the local network, 
must allow for a single physical host to act as several distinct internet hosts. 
That is, there must be a mapping between internet host addresses and 
network/host interfaces that allows several internet addresses to correspond to 
one interface. It must also be allowed for a host to have several physical 
interfaces and to treat the datagrams from several of them as if they were all 
addressed to a single host.”

NetWare 6.5 is fully compliant through is support for Secondary IP addresses, 
assignment of different network IDs on same and different interfaces, and 
multiple NIC-single IP address configurations.

• RFC 795, Section 2.1: “Values of all zeros and all ones in the subnet field 
should not be assigned to actual (physical) subnets.”

NetWare 6.5 is compliant (refer to the section of this AppNote on primary 
address configuration).

• RFC 1122, Section 3.2.2.9: “Host MUST support the first, and MAY 
implement all three, of the following methods for determining the address 
mask(s)corresponding to its IP address(es): (1)static configuration 
information; (2) obtaining the address mask(s) dynamically as a side-effect of 
the system initialization process (see [INTRO:1] ); and (3) sending ICMP 
Address Mask Request(s) and receiving ICMP Address Mask Reply(s).”

NetWare 6.5 supports static configuration of masks. Dynamic methods of 
mask determination are not implemented in TCP/IP.

• RFC 1122, Section 3.3.1.6: “The following information MUST be 
configurable: (1) IP address(es); (2) Address mask(s). A manual method of 
entering this configuration data MUST be provided.”

NetWare 6.5 is compliant. The following are the three methods for this 
configuration: (1) Command line, which is volatile; (2) INETCFG, a server- 
based GUI utility, which is persistent; and (3) NoRM snap-in for TCP/IP 
configuration provided under the “Configure internetworkng” link. This is also 
persistent and assists in remote browser-based configuration.

• RFC 1219, Section 2.0: “The subnet mask must be contiguous.”

NetWare 6.5 is compliant.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Conclusion

This AppNote has discussed IP address configuration and provided usage 
information for the upcoming NetWare 6.5 TCP/IP stack. This information will 
help you plan for future TCP/IP-based network configurations.

Copyright © 2003 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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This AppNote aims to counter the considerable misunderstanding regarding how 
NetWare 6 deals with trustees. It explains how NetWare 6 identifies rights to 
access files, often referred to as the trustee process. In addition to providing 
general technical information about the components involved in the process, it 
looks at common problems Novell has seen with trustees; then it provides you 
with solutions to those problems. 
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Introduction

Since the release of NetWare 6, much speculation and misunderstanding has 
arisen about how this operating system handles trustee rights, especially regarding 
the new version of the Novell Storage System (NSS) file system. 

This AppNote helps clear up these misunderstandings and provides useful 
troubleshooting information. It first defines some important concepts and terms; 
then it provides a technical description of how NetWare 6 identifies users’ rights 
to access files, referred to as the trustee process. It then looks at common 
problems Novell has seen regarding trustees, and provides solutions to those 
problems.

As the title suggests, the AppNote doesn’t cover previous versions of NetWare. 
However, many of the principles can be used for older NetWare versions.

If you aren’t familiar with NSS, read “Novell Storage Services (NSS) 
Performance Monitoring and Tuning” in the July 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, 
available at http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/july/01/
a020701.htm.

Important Concepts and Terminology

Before learning about the problems and solutions, you need to understand the 
following concepts and terminology.

ID Types
ZID (or Z ID): A numeric ID within the NSS file system, used to reference an 
object with the object store (also known as the “beast tree”). ZIDs are 64 bits and 
are unique for each volume.

EID (Entry ID): An entry number in a database. In this AppNote an EID refers to 
an eDirectory entry within the FLAIM database (the underlying database for 
Directory Services 8.35 and later, including all eDirectory versions). EIDs are 32 
bits and are unique for each server.

EIDs are used within eDirectory to reference objects on a specific server. 
They are unique for each object for each server, meaning that object 
CN=Admin.O=EMA_CORP will potentially have a different EID on 
server FS1 than on server FS2. 

This can be demonstrated with DSBROWSE.NLM, a tool you can use to examine 
the local eDirectory database on the NetWare server. If you examine an object on 
one server and compare it with the same object on another server, the EID 
between the two instances of the object are probably dissimilar.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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GUID (Global Unique ID): A globally unique identifier within eDirectory. 
GUIDs were introduced in NetWare 5 but seldom used by applications. Although 
the GUID was allowed for in the schema, most objects did not have this attribute. 
As the acronym states, a GUID is globally unique. The scope of this uniqueness is 
within one tree, although no actual checking is done to ensure this.

Note: DNS Federated Trees rely on the 128-bit GUID number being unique. Therefore, 
it’s probable that GUIDs found in one tree will not exist in another.

Unlike EIDs, if you find two different objects in the same tree with the same 
GUID, you have an error known as Duplicate GUIDs. (We will discuss this 
problem later in this AppNote.)

GUIDs are 128 bits and are unique for each object. From NetWare 6 onwards 
most, if not all, objects have a GUID attribute. GUIDs allow an object to be 
referenced no matter which server you are accessing.

Figure 1 shows an example of a GUID, which is stored as an attribute of an object 
in eDirectory.

Figure 1: Viewing the GUID for an eDirectory object.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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The Client
The NetWare Client establishes an authenticated connection to the server through 
Directory Services (DS.NLM). It does not perform periodic authentication checks, 
nor does it track rights. NetWare ensures that the connection table is up-to-date, 
and that the entries in the connection table are used to give correct access to the 
file system. The client does not control the rights process. To do so would 
introduce a security flaw into the client/server relationship in NetWare.

The Connection Manager
When a file is requested from either the traditional or the NSS file system, the 
NLS Connection Manager (CONNMGR.NLM) is asked for the pre-built list of 
anything that could have trustees concerned with the object, including:

• The requesting object itself (explicitly assigned trustees)
• Group memberships
• Security equivalences for the object

The contents of this table are determined at connection time. Once the connection 
is established, the information is relatively static unless the connected user is 
added to a new group or is given an explicit trustee assignment or security 
equivalence. In those situations CONNMGR.NLM updates the table and sends 
out an event that the table has changed. NSS uses this event to update its own 
connection table.

The NSS connection table entry for a user is established at the same time as the 
regular connection table entry. It is not established at file system access time. It 
can be thought of as part of the connection table with NSS-specific information, 
including the eDirectory object’s GUID.

CONNMGR.NLM gathers this information from DS.NLM in the form of a 
connection table comprised of the eDirectory EIDs for the object, for group 
memberships, and for security equivalences.

After DS.NLM has given this list of EIDs to CONNMGR.NLM, what happens 
next depends on whether you are using the traditional file system or NSS. If it is 
the traditional file system that is asking, the list of EIDs is all that’s needed). The 
list is compared against the Directory Entry Table (DET) for valid trustees by 
looking at the assigned trustees in the directory structure above (for trustee 
inheritance) and at the target file system object (for explicit trustee assignments). 
Inherited Rights Masks (IRMs) are also taken into consideration.

Because the purpose of this AppNote is to look at the NetWare 6 implementation 
of trustees and the primary file system for NetWare 6 is NSS, the remainder of 
this discussion will focus on how the trustee process is implemented in NSS.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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The NSS Connection Table
NSS uses GUIDs as the key for trustees. It keeps its own connection table with 
these GUIDs and compares it with the beast object entry to look for valid trustees. 
It finds valid trustees by looking at assigned trustees in the directory structure 
above (for trustee inheritance) and at the target file system object (for explicit 
trustee assignments), also taking IRMs into consideration.

If this fails to provide a method of access, NSS then checks the visibility list 
(described in detail below) to see if it is a parent directory that requires visibility 
due to a rights assignment for a child directory.

Using GUIDs instead of EIDs allows the luxury of not caring which server you 
are on, provided it’s in the same tree—which is why Novell Cluster Services 
uses NSS.

NSS doesn’t directly access the connection table. However, it does make calls to 
read certain information from it to form its own connection table. The NSS 
connection table consists of a superset of this information.

Trustee Storage
In NSS, trustee rights assignments are stored as a GUID and a rights mask on the 
beast object. The mask has a bit for each assigned right (the same basic bits as for 
the traditional file system, but with a few new ones not listed here).

The rights bits are set in the following order:

So a trustee assignment of “RF” rights, for example, set bits 0 and 6 high, with the 
resulting trustee mask value being “001000001”. An assignment of “RWCFM” 
rights set bits 0, 1, 3, 6 and 7 high, with the resulting value being “011001011”.

Using these values, a trustee assignment stored in a beast object would look 
something like this:

Bit Type

0 R - Read (file reads are allowed)

1 W - Write (file writes are allowed)

2 Reserved

3 C - Create (files can be created)

4 E - Erase (files can be deleted)

5 A - Access Control (trustee rights can be assigned)

6 F - File Scan (files can be viewed in a directory scan)

7 M - Modify (files can be modified)

8 S - Supervisor (all rights are granted)
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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GUID Trustee Mask
479f9c81-e1d3-11d6-a310-0004acae89f7 011001011
1a9fb983-e1d4-11d6-a310-0004acae89f7 010000000
2b502f81-e1d4-11d6-a310-0004acae89f7 010000010
2b502f80-e1d4-11d6-a310-0004acae89f7 011001000

Up to four trustees can be assigned to a single beast object. If more than four are 
needed, an ACL overflow beast object is created and linked to the main beast. The 
extra trustees are put in the overflow beast. The overflow trustee beast can hold 
around 20 entries before needing to overflow to the next ACL overflow beast.

The first ACL overflow beast is pointed to by a ZID in the authorization structure 
on the beast object for the file or folder. If more ACL overflow beasts are required 
(for example, if you need to store 35 trustees), the next ACL overflow beast is 
linked from the last ACL overflow beast, creating a linked list.

Inherited Rights Masks (IRMs)
In NetWare, trustee rights assignments made at a given directory level “flow 
down” to lower levels until they are either changed or masked out. This is referred 
to as inheritance. The mechanism provided for preventing inheritance is called the 
Inherited Rights Mask or IRM.

IRMs are taken into account when NSS builds what is referred to as the effective 
Access Control List (ACL) for a file or directory. The effective ACL is a list of all 
users who have rights to the directory and includes the rights they have. It is 
calculated by starting at the root of the volume and working down to the file.

At each level, the IRM is applied to all rights inherited from the parent directory. 
Only those rights allowed by the mask are inherited by the child object. Rights for 
the various trustees explicitly assigned to the child are then collected. When a 
trustee inherits rights from above, the new rights replace the old ones (except the 
Supervisor right, which cannot be masked or removed by a new assignment to the 
same trustee).

By the time NSS reaches the target file/directory, it has a list of all trustees and the 
rights assigned and inherited for this file/directory. This list is then compared 
against the entries in the connection table structure. Every time there is a match in 
the connection table with an entry in the effective ACL, the rights are added to 
those that the owner of the connection has to this file/directory. This is the heart 
and soul of how inherited rights work.

Figure 2 shows an example of how inheritance and IRMs work. In the example, 
Bob is a member of a group named “Group”.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 2:  Example of how inheritance and IRMs work.

Suppose the top of this path is the root of drive C. Let’s go through and examine 
Bob’s effective rights at the lower layers of the directory structure.

C:\
At the root level, some kindly administrator has granted Bob RWCMFA rights. 
(Since Bob always gets things right the first time and never needs to delete 
anything, he doesn’t need the Erase right.) Because we are at the root, there is 
nothing to inherit and therefore no IRM. Thus his effective rights at this level are 
RWCMFA.

C:\NetWare\zoom
Bob encounters an IRM of RF at the NetWare level, restricting the rights he can 
inherit to RF. Because Bob has no other rights assignments or restrictions to 
consider, his effective rights in the zoom directory are RF.

C:\Novell\Run
Bob encounters an IRM of RWCEM at the Novell level, restricting his inheritance 
to RWCM at that level. He hits another IRM of RF at the \Novell\Run level, 
giving him an effective inherited right of R. Bob doesn’t get the F right because it 
was masked out at the Novell level.

Root (/)

NetWare Novell eDir

Zoom Run Fly

Bob = R W C _ M F A

R W C _ M F A R W C _ M F A R W C _ M F A

R  _ _ _ _ F _ R W C E M _ _ R  _ C E _  _ _IRM IRM IRM

R  _ _ _ _ F _

R W C _ M _ _

IRM

R _ C _  _  _ _
Group = F

R  _ _ _ _ F _

R  _ _ _ _ _ _

R _ C _ _ F _Effective Rights

Effective Rights

Effective Rights
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C:\eDir\fly
Bob encounters an IRM of RCE at the eDir level, restricting his effective rights to 
RC. However, because he is a member of Group, he is granted the F right at the 
\eDir\fly level, meaning his final effective rights there are RFC.

In reality the rights aren’t calculated at every directory level. The actual algorithm 
NSS uses to calculate the rights for a particular file or directory is somewhat 
complicated because it ties in closely with the way the rights cache is 
implemented. It almost never needs to start at the root and work down, as we did 
in the above example.

In effect, when the effective rights of a user to an object is finally resolved, you 
have a list of all users who have rights to the file/directory (the effective ACL) and 
a list of all users in the connection table. These lists are seldom very large.

The one exception to this is a connection that has Admin-equivalent rights (not to 
be confused with having the Supervisor right from a trustee assignment). Admin- 
equivalent users have all rights to files and they cannot be masked out by an IRM 
or explicit trustee assignment. The only way to keep an Admin-equivalent user 
from accessing files is to make a special trustee assignment that bars access to all 
but system connections. This assignment is normally only made in the 
SYS:\_NETWARE directory and cannot be set through normal tools.

All rights other than Supervisor can be stripped away with an IRM at any level for 
nearly any user, except a user that has S rights to the Server object itself (such as 
Admin and equivalents, which usually have rights resulting from an eDirectory 
rights inheritance). In this situation the Admin user can see all files and folders 
regardless of IRMs because the access is not granted in the file system. Instead, a 
bit is set in the connection table to indicate that the user is an admin and as such 
has full access to the server and all volumes thereon.

The Visibility List
The visibility list is only used for making parent directories visible for navigation 
purposes. If a user has rights to a file, NetWare makes all directories above the file 
visible to the user. This saves the administrator the odious task of assigning 
explicit rights to each directory above where the actual rights are assigned.

Visibility entries are stored in a manner similar to explicitly-assigned trustees: the 
first four entries are in the actual beast object; the rest are stored in overflow beast 
objects linked from the directory beast object.

Visibility lists only appear on directories. There is one entry for every trustee 
assigned anywhere in the subtree below the directory. Therefore, the further 
toward the root you go, the more GUIDs you see against that directory. At the 
root, the list has GUIDs for every trustee on the volume.

Each visibility entry has an eDirectory GUID and a count of the number of 
references to that GUID in the entries for the directory (not the subtree) where the 
visibility list is assigned. This includes trustees that are explicitly assigned, as well 
as trustees in visibility lists.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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A visibility list entry can be created in one of two ways:

• An immediate subordinate directory or file has a trustee that the parent 
does not.

• A visibility entry for a subordinate subdirectory is present.

Visibility counts do not consider trustees from directories or contents of 
directories that are not immediately subordinate to the considered directory.

Figure 3 shows an example of how the visibility list works. In this figure, Doug, 
Bob, and Fred are User objects, Group is a group object, and everything else is 
part of the directory structure.

Figure 3: Example of how a visibility list works.

Here is the visibility list by beast object (in the real list, usernames are not 
included, only the GUIDs):

Directory COUNT GUID
\ 1 67a60e01-c86b-11d6-ac9c-0090274352eb (Doug)
\ 1 fca90701-c86b-11d6-ac9c-0090274352eb (Bob)
\ 2 d3749d80-c975-11d6-ac9d-0090274352eb (Fred)
\ 1 aa68e580-c86d-11d6-ac9c-0090274352eb (Group)
Temp 1 67a60e01-c86b-11d6-ac9c-0090274352eb (Doug)
Keep 1 fca90701-c86b-11d6-ac9c-0090274352eb (Bob)

1 d3749d80-c975-11d6-ac9d-0090274352eb (Fred)
Images 0
M$ -
Novell -
ZFD -

Root (/)

Temp Keep Images

M$ Novell ZFD

Group = R Fred = R F

Doug = S Bob = R F C E
Fred = R F
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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The visibility list is not affected by adding, deleting, or modifying IRMs. These 
operate in a transverse flow to the visibility list. In other words, IRMs flow down 
the directory structure, while the visibility list works up the structure. Therefore 
Doug can see \Temp because he might need to do so to navigate to \Temp\M$.

Fred has a count of 2 because in the root directory there is a trustee assignment on 
a direct subordinate (Images) and a visibility entry in Keep from Novell.

For each request we compare GUID entries in the connection table for the 
connection requesting against all GUIDs on the directory in question, if we find 
one that matches we display or make visible the directory to the user, hence the 
term visibility list.

Checking and Repairing the Visibility List

Problems can arise with trustee rights because of a corrupted visibility list. Before 
you rebuild the visibility list, however, you must determine whether it is actually 
corrupt or whether it is simply incorrect.

Because the list is built from trustee information, it can be incorrect but valid (not 
corrupt but still wrong) if the information provided is incorrect, correct and valid 
or both incorrect and invalid— it all depends on the information that has been 
used to build it at the time. It is also possible for the reverse to occur: the list could 
be incorrect and corrupt even if the information given to it is valid.

Patch NW6NSS2C.EXE (or later) contains a fix for a visibility list that is causing 
corruption. Once you apply this patch, in most cases you can fix an issue with 
your visibility list by performing a visibility list rebuild. You can download 
NetWare patches from http://support.novell.com.

If the visibility list is still corrupt after a rebuild, contact Novell Technical 
Services.

Checking for Errors in the Visibility List
In NetWare 6.0 SP3, Novell includes two modules to help you check for errors in 
the visibility list: CHECKVIS.NLM and DMPTRUST.NLM. 

CHECKVIS.NLM requires a volume name parameter and sends results to the 
logger screen and to a file named CHECKVIS.OUT. There are three basic 
messages you might see.

This error means that an entry should be in the visibility list for a directory but is 
not there:

Missing user in visibility list.
GUID: 41D42500-E386-11D1-BD-2A-0060B01BC3BC
directory: \docroot

This error means that the count in the list should be 1 but the actual count is 2:
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Computed count not equal to stored count.
computed=1  stored=2
GUID: 44CF1590-E386-11D1-BD-2A-0060B01BC3BC
directory: \

This error means that a visibility entry was found in the list, but when the list was 
created there were no actual references:

Extra visibility entry found.
computed=0  stored=1
user ID: 44CF1592-E386-11D1-BD-2A-0060B01BC3BC
directory: \

If you see an error on a volume, you can use DMPTRUST.NLM to find out what 
the actual trustee assignments are for that volume. DMPTRUST.NLM also 
generates an .OUT file. Here is an example of the output from 
DMPTRUST.NLM:

Name: \LOGIN
(1-0) Rights: 0x41   GUID=00000002-0000-0000-00-00-000000000000 

ID=FF000001
Name=.[Public].

Name: \MAIL
(1-0) Rights: 0x8   GUID=67A60E00-C86B-11D6-AC-9C-0090274352EB 

ID=806C
Name=.O=novell.T=PRV-OS-MCC-NW6SP2.

Name: \PUBLIC
(1-0) Rights: 0x41   GUID=67A60E00-C86B-11D6-AC-9C-0090274352EB 

ID=806C
Name=.O=novell.T=PRV-OS-MCC-NW6SP2.

By matching up the DMPTRUST output to the CHECKVIS output, you can 
determine how the trustees you lose in a visibility rebuild affect you. Now that 
you know how the visibility list works, you can also check DS and ensure that the 
necessary trustee rights exist for a user so that the user is placed in the visibility 
list during a rebuild.

Rebuilding the Visibility List
After you confirm that the errors reported in the visibility check are caused by 
corruption (the information doesn’t warrant the results from the visibility list), 
you must repair the visibility list. 

Warning: This operation can be destructive; users who could see directories 
before might not be able to any more after the operation. For this 
reason, run this operation only as required. Do not use visibility list 
rebuilds as a regular maintenance tool.

Keep in mind that the purpose of a visibility rebuild is to address problems where 
the computed value does not equal the stored value for the visibility lists.

When you perform a visibility rebuild, the system first deletes all current entries 
in the visibility list. Then, in a second pass, the system attempts to rebuild the 
visibility list for assigned trustees. The numbers you see at the conclusion of the 
rebuild give the following information:
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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• Objects examined. This indicates the total number of file system objects 
looked at (a total of files and directories, plus special file system beasts).

• Objects cleaned. This indicates the number of directories where visibility 
information was removed during the first pass.

• Overflow objects removed. This indicates the number of visibility overflow 
objects removed during the first pass.

• Trustees re-added. This indicates the number of trustees found on the volume 
and re-added to visibility lists. Although this number is non-zero, it doesn’t 
mean problems were fixed or resolved. Instead, the number indicates the 
number of trustees found and included in the visibility list (whether they were 
there before the rebuild started or not).

After you run a visibility rebuild, make sure you run the visibility check again. If 
there are still errors, you must examine your trustees for problems (as discussed 
next) before running a visibility rebuild again.

Troubleshooting Duplicate and Missing GUIDs

On occasion Novell has seen issues with GUID corruption, which can take 
different forms:

• There can be duplication of GUIDs, where the same GUID is found on more 
than one object within the tree.

• The same object can have different GUIDs, depending on which server is 
queried.

• The object can be missing its GUID on some or all replicas.

The symptoms of GUID corruption include incorrect visibility lists and 
intermittent trustee issues where sometimes you can gain access (if you query the 
server with the correct data) and sometimes you can’t (if you query the server with 
the incorrect data).

If objects are missing GUIDs, the DSTrace may show -603 errors during the 
backlinker process for said objects. In this situation, the visibility list might be 
inaccurate but not necessarily corrupt, because the data being used varies 
depending on which replica is queried.

Checking trustees consists of using tools to compare GUIDs cached in NSS 
structures to eDirectory, it is therefore vital that you ensure that there are no 
synchronization issues within your tree before you begin - if you don’t you have 
already lost the battle before you begin as we will be checking something that 
maybe corrupt against something that maybe inconsistent.
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You also need to consider that in NSS we pull and store DS GUID information 
and cache some of this information (such as GUID to EID conversion 
information) - this information is refreshed every 25 hours by default and is 
adjustable by the NSS parameter ‘IDResetCacheInterval’. You will therefore need 
to run the NSS commandline of ‘NSS /ResetIDCache’ - doing this when we know 
DS is in sync will ensure that we don’t get any unpleasant surprises the next time 
NSS refreshes its cache (e.g. what you thought you had fixed is once again 
broken).

Most of these synchronization issues arise in networks with old code or mixed 
rings. To minimize problems, make sure you use the latest code for the version of 
DS.NLM you are running, and avoid mixing NetWare 4.x servers in the same 
replica ring as NetWare 5.x and 6.x servers.

A Word About Mixed Rings
The term “mixed ring” refers to a situation where both DS 6/7 and DS 8+ servers 
hold a real replica in the same ring where a NetWare 6 server exists. Read/Write, 
Read Only, and Master replica types are considered real because they contain 
complete object data. By contrast, Subordinate Reference replicas only contain 
partial object data.

Mixed rings are somewhat of a paradox. Although NetWare 6 allows the use of 
mixed rings, it is not recommended except under very limited situations. Several 
issues are exacerbated by the introduction of NetWare 6 into a different type of 
ring. For example, problems arise when you have a pure NetWare 4.x replica ring 
and you upgrade to or introduce a NetWare 6 server that does not hold a real 
replica. NetWare 4.x will not place a GUID on objects; NetWare 5.x and 6.x 
will only do so for real objects because the creation of this attribute on external 
references are not supported in versions of DS before 7.60. In this situation, it is 
possible for objects to be created that do not have a GUID.

The safest approach is to ensure that the server holds real replicas of any object 
that has a trustee to the filesystem, however this is not always possible.

Fixing GUID-Related Issues
Duplicate GUIDs. If you have duplicate GUIDs, the easiest solution is to delete 
one of the objects that has the duplicate. This is usually due to old code, so make 
sure you upgrade your DS.NLM version; otherwise, the problem could occur 
again.

Disparate GUIDs. If you see different GUIDs for the same object on different 
replicas, use iMonitor or DSBrowse with the -a option to resend the object from 
the good replica (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: You can resend information about a selected object using DSBrowse loaded 
with the -a option.

Missing GUIDs. If you are missing the GUID on an object in every replica, first 
ensure that the replica ring is not comprised only of NetWare 4.x servers and 
external reference NetWare 6.x servers. Then recreate the object.

If you find that you can’t delete an object when trying to fix a GUID issue, contact 
Novell Technical Services for assistance in manually synchronizing the GUIDs. 
For additional information on GUID issues see TID # 1007892 at: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/1007892.htm.

Troubleshooting Trustee Corruption

You might have an issue with explicit trustee assignments if any of the following 
apply to you:

• You’ve rebuilt the visibility list and you still think it’s incorrect (although no 
longer corrupt).

• You are seeing inconsistent or missing trustees.

• You’ve looked at your trustee list using a tool like TRUSTBAR.NLM and the 
list is not what you believe it should be.

• You just can’t seem to get your trustee assignments working properly.

Starting with NetWare 6.0, Novell has included a tool named TRUSTBAR.NLM. 
(This tool also works with NetWare 5.x and with traditional volumes if you have 
the long name space loaded.) TRUSTBAR.NLM allows you to back up, delete, 
and restore your trustee assignments.
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Loading TRUSTBAR.NLM without any options will display the online help 
information shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The online help information for TRUSTBAR.NLM.

To take care of trustee corruption issues, you can use TRUSTBAR.NLM in the 
following manner. Use the -B option to back up your trustees for a specific 
volume; then use the -D option to delete trustees for that volume; then restore 
them back to the volume with the -R option. Always use the -V (verbose) option 
so you know when TRUSTBAR.NLM has finished its work.

If you need to go back and run a final visibility list rebuild, you can do so now that 
you’ve run TRUSTBAR.NLM. Keep in mind that TRUSTBAR.NLM does not 
address visibility list corruption and might not correct an inconsistent visibility 
list.

License issues can sometimes look like trustee issues, so don’t be fooled. Run the 
PM DISPLAY console command to make sure you can have more than three 
licensed connections and that there are no grace connections. 

As an example, Figure 6 shows the output of the PM DISPLAY command for a 
server with a license problem. 

Figure 6: Grace Licenses can make you think you have trustee issues.
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At the bottom of the PM DISPLAY are totals for Licensed (Grace) and 
Unlicensed (NLM) connections. In this case, the total indicates that 2 grace 
licenses are in use. Showing grace connections is a sign that the server is not 
licensed correctly, in this situation correct the problem with licensing before you 
look at possible trustee issues.

Background Trustee Checks

Background checking primarily verifies that GUIDs stored in various structures 
are current. Background checking normally runs five days after the server comes 
up and every two weeks thereafter. The algorithm minimizes impact on the 
system because as other activity on the system increases, the checker increases its 
delay time between operations.

The checker makes sure all entries in the object ID store are current and verifies 
that the IDs in the files (trustees, creator, modifier, archiver, and so on) still exist. 
It also verifies that other internal structures unrelated to IDs are consistent.

For an ID to be removed, it must be found to be missing four times in a row over a 
90-day period.

Turning the background checking process off will not have immediate negative 
effect, but over time old trustees will build up on files and in the object ID store.

Conclusion

In this AppNote, you have learned about the key parts of the infrastructure that 
make up the trustee process in NetWare 6. You have also learned about situations 
that can cause problems and what to do about those situations. 

Novell has seen many cases where people have performed unnecessary operations 
on their servers, with lost trustees resulting from attempting to fix issues that 
might not have even existed. In most cases the information in this AppNote will 
help you resolve your own issues. However, if you have remaining questions, 
concerns or issues contact Novell Technical Services.

Copyright © 2003 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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This AppNote discusses the issues and costs associated with users accessing 
inappropriate Internet content from the workplace. It then describes how network 
administrators can use free public-domain site blocking lists in conjunction with 
Novell BorderManager and third-party tools to enforce network-wide Internet 
access policies.

Because this AppNote was written in the U.K., it retains the British spelling used 
by the author.
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Introduction

Internet access from every desktop has become ubiquitous within most 
organisations. Whilst the provision of Internet access for all offers many benefits, 
it also presents challenges to the network administrator who must manage that 
Internet access. The administrator must ensure that such access is provided within 
the organisation’s acceptable use policy, in accordance with legal requirements, 
and in keeping with the appropriate financial budgets.

This AppNote discusses how network administrators can make use of free 
public-domain site blocking lists in conjunction with Novell BorderManager on 
NetWare networks to enforce network-wide Internet access policies. It begins 
with a discussion of the policy, legal, and cost-related issues, as well as the 
various types of unwanted content. It then covers some of the site lists that are 
available in the public domain, and concludes with instructions for installing and 
configuring these lists.

Policy, Legal, and Cost Issues

This section provides a discussion of issues surrounding employee Internet usage, 
in terms of corporate policies, legal concerns, and costs.

Policy Issues
Every organisation should have a defined acceptable use policy (AUP) which 
should be made available, understood, and signed by all users who have Internet 
access. An AUP should make clear to users what constitutes acceptable use and 
indicate what types of sites and content are not appropriate for use within the 
business environment. For example, these may include sites relating to 
pornography, racism, sports and leisure, and even free e-mail. 

In the event of Internet abuse, a documented disciplinary procedure should detail 
what actions will be taken by management. The exact procedure adopted will 
depend on the company culture and on the local legislative regime in the country 
where the abuse occurs.

An organisation’s management may decide on one of two main approaches for 
managing Internet content, which we shall term here “proactive blocking” and 
“reactive monitoring.”

Proactive Blocking.  This approach for managing Internet access involves 
making policy decisions on the types of Internet content which will be permitted, 
and not permitted, for use within an organisation.

In this method, enforcement of the policy decisions is usually carried out using 
site blocking software, which may be installed on each network client or on a 
proxy server. A proxy server is a system which provides access to the Internet on 
behalf of a user, thus acting as the user’s “proxy.” The network administrator 
defines rules dictating who can access which sites, by individual name, by groups 
of users, and by collection of sites.
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Site blocking software can usually be configured to use blacklists or whitelists, 
with a blacklist containing lists of sites to be blocked, whereas a whitelist contains 
sites which are deemed to be universally “suitable.”

Reactive Monitoring.  This approach for managing Internet access involves no 
active blocking of Internet sites. Instead, network administrators use logs 
retrospectively to determine which Internet sites have been accessed, when, and 
by whom. In the event of Internet abuse, the logs can be used to determine which 
user was responsible for the abuse. 

Note that in many jurisdictions, routine monitoring of Internet access logs is not 
acceptable under human rights legislation, even when this consists of personal 
Internet use within business hours. In these cases it is necessary to obtain specific 
legal authorisation, usually in the form of a court order, to obtain access to 
information about a user’s Internet access.

Hybrid Approach.  In this approach, elements of both proactive blocking and 
reactive monitoring may be used, so that sites are blocked via predefined rules but 
logs are also maintained for subsequent analysis. It is this approach which is most 
commonly adopted, as it provides two levels of monitoring.

Legal Issues
Some countries, such as China and Saudi Arabia, filter Internet access at the point 
of connection into the country via “super proxies.” This allows the governments 
to control what citizens may and may not see via their Internet connection. Such 
blocking has been criticised by most other administrations. For example, in April 
2002 the European Uniton (EU) unanimously rejected the blocking of 
pornographic sites at the Internet borders of the EU. In doing so, the European 
Parliament said, “. . . such drastic measures do not solve the problem of sites 
outside the EU nor that of sites which are legal for adults but could be harmful to 
children or young people” (European Parliament vote on 11 April 2002: 
http://www.nordicom.gu.se/unesco/notices.html).

So, in most countries, it is left to the network administrator to ensure that 
unsuitable sites are not available to Internet users. However, there are also legal 
requirements in some countries to ensure that access to unsuitable sites is not 
available to minors.

For example, in the United States, the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) 
entered into force in April 2001. This mandates site blocking for K-12 (primary) 
schools and public libraries, and denies access to certain federal funds for 
organisations not meeting this requirement. It is therefore essential for 
administrators in this type of environment to have a blocking solution in place.
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Another source for potential legal issues is through sexual harrassment via the 
access and display of pornographic images within the workplace. In the US, 
sexual harrassment is an unlawful form of discrimination according to the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, and companies can be sued for exposing employees to such 
harrassment. For example, in 1999 three employees of a Cincinatti-based 
company brought a suit against their employer for exposing them to pornography 
downloaded from the Internet (Orange County Register, 7 May 1999: 
http://www.xstop.com/pressroom/articles/05_07_99_forced_viewing.html).

Cost Issues
The cost impacts of unwanted Internet activity can be divided into a number of 
areas as follows:

• Bandwidth costs
• Support costs
• Time costs
• Legal costs

Bandwidth Costs.  Whilst access to Internet sites containing HTML and graphics 
files will not necessarily impose a strain on an organisation’s bandwidth, the use 
of streaming video and audio certainly will. It is common to find Internet access 
being used for listening to Internet radio, or to access video streams which may 
not be relevant to business operations. In these cases, the costs are in terms of 
using bandwidth on both the “Internet” and “LAN” segments of the network.

The LAN side of the equation will not usually be such a concern, but Internet 
bandwidth costs can be considerable. While exact prices vary from region to 
region, a minimum estimate of around $3000 per annum per megabit/second of 
bandwidth is not unreasonable. At that price, the unnecessary use of streaming 
media will soon make its impact felt in cost terms. 

Support Costs.  Support costs can increase as a result of the installation of games 
and non-standard screensavers and wallpaper files, which take up memory and 
disk space on users’ computers. One approach to tackling the use of non-standard 
screensavers and wallpaper is to implement desktop policy packages using 
software such as Novell’s ZENworks for Desktops. However, a still better 
approach is to block this type of material at the source using software to deny 
access to “games” sites.

Misleading advertising is a further headache for the administrator. Messages such 
as the one shown in Figure 1 can appear on Web sites, leading users to believe that 
there is a problem with their computer.

Figure 1: Advertising graphics can mislead users into believing something is wrong with their computer.
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Blocking this type of site can be done using software which looks for graphics 
from known advertising sites and prevents them from reaching the user.

Time Costs.  According to The UCLA Internet Report 2001 - “Surveying the 
Digital Future,” the percentage of users who access non-business sites from the 
workplace has increased from 50.7% to 60.7% between 2000 and 2001. This 
probably reflects the increasing availability of Internet access within the 
workplace. Additional statistics are given in this extensive report, which can be 
found at http://www.ccp.ucla.edu/pdf/UCLA-Internet-Report-2001.pdf.

Inevitably, many users will want to make use of the Internet for personal use from 
the work environment. However, it is up to management to decide whether this 
should be allowed, or whether restrictions should be placed on certain sites or 
services, such as the use of free personal e-mail, for example. If management 
decides that such services are not to be made available from within the workplace, 
the network administrator will need to develop a strategy and select suitable tools 
for blocking access to these sites.

Legal Costs.  As indicated above, organisations may leave themselves open to 
legal action, with resulting legal costs and fines, if they provide access to 
“unsuitable” material from within the workplace or educational institution.  Legal 
cost considerations should also take into account the possible damage to an 
organisation’s reputation, which could be caused by negative publicity resulting 
from high profile legal cases.

Another legal cost to consider is when an employee is terminated for violating the 
AUP, comprehensive and accurate logging protects the employer against a 
wrongful dismissal suit.

Unwanted Content Types

Unwanted content can be divided broadly into one of the following three types:

• Advertising
• Unwanted file types
• Undesirable sites

Many solutions are available to help you deal with unwanted content. Examples 
include SurfControl and N2H2, in addition to manual entry of sites to block. In 
this AppNote, we’ll use as examples products from Connectotel.
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Advertising
Advertising is an unwanted type of Internet content for the following reasons:

• It is a distraction for users.

• Advertising images take up valuable bandwidth on the local network.

• The wording of ads may display spurious warning messages, misleading users 
into believing there is a problem with their computer and generating 
unnecessary support calls, as described above.

• Clicking on advertisements displayed in the browser may take users to 
non-business related or undesirable sites.

• Displaying advertising graphics within a Web page allows advertisers to 
monitor user’s surfing patterns.

Advertising content can be managed using a solution such as Connectotel 
AdWall, which allows the administrator to define a list of sites from which 
advertising content will be blocked. Such lists are available, in a number of 
formats, from many locations on the Internet. Advertising which would have been 
present in a page is then replaced with a “broken graphic” icon.

Unwanted File Types
As indicated previously, unwanted file types can increase costs through increased 
use of bandwidth on the LAN and Internet side of the network. An organisation 
may choose to block access to files by file type. For example, the network 
administrator may place a block on the downloading of all .MP3 music files, or 
deny access to all Real Audio .RAM files, which point to streaming audio content.

This type of content can be managed using a solution such as Connectotel 
FileWall, which allows the administrator to define which types of files will be 
prevented from passing via the proxy server. In the event that users try to 
download one of the defined file types via Novell BorderManager with FileWall, 
they will see a “403 Forbidden” error screen, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Screen displayed when a site is blocked via LinkWall.

Undesirable Sites
An administrator can choose to block access to undesirable sites using a solution 
such as Connectotel LinkWall. In this case, the administrator creates a file called 
LINKWALL.LST which contains a list of sites, and/or names of files containing 
lists of sites. For example, the list might include the following entries:

www.yahoo.com
ww.hotmail.com
$include sys:blacklists/porn/urls
$include sys:blacklists/porn/domains

Note: With LinkWall, you can reference other list files through the use of the $include 
command, as shown in the example LINKWALL.LST file above.

When users try to access one of the sites contained in the list, they will see a “403 
Forbidden” screen similar to the one shown in Figure 2 above.

The next section provides more information on the various site lists that are 
available in the public domain.
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Public Domain Site Blocking Lists

Public domain site blocking lists have been compiled by organisations and 
individuals who wish to provide a free alternative to the lists supplied by 
commercial companies. The lists are compiled either by an individual or small 
team, using public input to a website, or via a robot which has been programmed 
to search for certain types of sites.

Information about such a robot can be found at: 
http://ftp.teledanmark.no/pub/www/proxy/squidGuard/contrib/squidGuardRobot/

Using public domain site blocking lists provides the following advantages over 
subscription-based solutions: 

• Cost— There is no initial cost, or ongoing cost, for the use of the list. 

• Openness—The contents of the list are completely open in ASCII text format, 
so that anyone can see what sites are in the list. This is important when 
considering freedom of access to Internet resources, which may be being 
blocked inappropriately by a third-party list.

• Flexibility—The system administrator may choose to use the contents of one 
or more lists without incurring additional cost. The administrator may change 
the use of a list at any time by configuring the software appropriately.

A number of public domain lists are available for use in site blocking efforts 
within an organisation. This section describes three of the most commonly 
used ones.

squidGuard Blacklist
The squidGuard Blacklist is a public-domain collection of site lists which can be 
used with the Squid proxy (under UNIX) and now also with Novell 
BorderManager. This list is generated by a software “robot” which searches the 
Internet looking for URLs which fit into one of squidGuard’s predefined 
categories. 

The categories of sites currently maintained within the squidGuard Blacklist are:

• ads
• aggressive
• audio-video
• drugs
• gambling
• hacking
• mail
• porn
• proxy
• violence
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• warez (pirated and illegally “cracked” software)

Each list contains a series of URLs or domain names in the following format:

sitename1
sitename2
sitename3
. . . 

Again, these files can be referenced with LinkWall through use of the $include 
command, as mentioned in the previous section. 

To obtain more information about squidGuard Blacklist, visit 
http://www.squidguard.org/blacklist.

DMOZ
The DMOZ open directory project (ODP) is a public domain project to provide an 
human-edited index of the Web. DMOZ allows downloading of dumps from the 
DMOZ ODP database. The dumps contain details of Web sites in a format known 
as Resources Description Format (RDF), which is described at 
http://dmoz.org/help/getdata.html.

The following Web page lists tools which can extract data from RDF files: 
http://dmoz.org/Computers/Internet/Searching/Directories/Open_Directory_ 
Project/Use_of_ODP_Data/Upload_Tools.

“Hosts” Files
Using a replacement “hosts” file is a commonly-used and inexpensive method of 
blocking advertising sites. In this approach, a file is created which contains a local 
host address, normally 127.0.0.1 (also known as localhost), followed by a host 
name. The method works by redirecting host name lookups, which would 
normally resolve via DNS to a real IP address, to the localhost address. The result 
is that advertising graphics do not then appear in the Web page. Examples of files 
in “hosts” format for blocking of advertising are widely available on the Internet.

By default, the “hosts” file is located in the following folders:

• C:\WINDOWS (Windows 95/98)
• C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\ETC\HOSTS (Windows NT/2000/XP)

A good description of this method of blocking advertising can be found at 
http://www.accs-net.com/hosts/benefits_restrictions.html.

The disadvantage of this approach in a networked environment is that the 
modified hosts file must be copied to every computer. A better solution is to 
maintain one central copy of this file and have it shared by all users of a proxy 
server. Solutions such as Connectotel AdWall can read and interpret files in 
“hosts” format, allowing blocking of advertising via a proxy server.
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Another method of blocking ads, using Novell BorderManager to redirect 
requests from ad servers to a Web server on your network, is described in 
“Blocking Browser Ads with Novell BorderManager” in the January 2003 issue 
of Novell AppNotes, available at http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/ 
2003/january/02/a030102.htm.

Installing and Configuring Public-Domain Site Blocking Files

To use any of the public domain lists described above, you will need the following 
software:

• NetWare 4.11 or above (the network operating system)

• Novell BorderManager 3.5 or above (the proxy server)

• Connectotel FileWall, AdWall, or LinkWall (the site blocking software)

• SquidGuard Blacklist, DMOZ, or a “hosts” file (the site blocking list)

Note: Other proxy servers can be used besides BorderManager. For example, 
Connectotel Proxy Engine (CProxy) is a free HTTP proxy which runs on any 
version of NetWare 4.11 and above. It provides proxying of HTTP requests from 
the browser to the Web, NDS/eDirectory username and password basic 
authentication, logging of all Web access in HTTP common log format, and 
support for additional products such as Connectotel AdWall, FileWall, and 
LinkWall. CProxy does not currently provide higher-end services such as caching, 
proxying of SSL/HTTPS, or proxying of protocols other than HTTP. If you require 
these features, Connectotel recommends the use of Novell BorderManager.

The example which follows assumes the use of the squidGuard Blacklist with 
Novell BorderManager and Connectotel LinkWall. The instructions assume that 
NetWare and BorderManager are already installed and running on your network.

Installing the LinkWall Software
To install the LinkWall software, download the LINKWALL.EXE file from 
http://www.connectotel.com/linkwall.

Run the LINKWALL.EXE program and follow the prompts within the setup 
program. As a result, the following files will be installed on the NetWare server:

File Location

LINKWALL.NLM SYS:ETC\LINKWALL

LINKWALL.NCF SYS:SYSTEM

LINKWALL.DLL SYS:PUBLIC\WIN32\SNAPINS

LINKWALL.LST SYS:ETC\LINKWALL

LINKWALL.ACL SYS:ETC\BORDER\ENGLISH

LINKWALL.KEY SYS:ETC\LINKWALL

LINKWALL.DOC SYS:ETC\LINKWALL
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Configuring the Software
To configure the Proxy Server and LinkWall software, follow these steps.

1. Start the NetWare Administrator (NWAdmin) utility and choose the Server 
object on which the Proxy and LinkWall software are running.

2. Choose the BorderManager Access Rules tab. The dialogue shown in Figure 
3 will be displayed.

Figure 3: The BorderManager Access Rules page.

3. Choose the option to insert a rule. The dialogue shown in Figure 4 is 
displayed.

Figure 4: The Access Rule Definition dialogue.

4. Set the Action to “Deny” and Access Type to “URL”.
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5. Click on the browse button in the “Destination” area and then choose “Select 
from Connectotel LinkWall list”, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Choosing to “Select from Connectotel LinkWall list”.

6. Having chosen that option, select the tick-box so that “Turn LinkWall On” is 
enabled, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Enabling LinkWall.

7. You should also ensure that the “Enforce Access Rules” tick-box has been 
selected within the BorderManager Setup tab, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Selecting “Enforce Access Rules” on the BorderManager Setup page.

Installing the squidGuard Blacklist
To install the squidGuard Blacklist, use the following procedure:

1. Download the file blacklists.tar.gz from the following URL:

http://ftp.teledanmark.no/pub/www/proxy/squidGuard/contrib/
blacklists.tar.gz

2. Extract the blacklists.tar.gz file (gnuzip format) to produce the blacklists.tar 
file.

3. Extract the blacklists.tar file (archive format) to a folder named sys:blacklists 
to produce the “blacklists” folder structure.

4. Edit the SYS:ETC\LINKWALL\LINKWALL.LST file to include the names 
of the groups which you want to block. 

For example, these lines will block sites containing pornographic material 
and material relating to hacking:

$include sys:blacklists\porn\domains
$include sys:blacklists\porn\urls
$include sys:blacklists\hacking\domains
$include sys:blacklists\hacking\urls
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Activating LinkWall
The final stage is to activate the LinkWall software on the NetWare server. To do 
this, type “LINKWALL <Enter>” at the file server console. This will display a 
screen indicating that LinkWall has been loaded and showing how many URLs 
have been read.

Staying Current
Any site blocking solution will only work well for as long as the site list files are 
kept up-to-date. In this respect, site blocking files are similar to virus signature 
files, which must also be kept regularly updated. 

The methods below show how to maintain the squidGuard Blacklist. Similar 
techniques can be used for maintaining any other public-domain site list.

Manual Updates.  Follow the procedure outlined above for downloading, 
unzipping, and untaring newer versions of the squidGuard Blacklist as they 
become available.

Automatic Updates.  You can automate the above procedure by using 
server-based tools. An NCF file (NetWare command file) shown below illustrates 
the use of commands such as the following:

• HTTPGET - to retrieve a file from a site using HTTP (available free from 
Connectotel)

• UNCOMPR - to extract the contents of a GZ file (available free from 
Connectotel)

• TAR - to extract the contents of the resulting TAR file (included with 
NetWare)

• DELAY - to introduce a waiting period between commands in NCF files 
(included with NetWare)

The ZLIB zip/unzip library, used by UNCOMPR, is also included with NetWare. 
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SGB.NCF
rem
rem Load ZLIB library
rem
load zlib
rem
rem Get file
rem
load httpget ftp.teledanmark.no /pub/www/proxy/squidGuard/contrib/blacklists.tar.gz 
sys:blacklists/blacklists.tar.gz
rem
load delay 30
rem
rem Uncompress ZIP file
load uncompr sys:blacklists/blacklists.tar.gz
rem
load delay 10
rem
load tar -xvf sys:blacklists/blacklists.tar
rem
load delay 10
unload linkwall
load delay 10
linkwall
echo Finished!

The above SGB.NCF file will perform the following actions in sequence:

• Get the latest blacklists.tar.gz file.

• Extract blacklists.tar.gz to produce blacklists.tar.

• Extract blacklists.tar to produce the “blacklists” folder structure.

• Unload the LinkWall software.

• Reload the LinkWall software.

The amount of delay between each stage of this process can be adjusted, 
depending on the speed of server and of the Internet links being used.
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Conclusion

This AppNote has shown how public domain site blocking lists can be used with 
Novell BorderManager, in conjunction with Connectotel’s AdWall, FileWall, and 
LinkWall. Using these techniques, administrators can ensure that the policy, legal, 
and cost issues described herein can be avoided.

Additional References
For further reading, see “Understanding BorderManager HTTP Proxy Logs” 
in the January 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, available at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/january/02/a020102.htm.

For more information about Novell BorderManager, see the product Web page at 
http://www.novell.com/products/bordermanager.

For more information about Connectotel products, see 
http://www.connectotel.com.

Copyright © 2003 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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This AppNote introduces the Persistent Search feature available in Novell 
eDirectory 8.6.1 and later. This feature is an extension to the LDAP v3 search 
operation and provides a way for an LDAP client to receive updates from the 
server about changes to a search result set.

Contents:

• Introduction
• What’s in a Persistent Search Control?
• Advantages of Persistent Search
• Configuring Persistent Search in eDirectory
• Writing Persistent Search LDAP Applications
• Conclusion

Topics Persistent Search, LDAP, application development, 
directory-enabled applications

Products Novell eDirectory 8.6.1

Audience developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with LDAP programming

Operating System n/a

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

As its name implies, the Persistent Search feature of Novell eDirectory is just a 
search operation that keeps going after the initial set of matching entries is 
returned. The reason it keeps going is what makes it useful. In a nutshell, this 
feature lets you perform a search, gather the results of the search operation, and 
then, whenever an entry in the result set is modified, you are sent a new copy of 
that entry.

In the past, developers have created LDAP applications that attempt to keep a 
client-side cache of a set of entries in the directory. Other applications need to 
know when a particular object—say a configuration object—changes, in order to 
trigger some logic, such as reconfiguring itself. These types of applications have 
had to do things like periodically poll the entries they were interested in and 
perform some kind of timestamp or attribute comparison to know if an entry has 
been modified since they saw it last. This puts a severe computational penalty on 
the LDAP application.

Persistent Search is an extension to the LDAP v3 search operation which moves 
the burden of checking for updates within a search result set from the client to the 
server. The Persistent Search control allows the client to perform a normal LDAP 
search operation (specifying the base DN, scope of search, search filter, and so 
on) and then, rather than having the server return a SearchResultDone message at 
the end, the operation maintains a connection so the client can be updated each 
time an entry in the result set changes. This allows the client to maintain a cache 
of the entries it is interested in, or trigger some logic whenever an update occurs.

Persistent Search has been proposed as an informational RFC in an IETF Internet 
Draft called “Persistent Search: An LDAP Change Notification Mechanism” (see 
http://www.ietf.org/proceedings/01aug/I-D/draft-ietf-ldapext-psearch-03.txt).

eDirectory 8.6.1 and later supports the Persistent Search control specified in the 
draft referenced above.

What’s in a Persistent Search Control?

You can read all about the semantics and data for the Persistent Search control in 
the Internet Draft mentioned above. Here we’ll try to capture the important stuff 
in plain English.

First a refresher. You might be asking yourself, “What is an LDAP search 
control?” In LDAP, a control is an extension mechanism that allows you to 
change the way an existing LDAP operation works. In this case, the control 
applies to the search operation. In addition to the normal things you specify when 
performing a search (like baseDN, scope, filter, and so on), this control lets you 
specify data that will help the server know how to process the Persistent Search.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Here’s the relevant data that you can specify when performing a Persistent Search:

• changeTypes. This lets you specify the types of changes you’re interested in. 
For example, you may want to know whenever an entry is added or deleted, 
but you don’t care if any of its attributes get changed. The changeTypes field 
is a logical OR of one or more of the following values: add (1), delete (2), 
modify (4) and modDN (8). 

• changeOnly. This is a Boolean field that tells the server whether or not you’re 
interested in the initial result set. If ChangesOnly is True, the server will not 
return the result entries until modifications occur. If it’s False, you get all the 
entries (as you normally do with a search operation), then entries repeatedly 
trickle in as they are updated. It’s helpful to understand that there are really 
two phases to a Persistent Search operation: (1) the normal search phase, and 
(2) the “events” phase. The latter phase is where the server is done sending the 
initial result set, and is waiting for updates to happen in order to send them 
back to the client.

• returnECs. ECs refers to “Entry Change Notifications” (explained below). If 
this is set to True, the server will send an Entry Change Notification control 
with each SearchResultEntry returned as a result of the changes.

The Entry Change Notification control provides additional information about the 
change that caused a particular entry to be returned as a part of the Persistent 
Search. This control is attached to each of the SearchResultEntry messages sent 
from the server to the client. In other words, each search entry that comes back 
due to an update will have this data attached to it (if you specified True in the 
returnECs field).

The relevant data in the Entry Change Notification control is:

• changeType. The type of change that caused the entry to be returned. This is 
one of the following: add (1), delete (2), modify (4), or modDN (8).

• PreviousDN. This is only present in the case of modDN operations and 
contains the DN of the entry before it was renamed and/or moved.

Advantages of Persistent Search

Why use Persistent Search in your applications? Let’s talk about some profiles of 
LDAP applications that will find Persistent Search a compelling choice.
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Cache Consistency

In an LDAP client application with high performance needs, you might want to 
maintain a temporary, local cache of information obtained through an LDAP 
search operation. To improve performance, the local cache is always consulted 
before sending a request to an LDAP server. A Persistent Search request where 
the changesOnly flags is False can be used if it is desirable to prime the cache; 
otherwise, changesOnly would be set to True in the request.

Caches are also used for other reasons besides performance improvement. In 
some cases, they arise naturally out of a particular application’s design. For 
example, an LDAP client designed for administration of information held in 
LDAP servers will undoubtedly generate screen displays that show information 
gleaned from an LDAP server. The screen display is a cache that is active and 
visible until the user of the application takes some action that causes different 
information to be displayed. A refresh button or similar control may be provided 
to users to allow them to update the cached display. A Persistent Search request 
can be used instead by the administrative application to automatically refresh the 
screen display as soon as the underlying LDAP information changes. In fact, this 
is really a marriage of caching and a triggered action (described next).

Triggered Actions

An LDAP client application may want to take some action when an entry in the 
directory is changed. A Persistent Search request can be used to proactively 
monitor one or more LDAP servers for interesting changes that in turn cause 
specific actions to be taken by an application. For example, an electronic mail 
repository may want to perform a “create mailbox” task when a new person entry 
is added to an LDAP directory, and a “delete mailbox” task when a person entry is 
deleted from an LDAP directory.

Synchronization

Some LDAP clients, such as those that execute on a portable computer, may 
maintain a partial or a complete offline copy of the entries stored in an LDAP 
server. While connected to the network, such a client can direct all queries to the 
copy of data it holds and use a persistent search to actively maintain the contents 
of the offline copy. (Alternately, the client could direct requests to the LDAP 
server that is the source of data.)

Configuring Persistent Search in eDirectory

Before we show you how to use the Persistent Search feature in eDirectory, let’s 
make sure your server is set up properly so you won’t run into any brick walls 
when you fire up your application. These configuration settings apply to 
eDirectory 8.6.1 (later versions may change slightly). 
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The configuration information for Persistent Search is stored on the LDAP Server 
object in eDirectory. Like any other LDAP server configuration attribute, these 
attributes are manageable through ConsoleOne or through the LDAP Modify 
operation (you can use an LDIF file with ICE, or the ldapmodify utility).

ConsoleOne version 1.3.2, which ships with eDirectory 8.6.1, has a Persistent 
Search tab on the LDAP Server object for configuring these attributes. The 
attributes are as follows:

• ldapEnablePSearch. This Boolean attribute specifies whether or not the 
Persistent Search feature is enabled on the LDAP server. The default 
eDirectory installation sets this value to True, which enables Persistent Search 
on the server. An administrator who wants to disallow Persistent Search sets it 
to False. This is provided as a checkbox on the Persistent Search tab on the 
LDAP Server object in ConsoleOne.

• ldapMaximumPSearchOperations. This integer attribute is used to specify 
the number of Persistent Search connections possible on the server. A value of 
zero means that an unlimited number of Persistent Search operations are 
allowed. The default eDirectory installation sets this value to 0, enabling an 
unlimited number of Persistent Search operations. As an administrator, you 
are advised to set this value to whatever number of connections you deem fit. 
In a production environment, the recommended value for this is 5 - 10.

To better grasp the implications of this setting, let’s explain more about how 
Persistent Search works in eDirectory. The first (searching) phase of a 
Persistent Search operation works like any other search operation, except that 
the server sets up a little bit of data that it needs to remember for the next phase. 
The second (events) phase of the operation watches for updates to happen in 
the directory. Whenever an update happens to an entry, the server effectively 
re-issues a search operation for that entry on the behalf of the client that 
initiated the Persistent Search. If the entry matches the original search criteria, 
and if the client has rights to see the entry, it is returned to the client.

So, if there are currently 200 active Persistent Search operations and an update 
happens to an entry, it is (potentially) as if 200 search operations fired off at 
the exact same time (we’re generalizing a bit here, but you get the picture). If 
your server can handle 200 simultaneous search operations (that is, if it’s fast, 
has a good size cache, and so on), go ahead and set it that high.

• ldapIgnorePsearchLimitsForEvents. During the “searching” phase of a 
Persistent Search operation, the normal size and time limitations are 
considered. The size and time limits are configured in attributes called 
searchSizeLimit and searchTimeLimit on the LDAP Server object. They may 
also be passed in as part of the search request.

The ldapIgnorePsearchLimitsForEvents attribute is a Boolean value that 
indicates whether the size and time limits configured for the normal search 
operation should be ignored during the “events” phase of the Persistent Search 
operation. If this is set to False, the entire Persistent Search operation is subject 
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to the search limits. If either limit is reached, the search will fail with a 
sizeLimitExceeded or timeLimitExceeded result code. This setting is provided 
as a checkbox on the Persistent Search tab on the LDAP Server object in 
ConsoleOne.

This may seem like an unneeded configuration setting. We agree! We only 
added it in anticipation that someone out there would want eDirectory to 
behave the same way one of our competing directory servers does.

Writing Persistent Search LDAP Applications

The Novell LDAP C and JAVA SDKs included in the NDK (Novell Developer 
Kit) support the persistent search control on the LDAP client side. The NDK is 
available at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/.

With the C SDK, you first define the Persistent Search criteria using the 
ldap_create_persistentsearch_control function. This function produces an 
LDAPControl data type that is then passed to ldap_search_ext or 
ldap_search_ext_s. The ldap_create_persistentsearch_control function takes as 
arguments the following:

• changeTypes that the client is interested in (add/modify/rename/delete)

• changesOnly indicating if the initial result set needs to be sent

• returnEntryChangeCtrl specifies whether or not you want to be told why an 
entry is being returned

• isCritical will cause the server to return the unavailableCriticalExtension error 
if it does not support the control; otherwise, unsupported controls are ignored

• Ctrlp is an out parameter that is then used to initialize the controls array that is 
passed to the ldap_search_ext call

If the returnEntryChangeCtrl parameter is non-zero, calling ldap_parse_entry_ 
controls allows you to have the controls that the LDAP server sent back as a part 
of the entry. The ldap_parse_entrychange_control lets you obtain the changetype 
of the entry (add/modify/rename/delete) and the previous DN if the entry had 
undergone a rename operation.

With the Java SDK, you first create a LDAPPersistSearchControl object, 
specifying the same data as you would in the C function, and then add it to the 
constraints that are passed to the LDAP connection’s search method.

If you’d like to see some sample code using Persistent Search, the Novell LDAP 
SDKs provide this. 

• The C code samples are in searchPersist.c under the Samples directory of the 
SDK. They can be viewed at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/ 
samplecode/cldap_sample/cldap_sample/searchPersist.c.html.
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• The Java example is in SearchPersist.java and can be viewed at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/samplecode/jldap_sample/
controls/SearchPersist.java.html.

• You’ll also find sample code for JNDI at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/ 
samplecode/extjndi_sample/extjndi_sample/PSearch.java.html. This code 
will give you a head start in configuring your application to use Persistent 
Search.

Sample Output

Now let’s look at what kind of output you can expect when you compile and run 
the sample program from the C SDK against Novell eDirectory. Assume a sample 
LDIF file such as the following:

dn:cn=john,ou=finance,o=myorg
changetype:add
cn:john
givenName: john
sn: Lamb
objectclass:inetOrgPerson

dn:cn=bob,o=eng,o=myorg
changetype:modify
add: mail
mail:bob@myorg.com

dn:cn=alice,ou=hr,o=myorg
changetype:moddn
newrdn:cn=mary
deleteoldrdn:1

dn:cn=jack,ou=admin,o=myorg
changetype:delete

You might run the Persistent Search program with a search base of o=myorg, 
scope as subtree, and search filter as objectclass=inetorgperson. The program will 
establish the Persistent Search connection to the server, return the initial result set 
(if you have set changesOnly to False) and wait for updates from the server. Now 
you can affect the changes in the above LDIF file (assuming you have Bob, Alice, 
and Jack in the right container in your tree) by using ldapmodify or ICE on your 
server.

When these changes take place in the eDirectory database, the Persistent Search 
client is notified of the updates. The output you will see on your screen will be as 
follows:

dn:cn=john,ou=finance,o=myorg
changeType: Entry Added

dn: cn=bob,ou=eng,o=myorg
changeType: Entry Modified
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dn:cn=mary,ou=hr,o=myorg
changeType: Entry Renamed
previous DN: cn=alice,ou=hr,o=myorg

cn:cn=jack,ou=admin,o=novell
changeType: Entry deleted

Note that in the case of a rename, the server sends a previous DN of the entry as a 
part of the entry change control which is being printed to the screen by the 
Persistent Search client.

Things to Remember

This section presents some tidbits of information about Persistent Search in 
general and the eDirectory support for Persistent Search in particular.

• The RootDSE (DSA-specific entry) in each LDAP server lists, among other 
information, the controls supported by the LDAP server. As the Persistent 
Search control is being supported by eDirectory 8.6.1, the RootDSE entry 
now contains the OIDs of the Persistent Search control on the 
supportedControls attribute. These OIDs are 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.3 (request 
oid) and 2.16.840.1.112730.3.4.7 (response oid). In an application, you may 
want to examine this attribute to gain knowledge of the server’s capabilities. 
To read the supportedControls in the rootDSE, perform a search where the 
base is empty (""), the scope is base-level, the filter is (objectClass=*), and 
the return attributes set to “supportedControls”.

• In the case of an entry being modified, the Persistent Search control does not 
send any information about the attribute or value that was added or deleted 
from the entry. This support simply does not exist in Persistent Search. A 
separate Internet Draft called “LCUP: LDAP Client Update Protocol” has 
been proposed to the IETF to cover this and other shortcomings in the 
Persistent Search control.

• Being a distributed and replicated directory, eDirectory can have its data 
partitioned across several servers in the same eDirectory tree. The Persistent 
Search support in eDirectory 8.6.1 is restricted to the changes that happen in 
the local server’s DIB (directory information base) only. If a change happens 
in remote server’s DIB and the same information is not hosted in the local 
sever, the client will not be notified of the change—even if the change 
qualifies the Persistent Search client’s search criteria. This limitation is 
because the Persistent Search support in eDirectory is built around the events 
that happen in the local server only. However, modifications that happen in a 
remote server and are then synchronized to the local server through the 
eDirectory replica synchronization mechanism will be sent back to the 
Persistent Search client as if they happened locally. For this to work, the local 
server must hold the partition of the data that changed in the remote server.
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• Regardless of the referral settings on the LDAP Server object, referrals are 
always generated when a part of the search subtree is not held on the local 
server. This allows the client application to follow those referrals and initiate 
Persistent Search operations on other servers in order to maintain a full view 
of the data it is interested in.

• The Persistent Search operation is memory- and connection-intensive for the 
LDAP server, as it not only needs to maintain an open TCP connection but 
also needs to maintain the search request associated with that connection. 
Every change that happens in the directory database needs to be evaluated 
against the search criteria of the Persistent Search client, and the client is 
notified of the change or not accordingly.

It has been observed that beyond 50 concurrent Persistent Search clients, the 
performance of eDirectory may suffer. Hence, it is recommended that the 
maximum concurrent LDAP Persistent Search connections be restricted to the 
5 - 10 range via the ldapMaxPSearchConnections attribute on the LDAP 
Server object. Of course, these numbers are all subject to differences in server 
capabilities. A multi-processor machine with lots of memory will be able to 
service many more concurrent Persistent Search operations before any 
performance degradation is noticed.

• The error codes that can be returned during a Persistent Search operation are 
all similar to the normal LDAP search operation. Some of the common error 
codes you may encounter are “sizeLimitExceeded” or “timeLimitExceeded” 
if ldapIgnorePsearchLimitsForevents is set to False and the searchSizeLimit 
or searchTimeLimit has been set to some value other than 0 (0 means 
unlimited). A referral error could be returned with an ldapreferral if the search 
spans beyond the partitions that are hosted on the local server. You could also 
encounter the adminLimitExceeded error if the maximum Persistent Search 
connections limit is exceeded.

• The Persistent Search operation is incapable of de-referencing alias entries in 
the directory. So if the Persistent Search request specifies de-referencing 
while searching entries or finding the base object, such a request will not be 
honored by the LDAP server and an error code of 80 (LDAP other) will be 
sent back to the client.

• eDirectory does not yet support Persistent Search on the subSchemaSubEntry 
(cn =schema) and RootDSE. That means any change in the schema of the 
directory or in the RootDSE information is not communicated back to the 
client that is doing such a search.
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Conclusion

Hopefully this AppNote has given you a working understanding of what 
Persistent Search is and how to build your applications using the LDAP C SDK 
and Java SDK support for it. We hope you find this new feature in eDirectory 
useful as you write more directory-enabled applications and unleash the power of 
the LDAP directory.

Copyright © 2003 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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This AppNote describes a sample application that utilizes many of the 
technologies of a J2EE 1.3 compatible application server. It demonstrates the use 
of a stateless server-side application that is managed by a transaction-aware 
container. The example uses a JMS Topic Publisher as a client to send 
asynchronous messages representing stock price updates.
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Introduction

This AppNote describes a sample application that utilizes many of the 
technologies of a J2EE 1.3-compatible application server. It demonstrates the use 
of a stateless server side application that is managed by a transaction aware 
container. The example uses a JMS Topic Publisher as a client to send 
asynchronous messages representing stock price updates. The JMS server saves 
each incoming message in a database and notifies the EJB container. The 
container begins a transaction and activates the message driven bean residing on 
the server. The message driven bean processes the message and sends a response 
message to a JMS Queue. The messages in the JMS Queue are delivered back to 
the client. A means of monitoring key subsystems participating in this process is 
also demonstrated.

The example utilizes the Novell exteNd Application Server and the Novell 
jBroker middleware products. Only the monitoring aspect of this example is 
specific to the jBroker product line. The application itself is based on J2EE 
standards and will work on any J2EE 1.3-compatible product. This AppNote 
provides you with an overview of server side J2EE technologies and hands-on 
experience with deploying and monitoring such an application.

Technologies

The example described in this AppNote utilizes many components of a J2EE 1.3- 
compatible application server. Following is a list of specific technologies along 
with a brief description of each.

Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)

Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) provides a component model that simplifies the 
development of server side applications by providing automatic support for 
services such as transactions, security, and database connectivity. Such services 
are provided by the EJB container which is part of the Application Server. The 
container manages the complete life cycle of the Enterprise JavaBean. In addition 
applications developed using EJBs are scalable and portable. EJB 2.0 specifies 
three types of beans: session, entity, and message driven beans.

In this example we use the message driven bean. A message driven bean is an 
asynchronous message consumer and is invoked by the EJB container on the 
arrival of a JMS message. A client cannot access the bean directly, but does so by 
sending messages to the JMS Destination (Queue or Topic) for which the message 
driven bean class is the MessageListener. Message driven beans have no 
conversational state and are anonymous. Novell exteNd Application Server 4.0 
provides a complete foundation for building and deploying cross-platform, 
high-performance, J2EE 1.3 and Web Service-based applications. Novell exteNd 
Application Server was one of the first to be J2EE 1.3-certified and provides 
complete support for EJB 2.0.
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Java Message Service (JMS)

The Java Message Service (JMS) brings enterprise messaging to the Java 
platform. It provides a standard API for creating portable message based 
applications in the Java programming language. It also enables the message 
driven bean (MDB), an enterprise bean, for the asynchronous consumption of 
messages. Novell exteNd Application Server includes jBroker TM, a 100% pure 
Java implementation of the JMS API. jBroker MQ is based on the high 
performance and scalable enterprise class IIOP support in jBroker ORB, and is 
fully compliant with JMS specification v1.0.2.

JDBC

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is an API that enables access to virtually any 
tabular data source from the Java programming language. It provides connectivity 
to a wide range of SQL database, spreadsheets, or flat files. Novell exteNd 
Application Server 4.0 provides a complete support for JDBC 2.0 + ext. It also 
provides floating JDBC connection pools with dynamic reconnect to significantly 
improve performance.

Java Transaction Service (JTS)

The Java Transaction Service (JTS), based on CORBA Object Transaction 
Service (OTS), specifies the implementation of a Transaction Manager that 
provides transaction service in a distributed transaction system. It supports the 
Java Transaction API (JTA), which specifies the interaction between the 
Transaction Manager and the parties involved in a distributed transaction. Novell 
exteNd Application Server includes jBroker MQ, a 100% pure Java 
implementation of the Java Transaction Service based on the Java Transaction 
API. jBroker TM is based on JTA v1.01 and OMG OTS v1.2 and supports the 
distributed transaction management of CORBA and JDBC 2.0 XA aware 
resources.

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

CORBA is the open standard for distributed computing. It provides a language 
and platform neutral distributed objects framework that is the foundation for J2EE 
technologies such as Enterprise JavaBeans, RMI over IIOP, Java IDL, and Java 
Transaction Service. Novell exteNd Application Server includes jBroker ORB, a 
fully CORBA 2.4-compliant enterprise class ORB with industry leading 
performance and scalability.
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Server Monitoring

The monitoring features shown in this article are based on the jBroker Console 
product and features of the jBroker ORB. It is not based on any J2EE technology 
and hence is the only part of this example that is not portable. jBroker Console 
enables the visual monitoring of various properties of jBroker ORB, jBroker MQ, 
and jBroker TM. In addition custom applications can also expose properties that 
can be monitored using jBroker Console. The monitoring of custom applications 
will be demonstrated in this AppNote.

Sample Application

The application consists of a client that sends stock price updates asynchronously 
to a JMS topic. The messages are processed by a message driven bean that is tied 
to the JMS topic. The bean extracts the stock ticker symbols and prices from each 
message, updates a database table with the information, and sends a response 
message to a JMS queue. The client reads the response messages from the JMS 
queue (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Diagram of the sample application.

The Message Driven Bean

A message driven bean is an asynchronous message consumer that is invoked by 
the EJB container on the arrival of a JMS message. The MDB is an instance of 
both a MessageDrivenBean and a MessageListener. We begin with a skeletal 
implementation of a message driven bean. A full listing of the MDB is available 
for download from the AppNotes Web site at http://www.novell.com/appnotes.
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package stock;

import javax.ejb.MessageDrivenBean;
import javax.ejb.MessageDrivenContext;

import javax.jms.Message;
import javax.jms.MessageListener;

public class MDB implements MessageDrivenBean, MessageListener
{

private MessageDrivenContext   _context = null;

public void ejbCreate()
{
}

public void setMessageDrivenContext(MessageDrivenContext context)
{
|   _context = context;
}

public void onMessage(Message msg)
{
}

public void ejbRemove()
{
}

}

The ejbCreate, setMessageDrivenContent, and ejbRemove methods are used by 
the container to manage the lifecycle of the bean. They are used during the 
creation of the bean and to free resources before the bean is removed. The 
container calls the bean’s onMessage method for each message that arrives at the 
destination tied to the bean. Associating the message driven bean with a JMS 
destination (Queue or Topic) is done when the bean is deployed in the container. 
Deployment information is contained in the deployment descriptor (ejb-jar.xml) 
of the bean and in the vendor specific deployment plan. Both the deployment 
descriptor and deployment plan for this example are available for download from 
the AppNotes Web site. Note that the deployment plan is specific to Novell 
exteNd Application Server 4.0 and may vary for application servers from other 
vendors.
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Implementing the ejbCreate Method

When the container creates an instance of a message driven bean it first calls the 
bean class’ newInstance method. Once a bean instance has been created the 
container then calls the instance’s setMessageDrivenContext method to provide 
the instance with a MessageDrivenContext that gives it access to the context 
maintained by the container. Finally the container call the instance’s ejbCreate 
method. Here the bean can do initialization or any tasks that need to done when an 
instance is created. In this example we will use the ejbCreate method to get access 
to the resources specified in the deployment. In addition we also create an 
instance of a jBroker Manageable class which will be used to expose the price of 
the “novl” ticker symbol to the jBroker Console. This is specific to the Novell 
jBroker line of products and will not work with products from other vendors.

public void ejbCreate()
{
|   try {
|   |   // get the initial context
|   |   InitialContext ctx = new InitialContext();
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // get queue connection factory

|   |   _factory = (QueueConnectionFactory) ctx.lookup("java:comp/env/XAQCF");
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // get data source
|   |   _source = (DataSource) ctx.lookup("java:comp/env/DB");
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // create a Manageable using the Monitor helper class
|   |   // and register it with the ORB so that it can be used by
|   |   // jBroker Console to monitor the exposed properties
|   |   // NOTE: This is Novell jBroker ORB specific
|   |   // comment or delete the following section if using with different vendor
|   |   com.sssw.jbroker.ORB orb = (com.sssw.jbroker.ORB) 
ctx.lookup("java:comp/ORB");
|   |   ManageableCollection mcoll = orb.getJBrokerManageable();
|   |   _mgble = mcoll.getManageable("MDBAdmin");
|   |   if (_mgble == null) {
|   |   |   try {
|   |   |   |   _mgble = new Monitor(orb, "MDBAdmin");
|   |   |   } catch (Error e) {
|   |   |   |   throw new EJBException("MDB:ejbCreate -- Could not create a 
Manageable");
|   |   |   }
|   |   }
|   } catch (Exception ex) {
|   |   ex.printStackTrace();
|   |   throw new EJBException("MDB:ejbCreate failed", ex);
|   }
}
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Implementing the onMessage Method

The container calls the onMessage method of the message driven bean for each 
message that is received at the destination associated with the bean. If the 
deployment has specified a container managed transaction (as is the case in this 
example) then the container has already initialized a new transaction before 
calling the bean. The bean can access the getRollbackOnly and setRollbackOnly 
methods of the MessageDrivenContext to test if the transaction has been marked 
for rollback or to mark the current transaction for rollback. In the case of a bean 
managed transaction the bean can use the getUserTransaction method of the 
MessageDrivenContext to set or get transaction status.

In this example a MapMessage with ticker symbols and prices is delivered to the 
bean. The bean extracts this information from the MapMessage and performs the 
following three actions:

• It updates the stock price to a table in the database. It is assumed that the table 
already exists in the database. If there is no record in the table for the given 
ticker symbol, it creates a new record.

• If the ticker symbol is “novl”, it updates the price with the Manageable object. 
As exaplained earlier, the Manageable class used here is specific to jBroker 
ORB, and allows this value to be monitored by jBroker Console.

• It sends a response to the destination specified as the replyTo of the incoming 
message. In this case the reply destination is a queue and a text message of the 
form “updated N symbols” (where N is the number of ticker symbols in the 
incoming MapMessage) is sent to the queue.

public void onMessage(Message msg)
{
|   try {
|   |   // count of the number of ticker symbols
|   |   int count = 0;
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // get a database connection
|   |   Connection conn = _source.getConnection();
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // prepare a statement
|   |   PreparedStatement stmt = conn.prepareStatement(_sql);
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // get an enumeration over symbols in map message
|   |   MapMessage map = (MapMessage) msg;
|   |   Enumeration e = map.getMapNames();
|   |   while (e.hasMoreElements()) {
|   |   |   // get symbol name and new price
|   |   |   String symbol = (String) e.nextElement();
|   |   |   double price  = map.getDouble(symbol);
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // update the price with the manageable so that it can be monitored
|   |   |   // comment out if not using jBroker ORB
|   |   |   if (symbol.equals("novl")) {
|   |   |   |   _mgble.setProperty("Novl", new Double(price));
|   |   |   }
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|   |   |   count++;
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // set values in prepared statement
|   |   |   stmt.setDouble(1, price);
|   |   |   stmt.setString(2, symbol);
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // update database
|   |   |   int rows = stmt.executeUpdate();
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // if record does not exist
|   |   |   if (rows == 0) {
|   |   |   |   // insert a new record
|   |   |   |   Statement ins_stmt = conn.createStatement();
|   |   |   |   String sql = "insert into quotes (symbol, price) values ('";
|   |   |   |   sql +=  symbol + "', " + price + ")";
|   |   |   |   ins_stmt.executeUpdate(sql);    
|   |   |   |   ins_stmt.close();
|   |   |   }
|   |   }
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // close statement
|   |   stmt.close();
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // close connection
|   |   conn.close();
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // respond to reply queue (if any)
|   |   Topic replyTo = (Topic) msg.getJMSReplyTo();
|   |                                                                  
|   |   if (replyTo != null) {
|   |   |   // create a queue connection to reply queue
|   |   |   QueueConnection qconn = _factory.createQueueConnection();
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // create a session
|   |   |   QueueSession session = qconn.createQueueSession(false,
|   |   |       Session.AUTO_ACKNOWLEDGE);
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // create a queue sender
|   |   |   Queue queue = JMQQueue.getQueue(replyTo.getTopicName());
|   |   |   QueueSender sender = session.createSender(queue);
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // create and send a message
|   |   |   TextMessage text = session.createTextMessage();
|   |   |   text.setText("updated " + count + " symbols");
|   |   |   sender.send(text);
|   |   |                                                              
|   |   |   // close connection (will close session and sender)
|   |   |   qconn.close();
|   |   }
|   } catch (Throwable ex) {
|   |   ex.printStackTrace();
|   }
}
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The Topic Publisher

The client program produces JMS messages that contain pairs of stock ticker 
symbols and prices. These messages are sent to a JMS topic to be consumed by 
the message driven bean. The client also listens to a JMS queue to receive 
responses from the message driven bean, printing the response on the screen. We 
begin with writing the code to listen to messages on a queue followed by the 
creation of a topic publisher. A full listing of the Client can be downloaded from 
the AppNotes Web site.

Listening to a JMS Queue

To listen to a Queue, we first need to get the QueueConnectionFactory and Queue 
objects. This is done using JNDI to lookup the specific resource names. When that 
is done we create a QueueConnection, a QueueSession, and finally a 
QueueReceiver for the specific Queue. In order to receive JMS messages the 
Client must implement javax.jms.MessageListener and have an onMessage 
method that accepts a javax.jms.Message as its only parameter. Once the Client 
class is registered as the message listener with the QueueReceiver object, the 
onMessage method of the Client will be called for each message that arrives at the 
specified Queue. Note that the resource names iiop://balrog:3506/queue/queue0 
and iiop://balrog:3506/queue/connectionFactory are specific to jBroker MQ, since 
it uses IIOP as the transport. The hostname “balrog” and port “3506” will also 
need to be changed accordingly to the host and port being used by the JMS server.

package stock;

import javax.jms.*;
import javax.naming.*;

public class Client implements MessageListener
{
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
{
|   // get the initial context
|   InitialContext ctx = new InitialContext();
|                                                                      
|   // lookup the replyTo queue object
|   Queue queue = (Queue) ctx.lookup("iiop://balrog:3506/queue/queue0");
|                                                                      
|   // lookup the queue connection factory
|   QueueConnectionFactory qfac = (QueueConnectionFactory) ctx.
|           lookup("iiop://balrog:3506/queue/connectionFactory");
|                                                                      
|   // create a queue connection
|   QueueConnection queueConn = qfac.createQueueConnection();
|                                                                      
|   // create a queue session
|   QueueSession queueSession = queueConn.createQueueSession(false, 
|           Session.AUTO_ACKNOWLEDGE);
|                                                                      
|   // create an asynchronous queue receiver
|   QueueReceiver queueReceiver = queueSession.createReceiver(queue);
|   queueReceiver.setMessageListener(new Client());
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|                                                                      
|   // start the connection
|   queueConn.start();
|                                                                      
|   // do the work of the Client
|   while (true) {
|   |   // do something
|   |   .....
|   }
}

public void onMessage(Message m)
{
|   try {
|   |   TextMessage text = (TextMessage) m;
|   |   System.out.println("reply: " + text.getText());
|   } catch (Exception ex) {
|   |   ex.printStackTrace();
|   }
}
}

Creating a JMS Topic Publisher

Many of the steps to create a Topic Publisher are similar to what we just did to 
create a Queue listener. We use JNDI to lookup the Topic and 
TopicConnectionFactory. After that we create a TopicConnection, a 
TopicSession, and finally a TopicPublisher for the specific Topic. The 
TopicPublisher object can then be used to send JMS messages to the Topic. In this 
example we publish a MapMessage that contains pairs of stock ticker symbols and 
prices. The example program is in an infinite loop where it sends a update every 
second until it is stopped. Note, as before that the resource names 
iiop://balrog:3506/topic/topic0 and iiop://balrog:3506/topic/connectionFactory 
are specific to jBroker MQ, since it uses IIOP as the transport. The hostname 
“balrog” and port “3506” will also need to be changed accordingly to the host and 
port being used by the JMS server.

package stock;

import java.util.HashMap;

import javax.jms.*;
import javax.naming.*;

public class Client
{
private static HashMap _prices = new HashMap();
private static final String[] _symbols = {
|   "novl", "ibm", "sunw", "msft", "beas", "orcl"
};

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
{
|   // get the initial context
|   InitialContext ctx = new InitialContext();
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|                                                                      
|   // lookup the topic object
|   Topic topic = (Topic) ctx.lookup("iiop://balrog:3506/topic/topic0");
|                                                                      
|   // lookup the topic connection factory
|   TopicConnectionFactory tfac = (TopicConnectionFactory) ctx.
|           lookup("iiop://balrog:3506/topic/connectionFactory");
|                                                                      
|   // create a topic connection
|   TopicConnection topicConn = tfac.createTopicConnection();
|                                                                      
|   // create a topic session
|   TopicSession topicSession = topicConn.createTopicSession(false, 
|           Session.AUTO_ACKNOWLEDGE);
|                                                                      
|   // create a topic publisher
|   TopicPublisher topicPublisher = topicSession.createPublisher(topic);
|                                                                      
|   while (true) {
|   |   // calculate new price for all stocks
|   |   MapMessage message = topicSession.createMapMessage();
|   |   for (int i = 0; i < _symbols.length; i ++) {
|   |   |   Double price = (Double) _prices.get(_symbols[i]);
|   |   |   if (price == null) price = new Double(10);
|   |   |   double delta = (Math.random() - 0.5) * 5;
|   |   |   double next = price.doubleValue() + delta;
|   |   |   if (next < 0) next = -next;
|   |   |   price = new Double(next);
|   |   |   _prices.put(_symbols[i], price);
|   |   |   message.setDouble(_symbols[i], next);
|   |   }
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // set the replyTo field
|   |   message.setJMSReplyTo(queue);
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // publish the messages
|   |   topicPublisher.publish(message);
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // print what we did
|   |   System.out.println("sent stock quote updates..."); 
|   |                                                                  
|   |   // wait a second
|   |   Thread.sleep(1000);
|   }
}
}
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Monitoring the Server

As mentioned earlier, in addition to monitoring properties of jBroker ORB, MQ, 
and TM,  jBroker Console can also be used to monitor properties of custom 
applications. To enable this, the application needs to implement the 
com.sssw.jbroker.api.admin.Manageable interface and expose the necessary 
properties. This can be simplified by making use of the utility class 
com.sssw.jbroker.admin.ManageableBase. We create a new class that extends the 
utility class and follows the JavaBeans design pattern. Reflection is then used to 
determine the list of properties, their types, and whether the property is writeable.

In this example we would like to expose the price associated with the “novl” 
symbol so that it can be monitored by jBroker Console. So we create the 
following helper class that works with the message driven bean. An instance of 
this class is created in the ejbCreate method of the bean, and the price associated 
with the “novl” ticker symbol is set from the bean’s onMessage method. jBroker 
Console can now fetch and display graphically this value. To expose the other 
ticker symbols we would have to create a set and get method corresponding to 
each symbol.

package stock;

import java.util.Hashtable;

public class Monitor extends com.sssw.jbroker.admin.ManageableBase
{
private final Hashtable _table = new Hashtable();

public Monitor(com.sssw.jbroker.ORB orb, String name) 
{
|   super(orb, name);
}

public double getNovl()
{
|   Double value = (Double) _table.get("novl");
|   return (value == null) ? 0.0 : value.doubleValue();
}

public void setNovl(double price)
{
|   _table.put("novl", new Double(price));
}
}
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Deployment Considerations

Compile the source files MDB.java, Monitor.java, and Client.java. You will have 
to include jbroker-rt.jar and jbroker-mq.jar in your CLASSPATH in addition to 
the J2EE api jars. You should find these 2 jars in %EXTEND_HOME%\jre\ 
lib\ext\jbroker-rt.jar and %EXTEND_HOME%\jbrokerMQ\lib\jbroker-mq.jar, 
where %EXTEND_HOME% is the location where you installed the Novell 
exteNd Application Server.

Once you have successfully compiled the source files, create a jar file named 
MDB.jar that can be deployed to the Server. The contents of the jar file should be 
as follows:

stock

    |

    + --- MDB.class

    |

    + --- Monitor.class

META-INF

    |

    + --- ejb-jar.xml

    |

    + --- MANIFEST.MF

The contents of the Deployment Descriptor (ejb-jar.xml) and the Manifest 
(MANIFEST.MF) are available for download from the AppNotes Web site.

 Create the Deployment Plan file named MDBDeplPlan.xml. The contents of the 
Deployment Plan is also available for download from the AppNotes Web site.

Deploy the EJB jar to the Novell exteNd Application Server using the following 
command:

SilverCmd DeployEJB balrog DBNAME MDB.jar -f MDBDeplPlan.xml-o -v 3

Note that the words balrog and DBNAME in the above line represent the server 
name and database name respectively. Replace it with the actual name of your 
server and database.
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Configuring the Server and Database

The message driven bean in the example writes information to a database table. It 
gets access to the database by looking up the resource name DB, of type 
javax.sql.DataSource, specified in the deployment descriptor. This resource name 
is mapped to the actual resource /JDBC/DBPool in the deployment plan. A JDBC 
Connection Pool named DBPool should be created on the server in order for this 
example to be able to write to the database. Please refer to the exteNd application 
server documentation or use the Server Management Console to create the 
Connection Pool. If you already have an existing JDBC Connection Pool, you can 
make a change in the Deployment Plan to reflect the exisiting Connection Pool 
name.

Next create a table named quotes in the database pointed to by the Connection 
Pool. This table should have two columns, a column named symbol to represent 
the stock ticker symbol, and a numeric column named price to contain the stock 
price.

Running the Client

Once the client program Client.java is compiled, use the following command to 
run the client:

jmqrun stock.Client

Make sure that the Application Server and the JMS Server have been started 
before running the client. This assumes that the client is running on the same 
machine as the JMS server.

Refer to the jBroker MQ documentation for any issues related to configuring and 
running JMS.

Using jBroker Console

jBroker Console is a tool that allows you to visually monitor many of the 
properties of the jBroker line of products (ORB, MQ, and TM), and also custom 
applications that implement jBroker Manageable, as is the case in the current 
example. It is a highly customizable allowing you specify exactly the properties 
you wish to monitor and how they should be arranged. jBroker Console is an 
alpha product and is currently not part of Novell exteNd Application Server. It can 
be downloaded separately from the Novell jBroker download page.

jBroker Console uses a config file as an input to tell it what properties need to be 
monitored and how they should be arranged. It can also generate a sample config 
file that contains a list of all the monitorable properties. To do this run the 
following command:

jbconsole -host <host> -port <port>
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Here <host> and <port> are the server and port where jBroker ORB is running. It 
will query the ORB for a list of products and their properties and print them out. 
You can redirect the output to a file and modify the file as necessary to create the 
config file.

The config file used in this example is available for download from the 
ApppNotes Web site. Put the contents of the example config file in the file named 
stockdemo, and then run the command:

jbconsole -config stockdemo -refresh 3

The refresh parameter specifies the update frequency in seconds. You should now 
see the a display similar to the one shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The StockDemo application running in the jBroker Console.

As specified in the config file a total of 9 properties are being monitored by 
jBroker Console. The first row shows the number or request received by the ORB, 
the number of JTS committed transactions, and the price associated with the 
“novl” ticker symbol.

The second row shows the number of total messages, queue messages, and topic 
messages received by JMS. And the third row displays the number of total 
messages, queue messages, and topic messages sent or delivered by JMS.
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If you look at the config file, you will notice that on the line corresponding to 
“Novl” it says “delta=NO”, and for all other properties it says “delta=YES”. 
When delta=YES is specified, jBroker Console calculates the rate at which the 
value of the property is changing. Hence jBroker Console calculates the 
rate/second for the number of ORB requests, JTS transactions, and JMS 
messages. Only the price associated with Novl is displayed by its absolute value. 

Based on the architecture of this application, for each topic message received by 
JMS from the client, it delivers that message to the EJB container. The EJB 
container initiates a transaction and invokes the message driven bean. The 
message driven bean after updating the database, sends a queue message which is 
received by JMS and delivered back to the client. Since the client was designed to 
send a message approximately every second, you will notice that all these 5 
properties have the same value of 1. The JMS messages properties will be equal to 
the sum of the Topic and Queue messages. The price associated with Novl varies 
based on the random values generated by the client.

Conclusion

This AppNote, utilizing a message driven bean as an example, demonstrates the 
use of many of the technologies of a J2EE 1.3-compatible application server. In 
particular, it shows the ease of creating a transaction enabled application.

Copyright © 2003 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
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It’s been a long time since I’ve had the chance to write 
something of my own, but I thought you would like to 
know about another nifty feature of the NetWare 
Remote Manager utility. This particular feature is in 
NetWare 6 and it involves what’s stored on your 
NetWare volumes—either traditional or Novell 
Storage Services (NSS) volumes.

As you bring up the NetWare Remote Manager utility 
from a workstation (this procedure has been covered in 
earlier BtB columns), simply click on a volume. At the 
top of the volume information that you see, you will 
also see three actions you can perform: Upload, Text 
Search, and Inventory. The one I want to talk about is 
the Inventory icon.

Looking at What’s On the Volume
By clicking on the Inventory icon, you’ll see a screen 
similar to the one in Figure 1.

The Volume Inventory Report heading is divided into 
the following links:

• Available Space Trend Graph

• File Type Profiles

• Last Modified Profiles

• Last Accessed Profiles

• Creation Time Profiles

• File Size Profiles

• Links to Specific Reports

By clicking on one of these links, you are brought to 
that place on the volume inventory page. Some of the 
graphs and profiles can be very useful if you are trying 
to get a feel for overall server access.

For example, suppose your volume consumption is on 
the rise and you want to know what kinds of files are 
taking over the server. By clicking on the File Type 
Profiles link, you’ll see which kinds of files are pres-
ently being stored on your server (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: The file type profiles show you (by file 
extensions) how much disk space the files are 
using, as well as the number of files.

You can then click on the Links To Specific 
Reports link and go to the File Extension report. 
This report also shows you the space that these 
file extensions are using and the file count with 
such extensions. 

You can then click on the file extension to see a 
listing of all of the files with that extension, 
including the directory path where the files reside.

For our example, let’s say your company has a 
very strict no-MP3 policy on the servers and 
everyone knows it, yet you see certain individ-

Figure 1: The initial information you see when you select the 
Inventory icon.
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Another spiffy use for the
inventory option is to see
how often files are being
accessed or modified.
uals storing a boat-load of MP3 files on the server. 
Now armed with the directory path, you can click on 
the Volumes option under the Manage Server heading 
in the left frame of the NetWare Remote Manager 
utility.

The Volumes option brings up the Volume Manage-
ment window. You can then peruse down the 
volume:\directory path to the files in question. 
(Consult your legal department for the proper course of 
action.) And by clicking on certain file extensions, 
you’ll see the file displayed and/or played. (Of course, 
this feature depends on your web browser setup.)

In our case, it turned out the individuals were putting 
together a CD from web gleanings. (You may want to 
check with your legal department on this course of 
action as well.) But a production server is no place for 
such collections and they were summarily asked to 
remove their collection. 

You can do this type of file monitoring for any kind of 
file extension, including and especially for JPG collec-
tions, MOV, and MPG/MPEG files, all of which can 
suck up a lot of server disk space.

When Was the Last Time You Used That 
File Anyway?
Another spiffy use for the inventory option is to see 
how often files are being accessed or modified. This 
can be a great boon if you are running out of disk space 
and you need to make room until the next available 
budget allocation for equipment (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Last Modified Profiles graph shows the 
files that haven’t been accessed for certain periods of 
time.

With everything sufficiently backed up (in case 
someone actually needs that one file that was 
summarily removed), you are now ready to look at the 

next two links under the Volume Inventory Report 
heading: Last Modified Profiles and Last Accessed 
Profiles.

The Last Modified Profile graph shows you files that 
have been accessed:

• Within the last day

• From one day to one week

• From one week to two weeks

• From two weeks to one month

• From one month to two months

• From two months to four months

• From four months to six months

• From six months to one year

• From one year to two years

• More than two years

• The number of bytes in use in each category

Perhaps a better indication as to how a created file is 
being used is by how often that file is accessed. To see 
this information, select the Last Accessed Profiles 
option.

Figure 4: The Last Access Profile graph gives you a 
better idea of how often files are being used on the 
server.

As you can see from Figure 4, the Last Accessed 
Profile graph gives you the same rundown on how 
often files are being accessed. These files can be just 
user files, or they can be unused and outdated applica-
tions that should probably be taken off the server.

With this figure in mind, you can then click on the 
Links To Specific Reports link under the Volume 
Inventory Report heading. Clicking on the Links 
brings you to the following reports:
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The Last Accessed Range
shows you all files that are
within the times specified in
the Last Accessed Profile
graph, including the disk
space these files are using. 
• Last Modified Range

• Last Accessed Range

• Creation Time Range

• File Size Range

• File Extension

Each of these ranges contains links to 
specific information about the report shown 
in Figure 5. For example, the Last Accessed 
Range shows you all of the files that are 
within the times specified in the Last 
Accessed Profile graph, including the disk 
space these files are using. If there are no 
files within a specific time frame, those time 
frames are now linked to another report that 
lists the files along with their directory path 
and owner information.

Figure 5: The Last Accessed Range graph from the 
Links To Specific Reports link.

Then by clicking on one of the time ranges (see Figure 
6) , such as 6 Months to 1 Year, you will see all of the 

files that have not been accessed during that time 
frame, including:

• The file’s owner

• The file size

• When the file was created

• When the file was last modified

• When the file was last accessed

• The directory path of the file

Then with a final full backup, you can tell users to 
move those files/applications off the server; otherwise, 
they can be accessed from the archives when they need 
to be. 

These are just a couple of uses for the Inventory capa-
bilities that you can find in NetWare 6’s NetWare 
Remote Manager utility. You’ll probably dig up more 
as you play around with it.

Figure 6: Through the Links option, you will find all sorts of unused 
files and applications.
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The small group of net-
work administrators con-
trols all administration
tasks for the entire net-
work and the entire eDi-
rectory tree.
Rights Assignment 
Recommendations: Part 2

Jeff Fischer
Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes Magazine
jfischer@novell.com

Last month we discussed how to easily provide the 
appropriate rights to network users so that rights 
administration does not become a large burden. We 
also discussed recommendations to properly admin-
ister rights on the network. 

This month, we’ll talk about how to easily provide 
administrative rights on the network. Our discussion 
begins by defining two classifications of network 
administration: Centralized and Decentralized.

Two Classes of Network Administration
Centralized administration occurs when network 
control falls onto a limited number of people. The 
small group of network administrators controls all 
administration tasks for the entire network and the 
entire eDirectory tree. This type of network adminis-
tration is found most often in smaller companies 
because it is more cost effective to employ a handful of 
network engineers that control the entire network. 

The decentralized network administration model is 
normally used by larger companies where it is not 
possible for a small number of people to control the 
entire network. The decentralizeddecentralized model 
allows for more control to be spread out among more 
people within the organization. Many people, even 
several teams within a company, perform network 
administration tasks.

The ideal example of this model is a company help 
desk. Most companies now employ a group of help 
desk technicians to help monitor the network and fix 
computer problems for network users. In large compa-
nies, the help desk could consist of 20 people or more 
in order to handle the large volume of calls. 

From a network administration point of view, you may 
not want each of these people to have control over the 
entire network. You can give them sufficient rights to 
handle specific tasks or control one section of the 
eDirectory tree.

Dividing control of the entire network to many people 
introduces several risks into the administration of your 
network. Security holes can occur intentionally or 
unintentionally simply because many people are 
controlling the network. Also, documenting changes to 
the network becomes very difficult to control and can 
lead to a disorganized network. 

Centralized network administration is easy to imple-
ment. One person, or a small team of network adminis-
trators, has Supervisor rights to the entire tree and each 
person controls the entire network. 

Decentralized administration requires more careful 
planning to set up and administer. Here are a few 
suggestions to leverage eDirectory to implement a 
decentralized administration approach. 

Container Administrators. A common implementa-
tion of the decentralized administrator is to use 
container administrators. You implement this by 
creating an eDirectory group object and by assigning 
the group object the rights to administrator that section 
of the tree. 

For example, you can create the container_admins 
group inside an organizational unit (OU) and give the 
group rights to administer that container and any OUs 
underneath that section of the tree. Users who will be 
responsible for administering this section of the tree 
are made members of the group. 

Here’s how to create a container administrator group:

1. Through the ConsoleOne utility, right-click on an 
Organizational Unit (OU) object.

2. Select New > Group.

3. In the New Group dialog, enter 
Container_Admins as the name of the group.

4. Click OK.

5. Right-click the container where you created the 
group.

6. Select Trustees of this Object.

7. Click Add Trustee.

8. Browse to and select the Container_Admins 
group.

9. Click OK.

10. In the Rights Assigned to box, select Entry Rights 
and make sure the Supervisor and Inheritable 
boxes are checked.

11. Highlight Attribute rights and select Supervisor 
and Inheritable.

12. Click OK.

13. Click OK.
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The key to an efficient
decentralized network is to
have clearly defined roles
and responsibilities within
the network.
Now, any users you add as members of the 
Container_Admins group will have the necessary 
rights to administer to that container and to any of its 
subcontainers. This takes the administrative burden for 
that container away from the eDirectory tree admin and 
provides administrative functions for more people.

Organizational Role. An organizational role object 
is another useful eDirectory object that can help you 
distribute the administrative functions within a 
network. An organizational role object is similar to a 
group object, in that you can assign rights to the object 
and any members of the organizational role have those 
rights. It differs from a group object in that it does not 
have as many properties to assign and does not have a 
login script that can execute for the object. 

An organizational role object should be used when all 
you need the role to perform is rights administration 
tasks. A group object has a few more capabilities. A 
help desk role could be a good use for an organiza-
tional role object. The organizational role object could 
be assigned the appropriate rights.

Members of the organizational role object are called 
occupants. Just as with a group object, when occupants 
are assigned to the organizational role, they have the 
assigned rights of the object. Since many help desk 
roles have a high employee turnover rate, an organiza-
tional role could be an ideal way to manage the help 
desk function.

Administrative Assistant. An administrative assis-
tant could also be part of an organizational role object. 
You can assign the assistant to update the properties 
for the employees on their assigned team. By decen-
tralizing this function, the container administrator 
would only have to create the user object and to assign 
rights without assigning user property information, 
such as title, department, location, job function and 
other properties. The administrative assistant could do 
this.

The administrative assistant could be made an occu-
pant of an organizational role object that has been 
assigned rights to certain properties within a specified 
container. Here’s how to create an organizational role 
object in ConsoleOne and how to assign it property 
rights to a container.

1. Right-click on a container object such as an 
organizational unit where you want to create the 
Role.

2. Select New > Object.

3. In the New Object box, select Organizational Role 
and click OK.

4. Assign a name for the role such as Assistants.

5. Right click the container where you created the 
Organizational Role.

6. Select Trustees of this object.

7. Click Add Trustee.

8. Browse to and select the Assistants object.

9. Click OK.

10. Click Add Property.

11. Select a property such as Description and check 
the Supervisor and Inheritable rights boxes.

12. Repeat steps 10 and 11 for other properties that 
you want to add.

13. Click OK.

14. Click OK.

Now, the organizational role object you created has 
rights to the properties you specified in its ACL for the 
container. 

The key to an efficient decentralized network is to have 
clearly defined roles and responsibilities within the 
network. Each administration piece should be well 
defined, and documented, and each administrative user 
should have sufficient rights to perform this role 
without an abundance of rights. 

Role Based Services
A new feature of eDirectory is the addition of Role 
Based Services (RBS). This service allows you to 
easily distribute the administrative load across admin-
istrative users. Essentially, RBS provides a different 
mechanism to grant necessary administrative rights to 
the appropriate users. This mechanism is different than 
the rights assignments given through groups, 
containers, and organizational roles.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of RBS. 

Figure 1: How tasks are assigned to roles and how 
users are associated with those roles.

A role is defined in the eDirectory tree. Each role has 
tasks associated with it. A task is an eDirectory task, 

NDS
user

NDS
Role

Associated
Tasks

Create User
Delete User
Change Password
Create Printer

assigned to assigned to
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In order to use Role Based
Services, the eDirectory
schema must be extended
to allow for RBS objects
in the tree. 
such as creating users or other tasks that can be associ-
ated with the role.

For example, if the role were a Novell Licensing 
Administration role, then the tasks associated with the 
role would be to add/delete licenses from the tree. A 
user can be associated with the role and receive rights 
to perform the tasks assigned to the role. This provides 
an easy way to decentralize and efficiently manage 
administrative functions on the network. 

In order to use RBS, the eDirectory schema must be 
extended to allow for RBS objects in the tree. Here’s 
how to extend the eDirectory 
schema through ConsoleOne:

1. Select a tree object in 
Console One.

2. Click Tools > Install.

3. Follow the instructions in 
the wizard to complete 
the installation.

4. Select Role Based 
Services.

When RBS is installed in the 
tree, a Role Based Collection 
object is added to the tree 
along with several 
already-created roles. These 
roles have tasks associated 
with them. The default roles 
are:

• DHCP Management

• DNS Management

• eDirectory Administration

• iPrint Management

• License Management

Users can be quickly associated with one of these 
roles, or you can create a custom role and authorize 
users to perform the tasks outlined in the role.

The iManager Tool
iManager is a new tool with NetWare 6. It is a 
web-based administration application that uses these 
roles to define who has access to perform each admin-
istrative function. To access iManager, open a browser 
on a workstation and in the address bar, enter

https://server_dns_name:2200

and select iManager from the list. You will be 
prompted for a login and, depending on the credentials 
of your user object, you will see the roles that have 
been granted to your user object. 

Figure 2 illustrates the front page of iManager along 
with the roles to which your user object has been 
assigned. Each role can be expanded to see the tasks 
that have been assigned to this role. You will only see 
the roles that you have been assigned to access.

iManager is a nice tool to use in a decentralized admin-
istration environment because the tool is based on 
which roles have been defined. It is easy to see the 
administration roles that have been defined and the 
tasks associated with those roles, because iManager 
only shows the roles associated with the logged-in 

user. The user does not see other functions than what 
he or she has been given access to.

A role is defined as a group of administrative functions 
that a user can perform to manage the network.  
eDirectory pre-installs several roles, and other roles 
can be created to suit your network environment. For 
example, if it is useful for your network to have a help 
desk role to administer user objects, you could create 
such a role and it would only have sufficient rights to 
handle user objects in a given context of the eDirectory 
tree. 

Figure 3: The configuration button in iManager.

Follow these steps to create a new role in the iManager 
tool:

1. Click the configure button on the top navigation 
bar (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: The front page of iManager showing your assigned roles.
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NDS iMonitor is a utility
that ships with all versions
of eDirectory.
2. Expand Role Management.

3. Click Create Role.

4. Enter a name such as Help Desk.

5. Browse to and select the RBS object.

6. Click Next.

7. Assign the tasks you want associated with the role 
by double-clicking them in the All Tasks window.

8. Browse to and select a person or group to be 
assigned to this role by clicking the browse button 
next to the Name field.

9. Browse to and select a context for this role to be 
active by clicking the browse button next to the 
Scope field.

10. Click Next.

11. Verify the information and click Finish.

12. Click OK.

It may be necessary to expand or reduce the responsi-
bilities of a role that has already been created in the 
tree. For example, if you have a role that manages 
passwords and now you need that role to create user 
objects as well, you can add a new task to the role to 
also create objects in the eDirectory tree. In order to 
grant additional tasks or remove tasks from a role, you 
should choose the modify role link. Follow these steps 
to modify a role that has already been created:

1. Under Role Management, click Modify Role.

2. Scroll through the list of roles to find the role you 
want to modify.

3. Select the icon to modify the tasks or users that 
have access to the role.

4. Make the necessary changes to the role and click 
OK.

Role based administration can be an effective way to 
balance administrative rights in the organization. A 
role can grant the user the necessary rights to perform 
the administrative functions they need. It also allows 
for the administrator to more easily distribute rights 
and/or assignments without them becoming a burden.

Conclusion

In this month’s article, we talked about how to provide 
decentralized network administration functions. We 
discussed several ways to facilitate the distribution of 
rights among the administrative staff. We also looked 
at RBS and how to create a new role in iManager. 

NDS iMonitor Basics Continued

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

This month let’s continue our overview of NDS iMon-
itor. Once we are familiar with its power and flexi-
bility, we can use it to solve some practical eDirectory 
problems. 

As I stated last time, NDS iMonitor is a utility that 
ships with all versions of eDirectory. It provides slick 
diagnostic capabilities to all of your servers in your 
eDirectory tree. Since it is web-based, NDS iMonitor 
allows you to monitor your servers from any location 
on the network—as long as you have a web browser 
available.

Viewing NDS Server Health
If we go to the Agent Summary page, which is typi-
cally the page that comes up when you first invoke 
NDS iMonitor, you can view the health of all your 
NDS servers on the network. This includes synchroni-
zation information, agent process status, and the total 
number of servers known to your eDirectory tree. Let’s 
look at each of these items a little closer

Agent Synchronization Summary. The Agent 
Synchronization summary gives you a lot of informa-
tion about your directory replicas, including the 
number and types of replicas in your tree, and the 
amount of time since they were successfully synchro-
nized. Also, you can view replica errors for each type 
of replica in your tree. If you have only one replica or 
partition to view, the heading will read Partition 
Synchronization Status.

Servers Known to Database Totals. You can see 
all of the servers known to your directory tree and 
determine whether they are up or down.

Agent Process Status Totals. This screen allows 
you to keep track of events that are picked up by the 
NDS iMonitor agents running on all the servers in your 
directory tree. When an agent records some informa-
tion, the count is incremented, with the latest error 
being displayed under the Type heading.
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Viewing Partition Synchronization Status
Clicking over to the Agent Synchronization page 
allows you to view the synchronization status of your 
partitions. The information displayed may be filtered 
by selecting options listed in the Assistant frame, 
which is located on the left side of the screen. Let’s 
look at the data presented in more detail.

Partition Synchronization Status. This is the 
major heading that holds information about the 
partition, errors, last successful synchronization, 
maximum ring delta, and replica’s perishable data 
delta.

Partition. This option allows you to 
view the links to that partition’s Replica 
Synchronization page.

Last Successful Sync. This value 
shows the amount of time since all the 
replicas of a given partition successfully 
synchronized from the server. Since my 
server only has one partition, only one 
time is listed. In my case, this occured 
.004 of a second ago.

Maximum Ring Delta. This value 
shows the amount of time it takes to 
synchronize all the data that is waiting to 
be synchronized across the network. For 
example, if you change your login script, 
and there’s a maximum ring delta of 15 
minutes, it will take a least 15 minutes 
for the updated login script to be 

accessible from all partitions 
in your network. If Unknown 
is listed under Maximum 
Delta Ring, then (due to 
synchronization issues) the 
maximum Delta Ring cannot 
be caluculated. Wait a few 
minutes and check back.

Replica’s Perishable Data 
Delta. This entry lists the 
amount of data on the 
partition which has yet to be 
successfully replicated and 
would be lost if the server 
went down immediately. For 
example, if you lost the hard 
drive where your directory 
database (DIB) resides, the 
changes made on this machine 
in the last time frame x 
(Perishable Data Delta) have 
not been replicated to another 
machine and would be lost 

from the system, as if they had never happened.

Viewing Server Connection Information
From the Agent Configuration page, click the Agent 
Information link in the Assistant frame. This will bring 
up the Connection Information screen. The function-
ality available on this screen will depend on your 
current connection rights and the version of eDirectory 
or NDS that you are looking at. A description of the 
information available on the Connection Information 
Table includes the following:

Figure 1: Agent Summary Screen.

Figure 2: Agent Synchronization Screen
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The Known Servers List
allows you to view a list of
servers known to the DIB of
the source server; this is
the server whose agent you
are pinging. 
Server. This is the fully distinguished name of the 
server whose connection information you are viewing.

Server Referral. You can view the set of addresses 
by which your server can be reached. Depending on 
the transport, configuration and platform you are 
running on, you might not see this information. The 
information, if listed, shows that iMonitor has 
attempted an IP ping to the set of addresses being 
advertised for the server. Success is as indicated.

DNS Name. If there is a TCP address listed in the 
Server Referral window, click on the address to display 
the DNS name just above the Connection Information 
window. This information, if listed, shows that iMon-
itor has attempted to do an address reversal on the IP 
address(es) that are supported by the server and it is 
indicating the associated DNS name.

Address. The IP address of the server that you are 
viewing.

NDS Build Number. The Internal NDS build number 
for the version of NDS/eDirectory that you are 
viewing.

Current Time. The current time and date as seen by 
the server that eDirectory/NDS is running on.

Time Synchronized. Indicates if the time on the 
server you are looking at has been synchronized with 
that of your network. eDirectory/NDS believes that 
time is synchronized well enough to issue time stamps 
that are based on the server’s current time. 

The time synchronization protocol might or might not 
currently be in a synchronized state. Time Synchro-
nized indicates that synthetic or future time is not being 
used unless a replica’s last-issued time stamp is greater 
than the current time.

Time Delta. You can view the difference in time 
between iMonitor and the remote server down to 
seconds. A negative value indicates that iMonitor’s 
time is ahead of the server’s time; a positive value indi-
cates that iMonitor’s time is slower than the server 
viewed. 0 indicates that time is synchronized.

Root Most Master. This specifies the replica that is 
highest or closest to the root of the naming tree is a 
master replica. The word TRUE indicates this.

Replica Depth. If this value is 0, then there is only 
one replica in your directory tree. Otherwise, you can 
view the depth of the Root Most Replica, which is the 
number of levels between the Root Most Replica and 
the root of the tree.

OS. This value indicates the Operating System on 
which eDirectory/NDS is running.

DS Vendor. The company who developed this version 
of eDirectory/NDS. This will be Novell, Inc.

Hardware. This lists the type of computer hardware 
on which the directory is running. 

First Bindery Context Set. This lists the first 
bindery context that you have set. If you only have one 
bindery context, it will be shown here.

Schema Root. Clicking on the number next to the 
Schema Root will display a page showing you every-
thing you ever wanted to know about your server’s 
Root Schema. 

Pseudo Server. With eDirectory and NDS, it is not 
possible to have every server object on every other 
server for immediate access since there can only be one 
object per server. The Pseudo Server object allows a 
given server to maintain information about all the other 
servers on the network from a local perspective. 

This object contains information such as the server’s 
real name, private key (for authentication), and perti-
nent cached information. Using the Pseudo Server 
object(s), the Agent can get all server(s) information 
without having to request the information from the 
actual server(s).

Context DN. The actual context in which the server 
you are getting information from (Agent) resides.

Viewing Known Servers
The Known Servers List allows you to view a list of 
servers known to the DIB of the source server; this is 
the server whose Agent you are pinging. You can filter 
the list to show all known servers to the DIB or to 
show all servers in the replica ring. If a server has an 
icon at the left of it, the server participates in a replica 
ring. The following details some of the information 
you can retrieve from this page:

Entry ID. The Entry ID column lists the identifier on 
the local server for an object. Entry IDs can’t be used 
across servers.

NDS Revision. The NDS Revision column lists the 
NDS build number or version being cached or stored 
on the server with which you are communicating.

Status. The Status column shows whether the server 
is up, down, or unknown. If the status shows as 
unknown, this means the pinged server has never 
needed to communicate with this server.

Viewing Replica Information
Clicking on the Partitions page allows you to view 
information about the replicas on the server you are 
communicating with. You can filter the page by 
selecting from the options in the Assistant frame on the 
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From the Trace Configu-
ration page, you can con-
figure trace settings.
left side of the page. Some of the information you can 
see includes:

Partition. You can view information about the parti-
tion Tree object on the server.

Purge Time. Data that has been deleted before the 
listed purge time can be removed from the DIB 
because all replicas have seen the deletion.

Last Modification Time. You can view the 
last-issued time stamp of data written to the database 
for the replica. This lets you see if time is in the future 
and if synthetic time is being used.

Replica Synchronization. You can click on the 
Replica Synchronization Summary page that refers to 
the partition. The Replica Synchronization page shows 
information about the partition synchronization status 
and replica status. You can also view lists of partitions 
and replicas.

Controlling and Configuring the DS Agent
From the Agent Configuration page, you can control 
and configure the DS Agent. The functionality you 
have at this page will depend on your current connec-
tion rights and the version of eDirec-
tory/NDS you are viewing. Some of 
the things you can configure are as 
follows:

Agent Triggers. You can use agent 
triggers to initiate certain back-
ground processes. These triggers are 
the equivalent to the SET 
DSTRACE=* option command. The 
triggers you can set include, Janitor, 
Purger, Limber, Assume All Server 
Up, Replication, Schema Synchroni-
zation, and Reference Check.

Background Process Settings. 
You can use background process 
settings to modify the interval at 
which certain background processes 
run. These settings are equivalent to 
the SET DSTRACE=! option 
command. The settings include 
Backlink/DRL Interval, Outbound 
Sync Interval, Janitor Interval, Cleaner Interval and 
Schema Sync Interval.

Agent Synchronization. You can use agent synchro-
nization to disable or enable inbound or outbound 
synchronization. You can also specify (in hours) the 
amount of time you want synchronization disabled.

Database Cache. You can configure the amount of 
database cache used by the DIB engine. Various cache 
statistics are also provided to assist you in determining 

whether you have an appropriate amount of cache 
available. Having an inadequate amount of cache can 
severely impact your system’s performance.

Viewing Trace Option Information
From the Trace Configuration page, you can configure 
trace settings. NDS iMonitor’s DS Trace is a 
server-centric feature. That is, it can only be initiated 
on a server where NDS iMonitor is running. 

If you need to access this feature on another server, 
you must switch to the NDS iMonitor that is running 
on that server. As you upgrade servers to eDirectory 
8.5 or later, iMonitor’s server-centric features will be 
more available to you.

To access information on the Trace Configuration 
page, you must be the equivalent of Administrator on 
the server or a console operator. You are prompted to 
enter your username and password so your credentials 
can be verified before you can access information on 
this page.

Some of the features on the Trace Configuration page 
include:

Submit. You can submit changes to Trace Options 
and Trace Line Prefixes. If DS Trace is Off, click 
Submit to turn it On. If DS Trace is already On, click 
Submit to submit changes to the current trace.

Trace On/Off. You can turn DS Trace On or Off by 
using this button. The button text will change based on 
the current DS Trace state. If DS Trace is On, the 
button text will say Trace Off. Clicking it turns DS 

Figure 3: Trace Configuration Screen
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Trace Off and vice versa. When DS Trace is Off, 
clicking Trace On is the equivalent to clicking Submit.

DS Trace Options. These options apply to the events 
on the local DS agent where the trace is initiated. The 
options show errors, potential problems, and other 
information about eDirectory/NDS on your local 
server. 

Turning on DS Trace options can increase CPU utiliza-
tion and might reduce your system’s performance. As a 
result, DS Trace should generally be used for diag-
nostic purposes. These options are a more convenient 
equivalent of the SET DSTRACE=+ option command.

Trace Line Prefixes. These options allow you to 
choose which pieces of data are added to the beginning 
of any trace line. They include Time Stamp, Thread 
ID, and Option Tag. All trace line prefixes are selected 
by default.

Trace History. This option allows you to view a list 
of previous trace runs. Each previous trace log is iden-
tified by the period of time, during which the trace data 
is being gathered.

Viewing Process Status Information
From the Agent Process Status, you can view back-
ground process status errors and more information 
about each error that occurred. You can filter the infor-
mation on this page by selecting from the options listed 
in the Assistant frame on the left side of the page. 
Background process status that are currently reported 
include:

• Schema synchronization

• Obituary processing

• External reference

• Limber

Viewing DS Repair Information
Click on the wrench icon found in the NDS iMonitor 
tool bar. From the DS Repair page, you can view prob-
lems and back up or clean up your DIB sets. NDS 
iMonitor’s DS Repair is a server-centric feature, so it 
can only be run on the server where you are running 
iMonitor. If you need to access the DS Repair informa-
tion on another server, you must switch to the NDS 
iMonitor running on that server. As you upgrade more 
servers to eDirectory 8.5 or greater, NDS iMonitor’s 
server-centric features will be more available to you.

As was stated with DSTrace, you need to be Adminis-
trator or equivalent or a console operator to access 
information on the NDS Repair page.

Some of the features on this page include:

NDS Repair Switches. You can use the NDS Repair 
switches to fix problems, check for problems, or create 
a backup of your database. The options available on 
this page are determined by the selections you make 
prior to accessing this page. For example, if you 
browse a partition object and then click Repair, the 
Replica Repair options are shown. If you browse a 
non-partition object before clicking Repair, you will 
see that Since Object Repair is presented as an option 
instead of Replica Repair.

NDS Repair Advanced Switches. Use the advanced 
switches to fix problems, check for problems, or create 
a backup of your database. You will not need to enter 
information in the Support Options field unless you are 
directed to do so by Novell Technical Support.

Start Repair. This button does just what it says, starts 
the repair process after you have made all of your 
selections.

Conclusion
This month we have looked further at some of the 
features of NDS iMonitor. Next month we’ll use NDS 
iMonitor to solve some eDirectory/NDS issues.
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An application that is
written to use plain Java
sockets can be converted
to use SSL sockets with
minimal change to the
socket creation code only. 
Converting a Sockets-Based 
Server Application to Use SSL

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

The following shows how to convert a sockets-based 
server and client application to a set that uses SSL. An 
application that is written to use plain Java sockets can 
be converted to use SSL sockets with only minimal 
change to the socket creation code. This is possible 
since the Java sockets APIs have been designed to 
encapsulate all the functionality needed to send data 
from a server to a client via sockets. 

Replacing regular sockets APIs with SSL sockets APIs 
is all that is needed to take advantage of SSL encryp-
tion technology. Typical server socket creation code 
looks like this:

ServerSocket   listen_socket;
listen_socket = new ServerSocket(port);

This code would translate to the following code in 
order to use the default Novell SSL provider (certifi-
cate) for the secure socket:

ServerSocket   listen_socket;
listen_socket =  
SecureServerSocketFactory.getDefault()
.createServerSocket(port);

Additionally, you will need to add an import the refer-
ences the class path in the Novell SSL provider. The 
typical server socket creation code import statement 
looks like this:

import java.net.*;

The import file required to use the Novell SSL 
provider looks like this:

import com.novell.service.security.net.*;

For more about the Java sockets programming, see the 
Java SDK documentation at http://java.sun.
com. For more about programming to the Java SSL 
SDK, see http:/java.sun.com.

Programming the SSL Server Code
The objectives of this part are to look at some sample 
Java server code, identify the socket creation and 
manipulation APIs and replace those APIs with appro-
priate SSL APIs in order to make the Java Server SSL 
compatible.

Since a prerequisite for this tip is an understanding of 
the Java programming language and familiarity with 
Java sockets programming, a detailed explanation of 
Java sockets programming will not be given. Addi-
tional information about Java sockets programming, 
including the APIs, can be found at Sun’s Web site 
http://java.sun.com.

Perform the following to convert the SSL server appli-
cation from using regular Java socket APIs to use SSL 
APIs:

1. Open the server application, server.java, using 
Notepad on your Windows NT workstation, or 
your favorite ASCII compatible editor. 
Server.java is located in the 
SSL_Course\SSL_Server\ subdirectory: 

2. Locate the line of code used to create the new 
socket. This socket creation code will have the 
form of: 

ServerSocket servSock = new 
ServerSocket(port)

3. Note the location of the code. The Java SSL NDK 
documentation will be needed for this step. The 
documentation needs to be unpacked before it can 
be used. See “Unpacking the Java SSL NDK 
Documentation” to learn how to unpack the 
documentation. 

4. Navigate to the C:\Novell\Java\Ssl\jdk_1.1\
JDK_1.1_Version\doc directory. 

5. Double-click on the index.html file to bring up the 
Novell Java Class Libraries for Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL) documentation. 

6. Click on View the API documentation. This will 
bring up the SSL API documentation. 

7. Review the SecureServerSocketFactory section of 
the API documentation, paying particular 
attention to the SecureServerSocketFactory 
getDefault() method and 
SecureServerSocketFactory createServerSocket() 
method. 

8. Comment-out the Java socket creation code. Add 
new code to create an SSL socket using the Novell 
(default) SSL provider (key-pair). If you need 
help, see “Solution—Server SSL Application” for 
the solution. 
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Replacing regular sockets
APIs with SSL sockets APIs
is all that is needed to take
advantage of SSL encryp-
tion technology. 
9. At the very beginning of Server.java, locate the 
Imports section. Add an import with the class 
path.

import com.novell.service.security.net.*;

10. Review the SecureServerSocketFactory section of 
the API documentation, paying particular 
attention to Import information. For the solution, 
see “Solution —Server SSL Application”.

11. With these two changes made, the server SSL 
application is ready to be compiled and tested. 

Converting a Sockets-Based Client to an 
SSL-Based Client
An application that is written to plain Java sockets can 
be converted to use SSL sockets with only a minimal 
change to the socket creation code. This is feasible 
since the Java sockets APIs have been designed to 
encapsulate all the functionality needed to send data 
from a client to a server via sockets.

Replacing regular sockets APIs with SSL sockets APIs 
is all that is needed to take advantage of SSL encryp-
tion technology. Typical client socket creation code 
looks like this:

Socket   socket;
socket = new Socket(serverIPAddress, 
port);

This code would translate to the following code in 
order to use the default Novell SSL provider (key-pair) 
for the secure socket:

Socket socket;
socket = 
SecureSocketFactory.getDefault().creat
eSocket(serverIPAddress, port);

Additionally, you will need to add an import that refer-
ences the class path in the Novell SSL provider. The 
typical client socket creation code import statement 
looks like this:

import java.net.*;

The import file required to use the Novell SSL 
provider looks like this:

import com.novell.service.security.net.*;

For more details about the Java sockets programming, 
see the Java SDK documentation. For more details 
about programming to the Java SSL NDK, see 
http://www.developer.novell.com/ndk/jssl.htm.

Programming the SSL Client Code
The objectives of this module are to look at some 
sample Java client code, identify the socket creation 
and manipulation APIs, and replace those APIs with 
appropriate SSL APIs to make the Java client SSL 
compatible.

Since a prerequisite for this tip is an understanding of 
the Java programming language and familiarity with 
Java sockets programming, a detailed explanation of 
Java sockets programming will not be given. Addi-
tional information about Java sockets programming, 
including the APIs can be found at Sun’s Web site at 
http://java.sun.com.

Perform the following to convert the SSL client appli-
cation from using regular Java socket APIs to use SSL 
APIs:

1. Open the client application, client.java, using 
Notepad on your Windows NT workstation, or 
your favorite ASCII compatible editor. Client.java 
is in the SSL_Client subdirectory: 

SSL_Course\SSL_Client\Client.java

2. Locate the line of code used to create the new 
socket. This socket creation code will have the 
form of.

Socket = new Socket(host, port)

3. Note the location of the code. The Java SSL NDK 
documentation will be needed for this step. The 
documentation needs to be unpacked before it can 
be used. If the documentation has not yet been 
unpacked, see “Unpacking the Java SSL NDK 
Documentation” to learn how to unpack the 
documentation. 

4. Navigate to the 
c:\Novell\Java\Ssl\jdk1.1\JDK_1.1_Version\doc 
directory. 

5. Double-click on the index.html file to bring up the 
Novell Java Class Libraries for Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL) documentation. 

6. Click on View the API documentation. This will 
bring up the SSL API documentation. 

7. Review the SecureSocketFactory section of the 
API documentation, paying particular attention to 
the SecureSocketFactory getDefault() method and 
SecureSocketFactory createSocket() method. 
Additionally, if needed, review “Converting a 
Sockets-based Client to an SSL-based Client.” 

8. Comment-out the Java socket creation code. Add 
new code to create an SSL socket using the Novell 
(default) SSL provider (key-pair). If you need 
help, see “Solution—Client SSL Application.” 
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If you choose to upgrade,
the NetWare WebAccess
will no longer be accessed
from the /webaccess URI.
9. At the very beginning of Client.java, locate the 
Imports section. Add the Novell SSL API header 
to the beginning of this section. Review the 
SecureSocketFactory section of the API 
documentation, paying particular attention to 
Import information. For the solution, see 
“Solution—Client SSL Application”. 

10. With these two changes made, the Client SSL 
application is ready to be compiled and tested. 

Note: The following is taken from the DeveloperNet 
University course, SSL Security Course. This course 
details how to utilize SSL to secure your Web applica-
tions. To see the whole course, check out 
http://developer.novell.com/education/tutorials/
ssl/index.htm

Installing NPS with Apache 
and Tomcat

Taken from Technical 
Information Document #1006869

So you are trying to install Novell Portal Services 
(NPS) v1.5 on a NetWare 6 server and you want it to 
live peaceably with Apache and Tomcat. Are there any 
hints to make this happen? 

Let’s give it a try. While this explanation may be a bit 
long, it will be helpful. Unlike NPS v1.01, you can 
install NPS v1.5 from the NetWare 6 GUI. It can also 
be installed from a workstation on the network if 
desired. However, you will need Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) 1.3 or later to install this product. 

Since NetWare 6.0 has JVM 1.3 by default, we will 
perform this installation from the NetWare 6 server. To 
do this, you can either place the NPS 1.5 CD in the 
CDROM and then enter

CDROM <Enter>

at the server console prompt, or you can copy the CD 
over to a volume on the server and run it from there. 
Then at the server console prompt, enter the following 
command:

JAVA –JAR VOL:/PATH/NPS_SETUP.JAR

This will launch the GUI and start the installation. If 
the GUI does not start after a few moments, you will 
need to check the path you are entering in. The initial 
screen that you will see is the Novell Portal Services 
(NPS) welcome screen. Just click next to continue.

The next screen is the license agreement. After reading 
the agreement, if you agree with the license, then click 
next to continue. Here you will enter the destination of 

the web server. The web server can be either on the 
same server or it can be running on a different server. 
You can use either the IP address or the domain name. 
(However, if you use the domain name, you will 
already need the DNS resolution setup for that IP 
address.)

The server name is listed by default. This may or may 
not work, depending on whether the IP address of the 
server is given to Apache or to another web service. It 
is suggested that the IP address or domain name be 
used, not the server name.

Next we will choose the operating system, web server, 
and web application server. For this installation, we 
will choose NetWare 6.0, Apache, and Tomcat. Novell 
Portal Services 1.5 is not supported on NetWare 5.1 or 
lower.

The first section within this dialog box is the “Protocol 
Inter-Server Communication” section. This section is 
for encryption between the portal server and services 
running on other servers. This is not to be confused 
with encryption between the web server and a user’s 
browser. This is a service that would be provided with 
the web server, iChain, or similar service. 

The next section is for pointing to the directory struc-
ture within the web application server that will hold the 
NPS web application. Click NEXT to continue. In this 
dialog box we are whether or not you wish to upgrade 
NetWare WebAccess. 

If you choose to upgrade, the NetWare WebAccess 
will no longer be accessed from the /webaccess URI. It 
will be accessed from the /nps URI. If you are going to 
upgrade they you will need to look at the following 
document. For this example we are going to choose 
NO to the upgrade. This will allow you to have Novell 
Portal Services running side by side with NetWare 
WebAccess. This means that NetWare WebAccess 
will be accessed from the /webaccess URI, and Novell 
Portal Services will be accessed from the /nps URI.

You will only get this message if an NPS directory 
exists under SYS:\WEBAPPS from a previous installa-
tion of Novell Portal Services. If you choose YES to 
this then the NPS directory will be overwritten. This 
message is not an option of an upgrade. This message 
is telling you that it will overwrite the directory. If you 
do not want to overwrite the directory, then choose 
NO. For this example we will choose YES. Again, you 
will only receive this dialog box if you already had the 
NPS directory installed. If you do not get this dialog 
box, don’t worry. You’re not missing a step here.

The ADMINSERV.CONF file is the main configura-
tion file for Apache on NetWare. It should pick this 
path up by default. If the path is incorrect, or if the file 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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does not exist, then the installation will not allow you 
to proceed. Click NEXT to continue.

Setting Up the LDAP Server
Now it is time setup the LDAP server. You will need a 
user with administration rights before proceeding. The 
DIRECTORY SERVER AND PORT section is to 
place the IP address or Domain Name for the LDAP 
server. If you are going to use the Domain Name, you 
will first need to have DNS resolution setup. For this 
example we will use the IP address. 

To the right of this section are the SSL (encryption) 
options. Use the first one is if you are installing Novell 
Portal Services over a remote connection and you want 
to encrypt the install. Use the second option if your 
LDAP server is not on the same server as your portal 
server and you want the information between the portal 
server and the LDAP server to be encrypted. Turning 
this option on will affect performance. 

The next two sections are for the administrators user 
name and password. This needs to be typed in using 
the fully distinguished, typeful, and in LDAP format 
(commas).

You will see an error if there is an issue resolving the 
administrators user name and password. This can be 
caused from several reasons. 

1. You have chosen not to install over SSL and you 
do not have ALLOW CLEAR TEXT 
PASSWORDS checked in the LDAP Group 
object.

2. You are not using eDirectory. (eDirectory is 
installed on NetWare 6 by default). 

3. Your LDAP server is not running. 

4. You are using NDS format instead of LDAP 
format (periods instead of commas). 

If you do not get this error, don’t worry. This error will 
only happen if NPS is unable to resolve the administra-
tors name.

Now we need to create the Portal Configuration Object 
(PCO). To make administration simple, it is suggested 
that you create an Organizational Unit to place all of 
your objects in. This is not necessary to run Novell 
Portal Services, but it will be done in this example. An 
NPS directory was created under the main Organiza-
tion. Here you will place the PCO, gadgets, public 
user, etc. Again, this needs to be in LDAP format, fully 

distinguished, and typeful. For this example we will 
name the object portal.

Now we need to create a public user that will be used 
to hold the authentication gadget, which allows us to 
login to Novell Portal Services. Again, we will place 
this object under the NPS directory and it will need to 
be specified in LDAP format, fully distinguished, and 
typeful.

You do not need to worry about creating the public 
user before installing Novell Portal Services. If the 
user has not been created, you will receive the dialog 
box asking if you want to create the user. Click YES to 
continue.

This is where we will specify the containers that we 
want to have contextless login. If you have multiple 
Organizations (Os) at the same level, then you can hold 
down your CTRL key and select more than one Orga-
nization. Rights flow down from there.

You have the option to change the name and location 
of the gadgets being installed. For this example we will 
leave everything at the defaults and click NEXT to 
continue.

By default the communities OU are created under the 
O or OU that you have specified to hold Portal’s 
gadgets. If you want community support, make sure 
that the ENABLE SUPPORT FOR COMMUNITIES 
box is checked. Again, you can change the name and 
location of the gadgets that will be installed if desired. 
For this installation we will accept the defaults and 
click NEXT to continue.

This dialog box will appear if you chose the option to 
install the community’s OU. Click YES to create the 
OU and to continue with the installation. If you have 
any other *.NPG files that the installation can pick up, 
you will have the option to install them here.Click 
NEXT to continue.

Next is the list of what will be installed, where it will 
be installed, along with the amount of hard drive space 
NPS will take. Click NEXT to continue. (Installation 
time may vary depending on all that you are installing.) 
The last screen is just a summary of what will be 
installed. Click FINISH.

Now we need to test the installation of Novell Portal 
Services. To do this, go to the following URL: 
http://www.novell.com/nps

(For more information this procedure, see TID 
#1006869.)
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Migrate NetWare 4 and 
NetWare 5 Servers to 
NetWare 6: Part 2

From Course 3005: Advanced Novell
Network Management: NetWare 6

Last month, we started covering how to use the 
NetWare migration wizard utility and discussed 
preparing for and running the Migration Wizard. This 
month, we’ll finish up by showing you how to edit the 
configuration files, perform the eDirectory migration, 
perform post-migration tasks. And if there’s room, this 
installment will show how to troubleshoot post-instal-
lation issues.

Edit Configuration Files
Next, you compare the source server and destination 
server configuration files. You also edit the configura-
tion files on the destination server. To edit the configu-
ration files, do the following:

1. In the Project Window, select Edit Configuration 
Files. The migration wizard lets you modify any 
NCF or CFG files on the destination server. These 
files contain default LOAD statements and 
parameters.

If you are editing the AUTOEXEC.NCF file, 
make sure the file is closed before you migrate 
your eDirectory database. 

2. Select the configuration file you want to edit; then 
select Edit File (see Figure 1).

3. Copy and paste the commands from the 
configuration file on the source server to the 
corresponding configuration file on the 
destination server. 

If you intend to change the IP address on your des-
tination server to be the same as the IP address of 
your source server, edit your configuration files 
and change the IP address in 3 places:

AUTOEXEC.NCF
SYS:\ETC\HOSTNAME
SYS:\ETC\HOSTS:

• Copy the source server’s IP address and paste it 
into the destination server’s AUTOEXEC.NCF 
file. 

Note: This works only if your IP LOAD and BIND state-
ments are in AUTOEXEC.NCF. If you use INETCFG to 
assign IP addresses, change the IP addresses after the 
migration is complete.

• Using EDIT.NLM at the server console of the 
destination server, change the IP address in the 
SYS:\ETC\HOSTS and SYS:\ETC\HOSTNAME 
files. 

4. When you finish modifying your configuration 
file, select Save & Close. 

5. Close the Compare Configurations dialog.

Figure 1: Comparing the lines in the AUTOEXEC.NCF file.
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The migration wizard does
not check the health of the
tree and will not prevent
you from continuing if your
tree is unhealthy. 
Begin the eDirectory Migration
After you complete the volume copy and edit the 
configuration files, you can migrate eDirectory from 
the source to the destination server. During this phase, 
the source server is brought down and the destination 
server is restarted. The destination server takes the 
source server’s name and place in your network.

To begin the eDirectory migration, do the following:

1. In the Project Window, select Begin NDS 
Migration (see Figure 2)

2. .Back up all volumes that you are not planning to 
migrate and complete the following tasks before 
continuing; then select Next:

• Make sure all volume data migrated successfully

• Make sure all critical errors from the file copy are 
resolved

• Make sure that the time is synchronized on the 
servers in your source tree and that 
eDirectory is synchronized

For more information, see step 2 in 
“Finish eDirectory Migration.”

3. When the Install License window 
appears, insert the license disk and 
browse to or enter the path to the 
license file; then select Next. If you 
have an MLA, you can select the 
MLA instead of inserting the license 
disk.

4. Update the source server’s schema by selecting 
Yes; then select Next. The migration wizard 
updates the source server’s schema to include the 
eDirectory classes of the default applications that 
are installed on the destination server. (See 
Figure 3)

Note: If you select No to update the schema, by 
default the second Yes option is enabled, which causes 
the migration wizard to compare the source and desti-
nation schemas. 

This comparison helps you determine how to extend 
your schema in preparation for the migra-
tion.

5. In the Verify Novell Directory 
Services Tree window, verify that you 
have run DSREPAIR to verify that the 
eDirectory tree containing the source 
server is functioning correctly; then 
select Yes or No to acknowledge that 
your tree is healthy; then select Next.

Note: The migration wizard does not check 
the health of the tree and will not prevent 
you from continuing if your tree is 
unhealthy. If your tree is unhealthy the 
migration might not complete successfully. 

6. In the Copy NICI Configuration Files 
window, select Copy NLM to begin 
the process of copying your NICI 
files.

7. When you see the message that NUWNICI.NLM 
was copied to the destination server from the 
source server, select OK.

8. Copy the NICI files from the source server to the 
destination server by following the on-screen 
instructions. When the NICI configuration is 
complete, the screen in Figure 4. 

Figure 2: Steps to perform as you begin NDS migration.

Figure 3: Comparing and updating schema.
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9. Delete all user connections (except your own) to 
the source and destination servers; then select 
Next.

10. In the Password Verification window, enter the 
passwords for the source and destination trees; 
then select Next.

11. Resolve any critical errors or warnings shown in 
the Migrate NDS Verification Results screen; then 
select Next.

12. In the Ready to Migrate NDS window, select 
Migrate to begin the migration. At the end of the 
migration, the source server is brought down and 
the destination server reboots and takes over the 
name and identity of the source server. The 
migration wizard modifies the following items in 
the destination server’s AUTOEXEC.NCF file:

• The server name changes to the name of the 
source server.

• The time zone is changed to the time zone in the 
source server’s AUTOEXEC.NCF file.

• The server ID changes to the server ID in the 
source server’s AUTOEXEC.NCF file.

• The default time server type is changed to the 
value stored in the source server’s 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file.

• The bindery context is changed to the bindery 
context stored in source server’s 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file.

13. When the migration is complete, 
view the Error and Success logs; 
then select Done. Use the Error log 
to see errors that occurred during 
migration. If there were errors, use 
the Success log to determine how 
far the migration progressed.

If migration failed, restore your 
servers to their original configura-
tion.

14. Check the destination server and 
verify that it has restarted and 
taken on the name of the source 
server.

15. Reboot your workstation and log 
in to the former destination server. 

Finish the eDirectory Migration
In this phase you upgrade the schema, fix volume 
objects, and restore trustees to the destination server 
after the server is restarted. To finish the migration, do 
the following:

1. In the Project Window, select Finish NDS 
Migration. 

In the Project Window at the Finish NDS Migra-
tion phase, notice that all buttons but the Finish 
NDS Migration button are gray. These options are 
gray because the source server has been migrated 
to the destination server. You cannot go back and 
redo the steps described in these options.

2. Read the Continue NDS Migration window and 
make sure the following has happened; then select 
Next:

• The former destination server has restarted and 
has the name and identity of the source server.

• Licensing is installed.

• eDirectory is synchronized on all servers in the 
tree. To check eDirectory synchronization status, 
enter DSREPAIR at the server console and run the 
Report Synchronization Status and Time 
Synchronization options. 

If the destination server does not contain a 
Read/Write or Master replica, check eDirectory 
synchronization by running DSREPAIR on 
another server in the eDirectory tree that has one 
of these replicas.

3. Verify that you have completed the tasks by 
selecting Yes or No; then select Next (see 
Figure 5). 

Figure 4: Steps to complete the copying of the NICI files.
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If you migrate volume SYS,
volume SYS remains a tra-
ditional volume until you
upgrade it to NSS.
4. In the Password Verification window, 
enter the password for the source tree; 
then select Next.

5. Resolve any warnings or errors; then 
select Next.

6. Finish the eDirectory migration by 
selecting Continue. During this stage, 
the migration wizard restores the file 
trustees and updates the volume objects 
in the tree.

7. View the error and success logs; then 
select Done to close the current project.

Perform Post-Migration Tasks
After the migration is complete, you need to 
perform the following to ensure that your new 
NetWare 6 network is running properly:

• Run the External Reference Check Process

• Upgrade Existing NSS Volumes

• Perform Other Post-Installation Tasks

Run the External Reference Check Process. An 
external reference is a pointer to an eDirectory object 
on another server. An external reference indicates that 
an object in a replica has an ID on a server where the 
replica doesn’t exist. The external reference check 
process is an eDirectory process that verifies external 
references.

When migrating, trustee assignments might not be 
fully restored to user and group objects. NSS volumes 
depend on the eDirectory external reference check 
process to create ID information on objects before 
trustees can be associated with those objects.

To manually run the external reference check process, 
enter the following at the server console:

SET DSTRACE=ON
SET DSTRACE=+BLINK
SET DSTRACE=*B

If you switch to the Directory Services screen on the 
server, you can watch the objects as they are processed. 

Note: You can also run the external reference check 
process using iMonitor.

These commands must be repeated until no more user 
or group objects appear in the external reference list on 
the Directory Services screen. When complete, reboot 
the server.

Upgrade Existing NSS Volumes. If the original 
server had NSS volumes, you need to upgrade them to 
be compatible with the version of NSS shipped with 
NetWare 6.

Note: If you migrate volume SYS, volume SYS remains a 
traditional volume until you upgrade it to NSS.

To upgrade existing NSS volumes, do the following 
for each NSS volume:

1. (For an in-place upgrade only) At the command 
prompt enter:

NSS /ZLSSVOLUMEUPGRADE=All

2. At the server console, enter:

SET NLS SEARCH TYPE

3. Make sure the value for NLS SEARCH TYPE is 
set to 0; if not, at the console prompt enter 

SET NLS SEARCH TYPE = 0

4. At the server console, enter:

SET STORE NETWARE 5 CONN SCL MLA
USAGE IN NDS

5. Make sure the value is set to OFF; if not, enter:

SET STORE NETWARE 5 CONN SCL MLA
USAGE IN NDS = OFF

6. At the server console prompt, enter:

FLUSH CDBE

CDBE stands for CDBE.NLM or NetWare Configura-
tion DataBase Engine.

Perform Other Post-Installation Tasks. After a 
NetWare 6 migration or upgrade, you also need to 
perform the following tasks:

1. Run DSREPAIR on the destination server and 
select Unattended Full Repair.

2. Make sure user information was migrated or 
upgraded successfully.

Figure 5: Continuing NDS migration.
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3. Reinstall applications that have files or NLMs 
associated with the following SYS directories: 
SYSTEM, PUBLIC, MAIL, ETC, and 
NETBASIC.

Because the source server’s identity replaces the desti-
nation server during a migration, eDirectory objects on 
the destination server, including those representing 
applications, are removed and replaced by objects that 
exist on the source server. 

However, the NLMs associated with the destination 
server’s applications still exist. Because you can’t 
manage applications without their eDirectory objects, 
you must reinstall the applications to restore their 
objects to the tree. 

Troubleshoot Post-Installation Issues
This part provides information regarding the following 
known issues:

For issues that can happen before and during installa-
tion and migration, see Known Issues at the NetWare 6 

documentation web site at www.novell.com/
documentation/lg/nw6p/index.html.

Issues Solutions

Missing device drivers The server installation program copies to a startup directory 
(C:\NWSERVER) only drivers (such as HAMs, CDMs, and PSMs) for 
devices that were auto-detected during the installation 
process.
If you attempt to load a HAM, CDM, or PSM that was not 
auto-detected during installation and it fails to load, copy the 
appropriate driver from the C:\NWSERVER\DRIVERS directory to 
the C:\NWSERVER directory and then load the driver again.

Status of old LAN and WAN files After an upgrade to NetWare 6, old LAN and WAN files will not 
be deleted. These old files might not be supported in a 
NetWare 6 environment.

Speeding up the post-installation utility If performance of the post-installation utility and other Java 
applications is slow, change the VM Cache Pool Percentage SET 
parameter by entering the following at the server console:
SET VM CACHE POOL PERCENTAGE = 30
The performance of the post-installation program and some 
Java applications improves significantly with this change.The 
changes are saved by the operating system and remain even if 
the server is rebooted.

Update SMS components A new release of Storage Management Services (SMS) is 
available on the Novell Support web site. This release contains 
important fixes to the SMS components delivered with 
NetWare 6. 
The fixes ensure compatibility between earlier versions of 
NetWare and the NetWare 6 SMS modules. In addition, the 
patch includes updates to SMS components (including SMDR and 
TSA), which have made the product more stable and robust.
To maintain backup and restore services on NetWare 6 and your 
network, you must install the patch. The patch will supersede 
the SMS modules installed by default during the NetWare 6 
installation. 
For more information, see the Readme included with the 
patch.

Agent Installation for GroupWise 6 replaces LDAP files needed 
by iFolder

The Agent Installation program for GroupWise 6 lets you 
overwrite LDAP modules that disable iFolder running on 
NetWare 6. 
To avoid this problem, select No when prompted to overwrite 
the LDAP modules during GroupWise agent installation. The 
LDAP module includes:
LDAPSDK.NLM 
LDAPSSL.NLM 
LDAPX.NLM 
If these files are overwritten (by selecting Yes), you must 
manually copy the files from the NetWare 6 Operating System 
CD before iFolder will run on NetWare 6.

Missing user licenses NetWare 6 requires you to install user licenses separately from 
the server license.
After migrating to NetWare 6, use iManager to install license 
certificates when you add NetWare servers and users to the 
eDirectory tree.
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several catego-
ries, giving you a brief summary of the issue the TID 
addresses, along with the TID number and its corre-
sponding URL for your quick perusal.

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, Novell Small Business 
Suite 6, NetWare 5, NetWare 6, Novell iChain, 
ZENworks for Desktops 4, Novell Client for Windows 
2000/XP, GroupWise 6, and BorderManager 3.7.

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory
There’s a Guide to eDirectory troubleshooting obituary 
that also applies to the following products:

• ZENworks for Desktops

• NetWare 4.11

• NetWare 4.2

• NetWare 5

• NetWare 5.1

• NetWare 6

• NDS 8

• eDirectory 8.5

• eDirectory 8.6.2

Entitled “The Guide to eDirectory Obituary Trouble-
shooting,” TID #10064117 explains:

“Obituaries are reported in eDirectory by various utili-
ties and tools. Sometimes they are only noticed when 
they prevent other tasks from being performed, such as 
partition operations. Although there may be many tools 
available and many to come in the future, the process 
and information required for troubleshooting them are 
basically the same for all eDirectory and NDS 
versions. 

“This document provides the steps, guidelines and 
information you need to troubleshoot obituaries in 
NDS.”

To read up on TID #10064117, “The Guide to eDirec-
tory Obituary Troubleshooting,” see 

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10064117.htm.

Novell Small Business Suite 6
You have just installed the Novell Small Business 
Suite 6 Support Pack 2 and you are receiving the 
following:

• Error shows up in the dsrepair log file after 
running Full Unattended Repair 

• Error shows up after checking volume objects and 
trustees in dsrepair 

• Error: The volume has never been installed
Directory services volume object ID: 00000000 

• Error occurs after every backup and whenever the 
server is rebooted.

• DSRepair only temporarily fixes the error 

These problems can especially apply to NSS volumes. 
So if you see such errors, check out TID #10075264. 
Entitled “Error: The Volume has Never Been 
Installed,” you will be shown which file you need to 
download to solved the problem (file 
NW6NSS2C.EXE). You will also be given what you 
should look for in the DSREPAIR log.

So if you have Houdini-like volumes since adding 
Support Pack 2, go directly to TID #10075264 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10075264.htm.

NetWare 5
You are running NetWare 5 or 5.1 with DS.NLM 
versions 8.77a and 8.77c and you are getting one or 
more of the following errors or symptoms:

• Error initializing schema cache, error = -771

• Unattended Full Repair aborts

• Error: Could not write to the directory 
SYS:SYSTEM\DSR_DIB

• DSRepair fails with a -771 error when trying to 
repair the local database with rebuild operational 
schema enabled

• DSRepair fails with a -771 error when trying to 
create a DIB/database dump file

• DSRepair -rc fails with the error “Error: Could not 
write to the directory SYS:SYSTEM\DSR_DIB”

• DSRepair fails after the schema check process has 
completed
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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• Running DSRepair with-out enabling the rebuild 
operational schema will not report the error

Since these are not typical messages, you might want 
to find out what’s going on. TID #10063329 explains 
that the problem has been found in the “Res name 
cache” and that this problem has been fixed in DS 
versions 8.77g or later. However, there are some 
caveats to the solution that you should be familiar with.

To find out more about TID #10063329, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10063329.htm.

NetWare 6
Do you know how to remove all cryptographic services 
from your NetWare 6 server? Do you need or want to 
know? You may if you are having the following errors:

• DS will not load with -1497 error 

• Error usually occurs after applying an NDS 8 
update, or DS is upgraded because a support pack 
is applied. 

• Error occurs because NICI is corrupted, or not 
installed.

If you are, take at look at TID #10057273. Entitled 
“How to Remove All Cryptographic Services,” this 
TID gives you access to the NREPAIR3.EXE utility, 
which is downloadable from: http://support.novell.
com/filefinder. 

According to the TID, “this utility, NREPAIR.NLM, 
will remove all Cryptographic services from a server. 
This utility should only be used in extreme circum-
stances, where the NICI files have become corrupt and 
unusable. Follow the readme instructions that come 
with this utility.”

Removing cryptographic services affects the following 
products:

• NetWare 5, 5.1 and 6

• Novell Clients

• Novell Small Business Suite 5 and 5.1

• Novell BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5

• NDS 8

• eDirectory 8.5

• eDirectory 8.6.1

To go directly to TID #10057273 and download the 
NREPAIR3.EXE file, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10057273.htm

Novell iChain
You are running iChain 2.1 but you are having difficul-
ties getting the IP addresses to show up under Acceler-
ator IP addresses. Because of this, there appears to be 
corruption in the CURRENT.NAS file. Consequently, 
the actual information in Directory Services does not 
match what appears under the Accelerator IP address 
entries.

If you are bumping your nose on this kind of thing, try 
taking a look at TID #10077622. This TID gives you 
some possible workarounds for this problem. To 
quickly access TID #10077622, go to 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10077622.htm.

ZENworks for Desktops
You are running Novell ZENworks for Desktops 4 or 
the ZfD4 workstation agent and you are having the 
following problems:

• Cannot authenticate with ZfD4 workstation agent 

• Cannot authenticate through the ZfD4 NAL web 
agent 

• Cannot authenticate using <IP address or DNS of 
MidTier>/oneNet/xtier-login in your browser

If you are having such problems, take a look at TID 
#10073537. Entitled “Troubleshooting Authentication 
through the MidTier,” this TID gives you nine steps to 
work your way through the troubleshooting aspects of 
ZENworks authentication. To go directly to TID 
#10073537 and get the nine troubleshooting steps, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10073537.htm.

Novell Client for Windows 2000/XP
You are running Microsoft Windows XP with Service 
Pack 1 or XP Professional and you are finding that 
your roaming files are failing to copy down at login 
since you applied SP1. Now you are getting the 
following messages:

• Windows did not load your roaming profile and is 
attempting to log you on with your local profile. 
Changes to the profile will not be copied to the 
server when you log off. Windows did not load 
your profile because a server copy of the profile 
folder already exists that does not have the correct 
security. Either the current user or the 
Administrator’s group must be the owner of the 
folder. Contact your network administrator.
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• Your roaming profile is not available. You are 
logged on with the locally stored profile. Changes 
to the profile will not be copied to the server. 
Possible causes of this error include network 
problems or insufficient security rights. If this 
problem persists, contact your network 
administrator.

While there’s not presently a complete fix for this 
problem, TID #10074402 does point you in the right 
direction and will be the place when the full fix is 
available. Entitled “Roaming Profile Fails To Copy 
Down at Login after Applying Windows XP SP1,” this 
TID gives a lot of background into the new Windows 
environment.

The TID also shoos you off to a couple of “advanced 
reading” items, such as Microsoft’s “Q221833, How to 
Enable User Environment Debug Logging in Retail 
Builds of Windows” and the policy in “Q327462, 
Windows XP SP1 Checks for Existing Roaming User 
Profile Folders When a Roaming User Profile Is 
Created.” These items are found Microsoft’s web site 
at http://support.microsoft.com. 

Check out TID #10074402 at http://support.novell.
com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10074402.htm. 

GroupWise 6
You’re running GroupWise 6 and you are receiving the 
following errors:

• Error: Unable to load ‘GWMXL1xx.DLL’ 
language resource file

• Error: Language resource file 
‘GWMXL1yy.DLL’ loaded

According to TID #10077219, this problem is because 
the language settings have changed on the workstation, 
such as Keyboard | Imput Locales and Regional 
Options. The TID further suggests:

“A typical situation for when this happens is when two 
or more users use the same workstation. The Adminis-
trator installs the GroupWise client with German as its 
default language and English as an optional language 
and then the administrator creates a few new user 
accounts on a US English Windows NT4/W2K/XP 
workstation. These new accounts are all created with 
US English profiles. 

“When a new user logs into the workstation for the first 
time, they might change the language settings to get 
German support. When starting the GroupWise client, 

the client reads the registry hive 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, which is still in English. 
This would conflict with the GroupWise installation 
where German is specified as the default language.”

To read up on TID #10077219 and how to solve this 
problem, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10077219.htm. 

Novell BorderManager 3.7
Having troubles with BorderManager licensing? If you 
are, take a look at TID #10051637. Entitled “Trouble-
shooting BorderManager Licensing Issues,” this TID 
gives you six chapters to help you solve such problems 
as:

• Error: No BorderManager licenses available

• Error: No BorderManager licenses installed

• Error: BorderManager Proxy initialization failed. 
The Proxy will be unloaded

• Error: User has insufficient rights to delete 
licenses

• Error: Policy Manager: No Licenses Available

To get your hands on TID #10051637 and the Trouble-
shooting BorderManager Licensing Issues TID, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10051637.htm. 

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several catego-
ries or on any other Novell products, perform the 
following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left side or in the middle of the screen, click on the 
“Product-Specific Support” link. From the resulting 
list of Novell products, select the product of your 
choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days.

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.
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ZfD4 and Management Agents
Dear Ab-end: I’ve just installed ZENworks for Desk-
tops 4 on my server. Do I need to install the manage-
ment agent on the machines that have the Novell 
Client?
—Maurice the Manager

Dear Maurice: Yes, the ZENworks for Desktops 
management agent replaces the functionality of the 
previous ZENworks client components and you should 
install it on all the workstations you want to manage, 
whether they have the client or not.

It is important to remember that ZENworks for Desk-
tops 4 requires Windows 98 SE or later for the work-
station operating system; Windows 95 and Windows 
98 are not supported. For these operating systems, 
ZEnworks for Desktops 3.2 is still sold and supported.

Saving NW6’s Logger Screen Info To Disk
Dear Ab-end: The new Logger screen on NetWare 6 
is worth the price of the Operating System upgrade all 
by itself. But how do I send it to disk, like the old 
CONSOLE.LOG file?
—Saving Sam of Saint Malo

Dear Sam: When you are at the Logger screen, press 
the F1 key for help. Among other things, it tells you 
that F2 turns on the “write to disk” feature. It writes to 
drive C.

Setting Up Apache Web Server to Not See 
Everything On a NetWare Server
Dear Ab-end: I have set up a Web server using 
Apache and to my surprise, I can read just about every-
thing on my NetWare server. Using a request like this:
http://IP/....../etc/hosts

gives me the hosts file. What did I do wrong?
—Surprisingly Sarah of Sacramento

Dear Sarah: The very first directory entry in the 
server absolutely has to be as follows:

<Directory "/">

Options FollowSymLinks
AllowOverride None
Order deny,allow
deny from all

</Directory>

By default, the Apache Web server has access to the 
entire NetWare server, and this directory directive 
restricts that access.

Removing the SnoopServlet
Dear Ab-end: I’ve tried to do a stealthscan of our 
server and it gives me quite interesting results.
http://IP/examples/jsp/source.jsp?/jsp/ 

http://IP/servlet/SnoopServlet 

Where do I find this servlet? I’ve removed just about 
everything (examples are from Tomcat), but where do 
I find this SnoopServlet?
—Tomcatting Around in Trapani

Dear Tomcatting: Take a look at http://jakarta.
apache.org/builds/jakarta-tomcat/release/v3.3.1/bin/. 

This URL suggests that you remove the examples and 
the SnoopServlet. The servlet can be found in the 
following directory:

tomcat\33\webapps\examples\web-inf\classes

Management Console Won’t Run on a W2K 
Workstation Running the Novell Client 
4.83 with SP1
Dear Ab-end: I set up a clean install of Window 2000 
Service Pack 2 and then installed the Novell Worksta-
tion Client 4.83 with Support Pack 1. The DNS DHCP 
server is version 3.01d on a NetWare 5.0 server run-
ning Support Pack 6a.When I go to the SYS:PUB-
LIC\DNSDHCP directory and run the setup program 
for the workstation, everything installs fine.
But when I try and run the management console, it asks 
for the tree name and then just disappears. There is 
nothing in the task list or anything to indicate that it is 
running on the workstation. So why won’t the manage-
ment console run?
—Poor Performance in Penzance

Dear Poor: See TID #10060988, entitled “Steps to 
Improve the DNS/DHCP Management Console,” at 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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.How do I generate a certif-
icate for my Web server?
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10060988.htm. 

Generating a Certificate for a Web Server
Dear Ab-end: How do I generate a certificate for my 
web server?
—Certifiable Cid from Centerville

Dear Cid: Use ConsoleOne to generate a certificate. 
This procedure is described in TID #10072424, enti-
tled “How To Create a Web Site Certificate using 
Novell’s CA.” You can find this TID at: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10072424.htm. 

Slow IPX Reconnection to Mapped Drives 
on W2K Laptops
Dear Ab-end: My Windows 2000 workstation discon-
nects drives mapped via IPX and is slow to reconnect. 
How do I get around this?
—Iggie IPXing in Iserlohn

Dear Iggie: In the NIC properties, under “Power Man-
agement,” uncheck the option labeled “Allow the com-
puter to turn off this device to save power.”

NES or Apache Web Services?
Dear Ab-end: I am installing NetWare 6 and I don’t 
know which Web server I should use: Netscape Enter-
prise Server or Apache? Any suggestions?
—Confused in Changchung

Dear Confused: Use the Apache Web server, because 
it is being actively developed and is open source. 
Netscape Enterprise Server is in maintenance mode, so 
while bugs may be fixed, no further development is 
being done with it at Novell.

Using Front Page for Editing Web Pages in 
Apache
Dear Ab-end: Can I use Front Page to edit my Eeb 
pages for my Apache server on NetWare?
—Fronting Philby in Fort Worth

Dear Fronting: Yes you can, as long as you don’t use 
Front Page Extensions, which are not and will not be 
available on NetWare.

NMAS Errors
Dear Ab-end: I get the following error message on my 
client workstation when attempting to log in to my 
NetWare 6 server:
Error: “NMAS Login Failed Return Code: -1644 Timed 
Out Recoverable”

What is causing this problem, and why do I get this 
error?

—NMASSing in Nice

Dear NMASSing: Let me give you a bit of back-
ground on this situation. On workstations where the 
Novell Modular Authentication Services (NMAS) 
client is installed, the Novell Client login and authenti-
cation process can automatically make use of NMAS’s 
capabilities. On workstations that do not have the 
NMAS client installed, the Novell Client will try to use 
NMAS functionality anyway to authenticate.

If NMAS is not available, you will get your error code, 
or another close to it. This problem has been reported 
and taken care of by the Novell Client Development 
Team. Clients with this fix are available, as I write this, 
at http://download.novell.com/filedist/PublicSearch.

Ab-end in IPFLT31.NLM
Dear Ab-end: I bring up my brand new NetWare 5.x 
server and almost immediately get the following error 
on the screen:
NBMALERT!
Time: 18-3-2002 19:52:00
Service: NetWare Operating System
The system is short on event control blocks and network 
I/O may degrade or fail

Why am I getting this error and what can I do to get it 
fixed?
—Ab-ended in Aduwa

Dear Ab-ended: The error you are getting would seem 
to indicate that your server had run out of Event 
Control Blocks (ECBs), memory, or packet buffers. I 
have tried to duplicate this on my super server with 4 
GB of RAM and lots of everything else, but with no 
luck. You may need to upgrade to NetWare 6, but if 
this is not feasible, there is a fix for this problem in 
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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With WebPublisher, you
don’t need to have a login
ID if you enable the Web-
Publisher piece of
WebAccess. 
NetWare 5 Support Pack 5 or later. Make sure the file 
IPFLT31.NLM is dated July 21, 1999 or later.

LDIF DirXML Driver
Dear Ab-end: I am into DirXML and all the benefits it 
gives our corporate network. However, does an LDIF 
driver exist today or are there plans to have one devel-
oped? I am desperately looking for a way to automate 
the import process of LDIF files. Any information is 
greatly appreciated.
—LDIF’d in Lowestoft

Dear LDIF’d: The current Delimited Text Driver 
could be easily configured to do this. I also suspect that 
if you let Novell’s Technical Support Department 
know about this request, they may be able to influence 
the DirXML Driver Development Team to make one.

Publishing Documents via Email
Dear Ab-end: We would like to publish documents to 
the Web through GroupWise Document Management. 
The editing and publishing will take place from the 
GroupWise client side. Currently we have a IIS web 
server and would like to use ASP to go and retrieve 
documents using a generic user id and password from 
the IIS server back through GroupWise WebAccess.
I would think this should work in a similar way that 
GroupWise gadgets work with i-Login, making calls 
back through WebAccess for specific results. I have 
looked on the http://developer.novell.com web site, but 
did not find anything specific to this. We are using 
GroupWise 6.
—Published Out in Pinang

Dear Published Out: My suggestion to you would be 
to use WebPublisher. With WebPublisher, you don’t 
need to have a login ID if you enable the WebPublisher 
Piece of WebAccess. I would suggest that you create a 
webpublisher user and share the documents you want 
available on the web with that user. 

Since each document stored in WebPublisher has a 
unique URL, just build a link to that from any web 
page. When someone clicks on that link, it will auto-
matically open the document in a window.

Functionality in Active Directory Driver
Dear Ab-end: I am trying to get some functionality to 
work with the Active Directory (AD) DirXML Driver. 

I am interested in the “User Cannot Change Pass-
word,” which is a part of the user’s AD account prop-
erty pages. It corresponds to 
UF_PASSWD_CANT_CHANGE (0x0040) in userAc-
countControl. 
Referencing the Microsoft Web site at 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?
url=/library/en-us/netdir/adsi/user_cannot_
change_password.asp, apparently this flag is not able 
to be set directly. How do I control it in the DirXML 
subscriber channel? Can the AD driver write to the 
ACL?
—ADing in Apalachicoia

Dear ADing: Unfortunately the current version of the 
DirXML driver for Active Directory does not contain 
this functionality. You would be best advised to 
contact Novell’s Technical Support Group to see about 
getting this functionality included in a future version of 
the driver.

BorderManager Cache Issue
Dear Ab-end: I would like to know if there is a setting 
for restricting the size of the BorderManager cache. I 
am experiencing several full cache errors without a 
solution for correcting this. My company has over 50 
BorderManager servers, so restarting them would 
hopefully not be an option. Any help you can provide 
would be greatly appreciated.
—Caching in with Chopin

Dear Caching: The BorderManager cache will fill the 
volumes that cache has been configured for. Once the 
volume fills to near capacity, the old cache should typi-
cally be replaced with new cached content. 

Make sure your cache volumes have been created 
according to the specifications listed in TID 
#10018669, entitled “BorderManager Proxy and Cache 
Performance and Tuning.” The restriction for the size 
of the BorderManager cache is based upon the size of 
the volume.

NetMail SCMS
Dear Ab-end: I am running Netmail v3.1 installed on 
a NetWare 6 Support Pack 2 server that is utilizing a 
NSS volume and is running eDirectory v8.6.2. How 
can I determine if Single Copy Message Store (SCMS) 
is performing correctly? Any information would be 
appreciated!
—Doin’ SCMS in San Gimignano
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Does ZENWorks For Desk-
tops 4 require NetWare or
can it be used exclusively in
a Windows 2000 environ-
ment?
Dear Doin’: You can send a message to seven or more 
people, making the message at least 5 K in size, then 
search the SCMS directory. Make sure that your 
system’s SYSLog is enabled. Look at the log and it 
should say that it’s storing the message in SCMS.

ZENWorks Version 4
Dear Ab-end: I just need a quick and official answer 
on this one. Does ZENWorks for Desktops 4 require 
NetWare or can it be used exclusively in a Windows 
2000 environment?
—Zenning with Zakrzewska

Dear Zenning: Official word from Novell and my 
compatriots indicates that, like ZENWorks For Desk-
tops v3.0 and v3.2, they will work in a Windows 2000 
environment without a NetWare server. The only 
reason you would need to use a NetWare server is if 
you want to use NAL Licensing. By the way, NAL 
Licensing requires the NetWare Client, NetWare OS, 
and NWAdmin. Besides that, you can work in a 
Windows-only environment with the ZENworks agent 
on desktops, since no NetWare Client is required.

Security Errors
Dear Ab-end: I am currently trying to make my com-
panies network more secure. We are using NetWare 6 
and NetWare 5.1 along with Radius for remote connec-
tions. We also use Vasco Tokens (http://www.vasco.
com). Every so often, when a user tries to authenticate 
to our network, they will get the following error:
-1660
0xFFFFF984
NMAS_E_SEQUENCE_NOT_FOUND
The specified NMAS login sequence is invalid

I can tell that something is not quite right with the 
Novell Modular Authentication System (NMAS), but I 
don’t know exactly what it is. Any ideas?
—Sitting With Security Woes in Szombathely

Dear Sitting: First of all, let’s verify your version of 
NMAS. There is a tool called NMASMON.NLM, that 
ships with NetWare 5.1 and 6 and it allows you to get a 
log containing information about authentication to 
NMAS that is giving you the problem. Get a 
NMASMON log by performing the following:

1. Load NMASMON * sys:\public\nmas.txt trunc

2. Reproduce the error

3. Unload NMASMON

Looking at the log file (tin sys:\public\nmas.txt), the 
first line shows whether you are run the NMAS Stan-
dard Edition or the Enterprise Edition. More than 
likely, you will see that you are running the Standard 
Edition, because the Enterprise Edition supports addi-
tional login methods that the Standard Edition does 
not. 

The Standard Edition does not support the Vasco 
Token method. You will need to upgrade to the Enter-
prise Edition if you want to use Vasco Tokens.

Radius Modules in NMAS and BMAS
Dear Ab-end: Since my company uses both Novell 
Modular Authentication Services (NMAS) and Novell 
BorderManager Authentication Services (BMAS), are 
the Radius modules, common to each, interchange-
able?
—Changing in Cauca

Dear Changing: Unfortunately the NLMs from these 
two product lines are not interchangeable. The 
RADIUS.NLM from NMAS won’t work with BMAS 
because it uses BAUTHPXY.NLM and NMAS.NLM 
for authentication. It also stores the encrypted data 
using NMAS, rather than performing the encryption 
itself. This BAUTHPXY.NLM cannot read encrypted 
data stored using BMAS, and BMAS cannot read 
encrypted data stored by this NLM. (RADMIG.NLM 
can be used to migrate this information for those who 
are upgrading.) 

Also, we can’t use the v3.7 modules on v3.6 (or 
vice-versa) because of the differences in licensing. All 
versions of the NMAS RADIUS modules are inter-
changeable with other versions of NMAS. Therefore, 
when downloading a patch for RADIUS, be sure that 
you check the readme for the versions of RADIUS for 
which the patch was created.

DirXML GroupWise Driver
Dear Ab-end: Can the DirXML GroupWise driver be 
used to create and synchronize GroupWise External 
Users that are located in a Foreign Domain or Post 
Office? We need to synchronize its special purpose 
directory with GroupWise that resides in a different 
directory. 
All vendors are in Foreign Domain/Post Office as 
external users. They do not have a GroupWise mail-
box. The only purpose is to have their e-mail addresses 
in the GroupWise Address Book.
—Groaning with GroupWise
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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I am getting bindery con-
nections to some of the
servers in my network
when logging in to my
eDirectory tree using the
intraNetWare client for
NT. What gives?
Dear Groaning: Yes, it is possible. There is sample 
driver export code at the DirXML Resource Page at 
http://www.novell.com/products/edirectory/dirxml/.

User Gets Blank Screen in Portal Services
Dear Ab-end: When various people at our company 
try to log in via Novell Portal Services (NPS), they are 
presented with a blank screen. Any ideas why this is 
happening? We are using NPS, iChain, NetWare 5.1, 
Apache and Tomcat.
—Being Blank in Bassein

Dear Blank: You are lucky that Novell’s Technical 
Support Group has seen this problem. In fact, they 
have reproduced the problem in their labs. Their envi-
ronment consisted of the following:

• The iChain v2.0 box on DMZ with the public 
DNS entry (162.x.x.x) for xxx.yyy.com bound to 
the interface. An accelerator was configured to 
provide content from the NPS server that was 
located on the internal network of 10.0.3.12.

• NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 3 server configured 
with Apache and Tomcat, with the local IP 
address bound to the local ethernet interface.

• RESOLV.CFG on this server is pointing to the 
BorderManager (BM) server that provides DNS 
proxy services. Pinging the xxx.yyy.com host 
resolves to the public IP address of the iChain 
device (162.x.x.x).

There are two scenarios that can be analyzed:

Scenario 1. After starting Tomcat, a user opens his 
browser (that is configured to use the BM proxy with 
Client Trust) and enters http://xxx.yyy.com. They are 
presented with the iChain authentication page, where 
they fill in their credentials and are redirected to the 
NPS server. The tomcat log screen shows the reading 
of gadgets and configuration information, including 
the copying of gadgets from the other NPS server that 
is configured for load balancing and fault tolerance. 
After a few seconds, the user still has a blank screen. 

Scenario 2. If the first user to hit the portal after 
startup uses http://10.0.3.12/ with a browser that is 
configured to not use the proxy, the portal displays the 
correct page once the user has authenticated. If the user 
then uses http://xxx.yyy.com/, the correct pages are 
displayed. 

So to fix this problem, add a HOSTS file entry on the 
NPS server for the public DNS name of the service 
portal.ema.com that is pointing to the private IP 
address. Then when NPS attempts to retrieve the style 
sheets using the client-provided HTTP host name 

(portal.ema.com), the resolution of this address would 
be to the server itself instead of the server trying to get 
to itself via iChain, as was originally the case. (See 
TID #10069019 entitled “Blank Browser Screen when 
Logging In via Novell Portal Services” for more infor-
mation.)

Refreshing Multiple NPS Portals
Dear Ab-end: With Novell Portal Services (NPS), I 
have recently discovered that manual portal refreshes 
were not being sent to other portal heads. Only the 
automatic refreshes when you saved a page, commu-
nity, portal group, etc., were being sent to the other 
portal heads. Any help would be appreciated.
—Portaling in Pilcomayo

Dear Portaling: Portal Service Development has 
enhanced the manual portal refresh to display a list of 
portal servers in order to let you specify which servers 
you wish to refresh with the items you check. The list 
comes from your defined portal locations. So now 
from one portal you can refresh all portal servers. This 
functionality will be in Novell exteNd Director 4.1 
Standard Edition (NPS 1.5 SP2).

Unwanted Bindery Server Connections
Dear Ab-end: I am getting bindery connections to 
some of the servers in my network when logging in to 
my eDirectory tree using the intraNetWare client for 
NT. What gives?
—Not Wanting Bindery in Bohemia

Dear Not Wanting: First of all, you should upgrade 
your client immediately to the most current one on 
Novell’s Web site, but I know that this is not specifi-
cally the root of your problem. What has probably 
happened is that an unattended install script has been 
run previously on your NT workstations. This process 
has added a PREFERRED BINDERY SERVER entry 
in the workstations’ registry. 

Delete the PREFERRED BINDERY SERVER entry 
from the install script and also from the workstations’ 
machine registry. The process is as follows:

[NovellNetWareClientParameters]
!Preferred_Server = AUTHENT_SERVER
!Preferred_Tree = PREFERRED_TREE
!Tree_List1 =CUSTOMER_TREE
!Default_Context_List1 = USER_CONTEXT
!Preferred_Bindery_Server = BINDERY_SERVER 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Windows automatically
uses Hyper-Threading, with
NetWare v5.1 and Net-
Ware v6 supporting it via
ACPIDRV.PSM.
Phantom Duel Processors
Dear Ab-end: My company’s IS Department was 
quite excited to receive five new Dell PE2650s to run 
NetWare 6. After installing NetWare, I have noticed a 
problem. It is weird, but the server seems to think it has 
two processors, when it does not. The initial boot 
screen where the Speed rating is displayed, shows two 
processors, and the monitor indicates two processors. 
Have you seen this? I currently am seeing this on all 
five servers. Any and all help will be appreciated.
—Dueling in Delray Beach

Dear Dueling: I suspect that your new Dell servers are 
using hyper-threading. Quoting from Intel’s Web site 
(http://www.intel.com), “Hyper-Threading Tech-
nology includes logic and resources that allows a 
single processor package to appear as two logical 
processors to the operating system. Processors with 
Hyper-Threading Technology can simultaneously 
execute two threads of code. 

“This technology utilizes the CPU resources more effi-
ciently, cuts down CPU idle time, and advances the 
Pentium 4 processor architecture to new performance 
levels. During program execution, sometimes an active 
thread has to wait for instructions to finish, to access 
I/O, or to access memory. CPU resources can be 
underutilized until the dependency is resolved. These 
brief waiting periods can happen frequently in certain 
situations, and are necessary for correct program 
execution. 

“We designed the Pentium 4 processor supporting 
Hyper-Threading Technology to present two logical 
processors to the operating system. As a result, when 
one active thread stalls, another one can continue to 
execute and utilize CPU resources.”

Windows automatically uses hyper-threading, with 
NetWare v5.1 and NetWare v6 supporting it via 
ACPIDRV.PSM. If you don’t want to use 
hyper-threading, remove the ACPIDRV.PSM from 
your c:\nwserver\startup.ncf file.

ZEN Errors
Dear Ab-end: I am a ZENworks fan. Recently, when 
installing the ZENworks 2 Support Pack 1, I received 
the following Java errors:
Inventory and Application Reports containing no data 
(empty). 

java.lang.NullPointerException

at 
com.novell.managewise.am.base.alarmVariablesHelper
.write(Compiled Code)

at 
com.novell.managewise.am.base.mwAlarmMIBDataStr
uctHelper.write(mwAlarmMIBDataStructHelper.java:41)
at 
com.novell.managewise.am.db.mibdata._MWAMMIBDa
taImplBase._execute(_MWAMMIBDataImplBase.java:7
6)
at 
com.novell.managewise.am.db.mibdata._MWAMMIBDa
taImplBase._execute(_MWAMMIBDataImplBase.java:5
8)
at 
com.visigenic.vbroker.orb.SkeletonDelegateImpl.execut
e(SkeletonDelegateImpl.java:108)
at 
com.visigenic.vbroker.orb.GiopAdapterThread.doReque
st(GiopAdapterThread.java:258)
at 
com.visigenic.vbroker.orb.GiopAdapterThread.dispatch(
GiopAdapterThread.java:411)
at 
com.visigenic.vbroker.orb.ThreadPoolDispatcher$1.run(
ThreadPoolDispatcher.java:49)
at com.visigenic.vbroker.util.ThreadPool.run(Compiled 
Code)
at java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:466) 

Novell ORB (VisiBroker for Java) runtime throwing: 
org.omg.CORBA.UNKNOWN[completed=MAYBE,
reason=Exception: java.lang.NullPointerException]
[4/7/00 1:37:33 PM] AMMIBData: Error: 
org.omg.CORBA.UNKNOWN[completed=MAYBE]
[4/7/00 1:37:33 PM] AMTrapData: Error: exception 
AMException{string reason="Failed in AMMIBData 
class...";} 

What have I done to my network? Help!
—ZEN vs. Java in Zonguldak

Dear ZEN: According to Novell Technical Support, 
the modules that make up the database portion of ZEN 
have been loaded out of sequence. Complete the 
following steps to rectify the situation:

1. Determine the process ID of the Master, Storer, 
and Alarm Manager processes by entering the 
following at the server console:

java -show

2. Kill the processes for Master, Storer, and Alarm 
Manager by entering the following at the server 
console for each process:

java -kill<IDnumber>

3. Reload the following processes:

SYS:\PUBLIC\ZENWORKS\JAVA\ALARMMGR.NCF
SYS:\SYSTEM\GATHERER.NCF

SYS:\PUBLIC\ZENWORKS\JAVA\MASTER.NCF
SYS:\PUBLIC\ZENWORKS\JAVA\STORER.NCF
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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I am new to Web Services.
As such, I would like to
know if there is a way to
test Tomcat on NetWare? 
SEARCH ADD VOL2:\ZENWORKS\DATABASE
<VOL>:\ZENWORKS\DATABASE\MGMTDBS.NCF 

Customizing ZEN Preboot Services
Dear Ab-end: Being the ZENworks guru for my com-
pany, I have been asked where to find the following 
information: 

• How to create a DNX File

• How to create a BIN File

I checked out the online documentation at www.
novell.com, with no luck. Enlighten me, please!
—Prebooting in Port Hueneme

Dear Prebooting: According to the ZENworks 
Product Manager, “Preboot services is shipped as-is 
and there is not an easy or supported way to change the 
menus.”

Errors with SSL and Apache
Dear Ab-end: I am trying to get the Apache Web 
server to work with SSL on my NetWare server. When 
I load Apache, I get the following error:
[crit] (10022) error: make_secure_socket: for port 443, 
WSAIoctl: (SO_SSL_SET_SERVER) 

Why is this happening?
—Erroring in Edina

Dear Erroring: The error message, 
SO_SSL_SET_SERVER, is actually a catch-all for 
several types of errors, including:

• The certificate does not exist

• The certificate name is spelled wrong

• The certificate has expired

• The encryption modules are corrupt or missing

To resolve this problem, make sure that the certificate 
exists. Note that the name will look something like 
“SSL Certificate - Servername” in NWadmin or 
ConsoleOne utility.

The server name is added automatically and should not 
be entered in the configuration file. Go to the 
SYS:APACHE/CONF/HTTD.CONF file and edit the 
section <IfModule Mod_tls.c> and change it to match 
the NDSPKI: Key Material DN that is stored on the 
servers SAS Service object. It should look like the 
following:

<IfModule Mod_tls.c>

      SecureListen 443 "SSL CertificateIP"

</IfModules>

If the certificate exists, open it up (properties) and 
check the expiration date. If the certificate has expired, 
you will need to re-create it. Please see TID 
#10026561 “Error: ‘SAS_Register failed. 
KMO/key=SSL CertificateIP! (-13)’” for more infor-
mation.

Administrative Rights
Dear Ab-end: A while back, I remember reading 
about a way to give a special administrative user the 
ability to change another user’s password, but at the 
same time, have no other supervisor rights. I checked 
out the NWAdmin utility, but I couldn’t see anything 
obvious. I also couldn’t find anything on Novell’s Web 
site. Please help!
—Changing in Catalonia

Dear Changing: This is quite simple, once you under-
stand how this works. Try giving the user “Password 
Management” rights through the ConsoleOne utility. 
This will accomplish what you want to do—that is, 
giving another user the ability to change passwords 
without giving them rights to do whatever they want 
with the server.

Testing Tomcat on NetWare
Dear Ab-end: I am new to Web services. As such, I 
would like to know if there is a way to test Tomcat on 
NetWare? Any simple test would do. 
—Testing Tomcat in Tristan da Cunha

Dear Testing: Here is a simple way to test Tomcat on 
NetWare:

1. Edit the file 
SYS:\TOMCAT\33\CONF\NWSERVER.XML.

2. Unremark the section that looks like this:

<!-- Uncomment this for Tomcat
Standalone support -->

<!--
<Http10Interceptor port="8080"

secure="false"
maxThreads="100"
maxSpareThreads="50"
minSpareThreads="10" />

-->

3. Stop Tomcat with TOMCAT -U.

4. Restart Tomcat with TOMCAT33.
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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5. Enter http://<ip address>:8080 on the internet 
browser.

6. Test the servlets listed. These only test the 
functionality of Tomcat.

There you go. An easy way to ensure that Tomcat is 
working correctly for you.

High Server Utilization with LDAP
Dear Ab-end: I have a dual processor server running 
NetWare 6 with Support Pack 1. I have noticed very 
high server utilization on both processors pegging at 
100%. This typically happens during the high utiliza-
tion times of the day (8am - 5pm). 
When this happens, users can’t to log in to the server. I 
have noted that there is high utilization in both 
NLDAP.NLM and LDAP. And the ringer, if I unload 
LDAP, the server utilization will return to normal. 
What’s going on?
—Highly Utilized in Uaupes

Dear Utilized: Lucky for you, the fix is not bad. 
Update your NetWare 6 server to Support Pack 2 
(NW6sp2.exe) as well as Support Pack 2 for eDirec-
tory 8.6.2 (eDir862SP2.exe). By updating to Support 
Pack 2 for eDirectory 8.6.2, you get a new version of 
NLDAP.NLM. This version is 10320.05 and is dated 
August 12, 2002. The new NLDAP fixes the following 
issues:

• Resolves high utilization issues

• Resolves a memory leak condition

• Resolves possible index corruption

• Attributes with trailing spaces added to Ldap 
mappings

• Resolves Abend in LDAP on BOMA

• Improvement in LDAP performance and server 
utilization

• Searches now complete on cn attribute with 
Cyrillic characters

So you will be in business.

Unable to Unlock NetWare Server Console
Dear Ab-end: I have done a silly thing. I have locked 
my NetWare 5.1 server’s console using the supervisor 
account password. Now my Supervisor account has 
been locked due to intruder lock out. What can I do to 
get my server’s console unlocked?
—Locked Out in Leavenworth

Dear Out: Neener, Neener, Neener! No not really, I do 
have a solution for you. When locking the file server 
console, you are prompted to enter a password. To 
unlock the console later, you may enter the console 
lock password or the Supervisor’s password. 

When you are locking the console and you just press 
the Enter key instead of entering a password, the 
Supervisor’s password is the only password that will 
unlock the console. In this situation, if the Supervisor’s 
account becomes locked due to intruder lockout, the 
Supervisor’s password will not be recognized to 
unlock the console. At this point, the only ways to 
unlock the console are the following:

• Log in as a Supervisor equivalent and unlock the 
Supervisor’s account in SYSCON (intruder 
lockout status).

• Wait for the intruder lockout period to elapse. 

• If a password is entered when locking the console, 
that password can be used to unlock the console 
even if the Supervisor’s account is locked.

Note: If you enter the Supervisor’s password when 
locking the console, MONITOR treats it as a unique 
password and it will unlock the console if the Supervi-
sor’s account is locked. 

Disclaimer: Unless otherwise mentioned, all the mate-
rial from Dear Ab-end has been taken from the Novell 
Support Forum SysOps, the Novell System Engineering 
Mailing List, and the Novell Technology Transfer Part-
ners List Server.
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Develop with Nsure UDDI 
Server 

With market leading Novell eDirectory as a founda-
tion, Novell Nsure UDDI Server adds secure identity 
management capability to the UDDI standard, 
increasing security and manageability of Web services 
registries. 

UDDI is a registry for Web services developed by the 
UDDI consortium. UDDI is a platform-independent 
framework that enables you to describe, discover, inte-
grate, and publish Web services. This allows you to 
easily locate, integrate, and manage businesses and 
services.

Novell Nsure UDDI Server allows businesses to 
register Web services and make them available to 
internal or external users, while leveraging the security 
and management inherent in eDirectory. With Novell 
Nsure UDDI Server, secure management of Web 
services is a reality.

Value-adds include the following: 

• Centralized administration/management of UDDI 
registry data 

• UDDI registry data managed in eDirectory

• Exploits eDirectory Replication to offer a 
distributed service with high availability 

• Leverages eDirectory identity management

• UDDI user accounts administered via eDirectory 
account management solutions 

• Leverages eDirectory authentication and access 
control framework

• Supports basic user-id, and password 
authentication 

• Secure authentication over SSL can be 
configured/enforced 

• eDirectory ACL-based access control 

What You Can Do 
Publish and locate internal business applications in a 
secure, private environment.   

Integrate enterprise web portals with exteNd Director. 
Use eDirectory as a basis for authentication and access 
control of Web Services. 

Software Requirements 
You must have the following software components 
installed prior to installing the Nsure UDDI server. 

• JVM 1.4   

• Tomcat 4.x   

• Apache 1.3.26 or later (If using the 
Apache-Tomcat combination)

• Novell eDirectory 8.7 running on the same server

• Novell iManager 1.5   

• Novell iManager 2.0 on NetWare   

• Internet Explorer 5.5 SP2 

Download Nsure UDDI Server 
For Free 

Nsure UDDI Server supports several platforms, and 
can be downloaded from http://developer.novell.com/
uddi

• Leading Edge 183 (Novell Nsure UDDI Server - 
NetWare) 

• Leading Edge 184 (Novell Nsure UDDI Server - 
Windows) 

• Leading Edge 185 (Novell Nsure UDDI Server - 
Linux) 

• Leading Edge 186 (Novell Nsure UDDI Server - 
Solaris) 

• Leading Edge 187 (Novell Nsure UDDI Server - 
AIX) 

• Leading Edge 178 (Novell Nsure UDDI 
Command Beans) 

Nsure UDDI Server Newsgroup
A news/discussion group has been created to support 
Nsure UDDI server on all supported platforms 
(NetWare, Linux, Solaris, AIX, and Windows).

The newsgroup is here to help you along the way in 
building your Web services infrastructure. Please post 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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With Novell exteNd, you
can create a services ori-
ented architecture that lib-
erates business functions
and information from their
limited, single-purpose
platforms. 
your development questions as well as any enhance-
ment and functionality requests to the product.

Introduction to Novell exteNd 
4 Web Seminar

An introduction to Novell exteNd 4 is available for 
viewing at http://www.novell.com/seminars/
archive.html. In the presentation, Steve Benfield, Chief 
Technology Evangelist, gives an overview of exteNd 
4’s features, tells why the product exists, and eluci-
dates the solutions it provides.

Open, standards-based Web services give you the 
power to unify your technology environment and the 
freedom to create more effective business solutions for 
your customers, partners, and employees. Novell 
exteNd makes the process of developing these 
Web-based applications fast, simple, and cost-effec-
tive.

With Novell exteNd, you can create a services oriented 
architecture that liberates business functions and infor-
mation from their limited, single-purpose platforms. 
This transforms existing resources from virtually any 
system into standards-based Web services—without 
disrupting the functions they already provide. Then 
you can store these services, re-purpose them, and 
recombine them into open, process-driven applications 
that unify your technology systems and extend them 
beyond the boundaries of your organization.

This makes it easy to orchestrate processes across your 
whole organization-and have them appear as a single, 
integrated business solution. It protects the technology 
investments you’ve already made. And it gives you an 
easier, more consistent way to integrate your business 
systems.

Novell exteNd—and the open, services-oriented archi-
tecture it makes possible—offers your business a clear 
competitive advantage right now. It provides an open, 
flexible foundation that can help you adapt more 
quickly to new business requirements in the future. 
And it allows you to capitalize on all the advantages of 

standards-based solutions, despite aggressive sched-
ules and shrinking budgets.

Novell Customer Honored 
with Process Innovation 
Award for Web Services 
Solution Based on Novell 
exteNd Suite 

Neighborhood Health Plan (NHP) has received a 2002 
Process Innovation Award from Kinetic Information 
for its Web services solution built using the Novell 
exteNd Web application development suite. A 
non-profit HMO with more than 125,000 members 
throughout New England, NHP deployed Novell 
exteNd to simplify and automate critical patient eligi-
bility and referral processes, and create a path to 
HIPAA compliance for its provider network.

NHP is one of six companies to receive the annual 
“Innovative Solution” award from Kinetic Informa-
tion, a respected IT industry analyst firm, presented to 
organizations that have implemented applications that 
are returning significant business benefits. 

Winners were selected based on process improvements 
that led to gains in at least one of four areas: produc-
tivity, profitability, ability to adapt to market condi-
tions, or competitive standing/market share. Judging 
was performed by an independent panel of industry 
analysts including Michael Bragen of BMC\research, 
Bob Larrivee of IMERGE Consulting, and John Parker 
of Kinetic Information.

“We are thrilled to be recognized with such a presti-
gious award for our Novell exteNd based solution and 
our leadership in both HIPAA compliance and ongoing 
efforts to simplify the administrative aspects of our 
administrative services,” said Marilyn Daly, R.N., 
director of eCommerce and clinical applications for 
NHP. “Our commitment to providing superior service 
combined with the power of Novell exteNd has also 
resulted in a solution that has put us ahead of the curve 
in terms of HIPAA compliance as the deadlines draw 
closer.”
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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The iManager 2.0 SDK is
available for download
from the “Leading Edge”
section of the Novell
Developer Kit. 
NHP’s Novell exteNd implementation addresses two 
key problems using a Web services-based solution to 
link NHP’s provider institutions to its back-end 
systems. NHP first used Novell exteNd Director, 
Novell’s powerful interaction and portal server, to 
provide functionality that enables provider institutions 
to automate critical transactions such as referral notifi-
cations and eligibility verifications in a secure and reli-
able portal environment. 

From there, NHP deployed Novell exteNd Composer, 
Novell’s award-winning XML integration server, to 
address the industry-wide concern of HIPAA compli-
ance by creating a Web services-based interface 
between NHPnet.org and the New England Health 
Electronic Data Interchange Network (NEHEN). This 
link enables NHP’s community health care providers 
to access the Medicaid eligibility information that 
resides in NEHEN via HIPAA-compliant transactions 
through NHPnet.org.

“We believe that these awards are not just about inno-
vative uses of technology, but also the ways in which 
that technology is bringing about both process change 
and real business benefit,” said Steve Weissman, presi-
dent of Kinetic Information. “Through its use of 
Novell exteNd and Web services technology, Neigh-
borhood Health Plan managed not only to increase its 
internal efficiency and provider service, but also tackle 
a problem that is pervasive throughout the health insur-
ance industry with HIPAA compliance.”

iManager 2.0 SDK 

The iManager 2.0 SDK is available for download from 
the “Leading Edge” section of the Novell Developer 
Kit. This SDK provides developers with the interfaces 
for extending, enhancing, integrating, automating, or 
otherwise developing to Novell iManager.

Novell iManager 2.0 is a Web-based application for 
managing, maintaining, and monitoring Novell eDirec-
tory using wired and wireless devices. iManager 2.0 is 
based on Novell exteNd Director, Platform Edition, 
which is a portal framework you can use to build 
management services called plug-ins.

The iManager 2.0 Developer Kit provides tools to 
develop and test plug-ins for iManager. It includes 
sample plug-ins, documentation, and a version of the 
Tomcat HTTP server and servlet container that is 
configured for testing iManager plug-ins. Plug-ins are 
now packaged into modules. 

Look for Leading Edge #181— iManager 2.0 SDK at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm

OASIS Launches Effort To 
Establish Common 
Identification Scheme for 
Distributed Directory Services

Members of the OASIS standards body are collabo-
rating to address a key challenge in distributed direc-
tory services and data sharing—establishing a common 
identification scheme that can be used across all 
domains, applications, and transport protocols. The 
OASIS Extensible Resource Identifier (XRI) Technical 
Committee will define a Uniform Resource Identifier 
(URI) scheme and a corresponding Uniform Resource 
(URN) namespace that meet these requirements, as 
well as basic mechanisms for resolving XRIs and 
exchanging data and metadata associated with 
XRI-identified resources.

“URIs are one of the three pillars of Web architecture, 
but most URI schemes were developed before the era 
of XML and Web services,” said Bill Washburn, Presi-
dent and Managing Director of the XNS Public Trust 
Organization (XNSORG), which intends to contribute 
the Extensible Name Service (XNS) specifications to 
seed the work of the OASIS committee. “With its other 
initiatives related to XML, security, and directory 
services, we felt OASIS was the right forum to develop 
a URI syntax that meets the demands of identifying 
and sharing resources and data persistently across 
different organizations and applications.”

Drummond Reed of OneName, co-chair of the OASIS 
XRI Technical Committee added, “XRI syntax will be 
fully federated, the way DNS and IP addressing are 
today, yet will still address the problem of how to iden-
tify the same logical resource stored in different phys-
ical locations—for example, the same file stored on 
different file servers, or the same invoice stored in 
different accounting systems.” The syntax will allow 
for identifiers optimized for both human and machine 
readability, and will provide for internationalization in 
the same manner as XML.

Participation in the OASIS XRI Technical Committee 
remains open to all organizations and individuals. 
OASIS will host an open mail list for public comment, 
and completed work will be freely available to the 
public without licensing or other fees. Information on 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Using the LibC APIs, how
can my NLM print a 64 bit
number in hex format? Can
I use sprintf(temp, “%16x”,
bit64value) or is there a
different format specifier?
joining OASIS can be found at 
http://www.oasis-open.org/join

Industry Support for XRI

“XML-based Web services continue to propagate at a 
rapid pace and this is escalating the demand to extend 
the WWW addressing and linking capabilities in order 
that applications can more easily locate necessary 
resources for their use,” said Eugene Kuznetsov, 
founder, President and CTO at DataPower Technology 
Inc. “As an active member of OASIS, DataPower fully 
supports the Extensible Resource Identifier (XRI) 
Technical Committee and their work to define such a 
URI scheme and URN namespace to meet these 
requirements.”

“Rationalizing the relationship between identity and 
directory services—whether in the context of users, 
applications, machines, or data—holds the key to elim-
inating many of the obstacles, such as adequate secu-
rity, extensibility and effective management, that are 
hindering the adoption of Web services,” said Winston 
Bumpus, director of standards for Novell. “In an effort 
to better integrate Web services and identity, Novell is 
pleased to be working with many of the industry’s 
leading companies as part of the Extensible Resource 
Identifier Technical Committee within OASIS. Novell 
brings years of experience in directory services and 
secure identity management to the committee, and we 
look forward to creating a standard that will allow 
organizations to more easily and confidently adopt 
Web services.”

About OASIS
OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Struc-
tured Information Standards http://www.oasis-open.
org) is a not-for-profit, global consortium that drives 
the development, convergence, and adoption of e-busi-
ness standards. Members themselves set the OASIS 
technical agenda, using a lightweight, open process 
expressly designed to promote industry consensus and 
unite disparate efforts. 

OASIS produces worldwide standards for security, 
Web services, XML conformance, business transac-
tions, electronic publishing, topic maps and interopera-
bility within and between marketplaces. OASIS has 
more than 600 corporate and individual members in 
100 countries around the world.

Q. Using the LibC APIs, how can my NLM print a 
64 bit number in hex format? Can I use sprintf(temp, 
“%16x”, bit64value) or is there a different format 
specifier?

Also, if I want to do math on 64-bit numbers, do I have 
to call functions to do them or can I just use “+, -, *, 
/”?

A. You can use sprintf(“%llx”, 
sixty_four_bit_wide_number); or, of course, 
sprintf(“%llX”, sixty_four_bit_wide_number). C 
compilers generate code in support of all defined 
operators (+, -, *, /, ++, --, +=, >>, etc.).

Q. How do I create an Alias object, using the Novell 
ActiveX controls for Visual Basic?

A. Here’s an example:

Dim done As Boolean
Dim entry As NWDirLib.NWEntry
NWDir1.FullName = 
“NDS:\\W2KTree\o=novell”
Set entry = NWDir1.Entries.Add(“User”, 
“myUser”)
Call entry.SetFieldValue(“Surname”, 
“myUser”)
done = entry.Update
Debug.Print (“Updated User ” & done)

Set entry = NWDir1.Entries.Add(“Alias”, 
“myUserAlias”)
Call entry.SetFieldValue(“Aliased 
Object Name”,
“NDS:\\w2ktree\o=novell\myUser”)
done = entry.Update
Debug.Print (“Updated Alias ” & done)

Q. We use the Novell ActiveX Controls to 
programmatically add email addresses to a mailing list 
on NIMs version 3.0.3c and eDirectory 8.6.2 Support 
Pack 2A. The problem is with the following statement:

mail.SetFieldValue “NIMS:ListUserOptions”, “-11”
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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How can I determine
whether a volume is an
NSS from a client work-
station? 
When you execute it the code, the following error 
appears:   

Error Type:
NWIDirE.NWEntry.1 (0x80040011)
Undefined attribute type

A. For LDAP, you need to map the NDS name to a 
proper LDAP name. To do this, bring up the 
LDAPGroup object in the ConsoleOne utility, and 
select Attribute Mappings tab. Add NDS attribute 
NIMS: List User Options and map to 
NIMSListUserOptions.

A discussion of NDS names versus LDAP names is at 
Schema Naming Rules at the following location: 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/ldapover/ldap_en
u/data/a3xfo7x.html#a3xfre2

Q. How can I determine whether a volume is an 
NSS (Novell Storage Systems) from a client 
workstation? I found a couple of LibC functions using 
the volume_info structure, which contains a flags field 
that has a bit set for an NSS volume, but nothing 
callable from the client.

A. Here are three (count ‘em, 3!) ways:

1. On NetWare 6, all NSS volumes have a 
subdirectory with the same name as the volume in 
the _ADMIN:\Manage_NSS\Volume directory. 
The directory should contain files called 
ModifiedFilesList.xml and VolumeInfo.xml. 

So, for example, to determine if volume VOL1: is 
a NSS volume just attempt to open 
_ADMIN:\Manage_NSS\Volume\VOL1\Vol-
umeInfo.xml. If the open succeeds, then the vol-
ume is NSS hosted.

2. Use NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo, as shown in 
the program below:

#include <nwdsapi.h>
#include <nwdsconn.h>
#include <nwvol.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

int main( int argc, char* argv[]) {
NWDSCCODE         dsccode;
NWDSContextHandle context;
NWCCODE           ccode;
NWCONN_HANDLE     conn_handle;
nuint16           volNum;
NWVolExtendedInfo volInfo;
if ( argc != 3) {
puts( "Usage: ExtVInfo <server name> <volume name>");
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSCreateContextHandle(&context);
if ( dsccode != 0) {
printf("NWDSCreateContextHandle failed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
ccode = NWDSLoginAsServer( context);
if ( ccode != 0) {
printf( "NWDSLoginAsServer failed, ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSOpenConnToNDSServer(context, argv[ 1], &conn_handle);
if ( dsccode != 0) {
printf( "NWDSOpenConnToNDSServerfailed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSAuthenticateConn(context, conn_handle);
if ( dsccode != 0) {
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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printf( "NWDSAuthenticateConn failed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
ccode = NWGetVolumeNumber(conn_handle, argv[ 2], &volNum);
if ( ccode != 0) {
printf( "NWGetVolumeNumber failed,ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
ccode = NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo( conn_handle, volNum, &volInfo);
if ( ccode != 0) {
printf( "NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo failed, ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
printf( "%s: %s", argv[ 2], volInfo.statusFlag & NWCompressionEnabledBit ?

"compression enabled" : "compression NOT enabled");
printf( ", %s\n", volInfo.statusFlag & 0x80000000 ? "NSS" : "traditional");
printf( "sectorSize : %lu\n", volInfo.sectorSize);
printf( "freeableLimboSectors : %lu\n", volInfo.freeableLimboSectors);
printf( "nonfreeableLimboSectors : %lu\n", volInfo.nonfreeableLimboSectors);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

3. Assemble and send an NCP packet:

#include <errno.h>
#include <nit/nwdir.h>
#include <nwconn.h>
#include <nwerrno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

int main( int argc, char* argv[]) {
int volumeNumber;

#include <npackon.h> // don't move this directive to a different location
struct GetVolumeInformationLevel1RequestPacket {
unsigned short SubFuncStrucLen;
unsigned char  SubFuncCode;
unsigned long  VolumeNumber;
unsigned long  InfoLevelNumber;

} req;
struct GetVolumeInformationLevel1ReplyPacket {
unsigned long  CurrentServerTime;
unsigned char  VConsoleVersion;
unsigned char  VConsoleRevision;
unsigned short reserved;
unsigned long  InfoLevel;
// VolInfoDef:
unsigned long VolumeType;
unsigned long StatusFlagBits;
unsigned long SectorSize;
unsigned long SectorsPerCluster;
unsigned long VolumeSizeInClusters;
unsigned long FreedClusters;
unsigned long SubAllocFreeableClusters;
unsigned long FreeableLimboSectors;
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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unsigned long NonFreeableLimboSectors;
unsigned long NonFreeableAvailableSubAllocSectors;
unsigned long NonUsableSubAllocSectors;
unsigned long SubAllocClusters;
unsigned long DataStreamsCount;
unsigned long LimboDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long OldestDeletedFileAgeInTicks;
unsigned long CompressedDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long CompressedLimboDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long UnCompressedDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long PreCompressedSectors;
unsigned long CompressedSectors;
unsigned long MigratedFiles;
unsigned long MigratedSectors;
unsigned long ClustersUsedByFAT;
unsigned long ClustersUsedByDirectories;
unsigned long ClustersUsedByExtendedDirectories;
unsigned long TotalDirectoryEntries;
unsigned long UnusedDirectoryEntries;
unsigned long TotalExtendedDirectoryExtants;
unsigned long UnUsedExtendedDirectoryExtants;
unsigned long ExtendedAttributesDefined;
unsigned long ExtendedAttributeExtantsUsed;
unsigned long DirectoryServicesObjectID;
unsigned long VolumeLastModifiedDateAndTime;

} rep;

#include <npackoff.h> // don't move this directive to a different location
int ccode;
if ( argc != 2) {
printf( "Usage: %s <vol_name>\n", argv[ 0]);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
if ( GetVolumeNumber( argv[ 1], &volumeNumber) != 0) {
printf( "GetVolumeNumber failed, errno = %d (%s), NetWareErrno = %d\n", errno,
strerror( errno), NetWareErrno);

return EXIT_FAILURE;
}
printf( "volumeNumber = %d\n", volumeNumber);
req.SubFuncStrucLen = 0x900; // Hi-Lo
req.SubFuncCode     = 34;
req.VolumeNumber    = volumeNumber;
req.InfoLevelNumber = 1;
ccode = NWNCPSend( 123, &req, sizeof( req), &rep, sizeof( rep));
if ( ccode != ESUCCESS) {
printf( "NWNCPSend failed, ccode = %d\n", ccode);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
puts( rep.StatusFlagBits & 2 ? "compression enabled" : "compression not

enabled");
puts( rep.StatusFlagBits & 0x80000000 ? "NSS" :"traditional");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Q. We’re new to this Novell stuff, but we want our 
program, when running on a workstation that someone 
has logged onto with the Novell client, to figure out 
what server they were authenticated against (I assume 
this is known as the “NDS server”).

When it gets to NWDSGetServerAddresses2, it returns 
FFFFFECD. I can retrieve tree names and such, and 
NWDSWhoAmI works, but I can’t figure out how to get 
there from here. I assume the “connection handle” is 
allowed to be 0 if someone has successfully logged into 
a server?

A. No, connection 0 is invalid from a workstation. 
Connection 0 is a special NLM server-side connection 
only. The following program will list all your current 
connections:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <nwcalls.h>
#include <nwclxcon.h>

void main(void)
{
NWCCODE cCode;
NWRCODE scanCode = 0;
nuint32 scanIterator = 0;
NWCCConnInfo connInfoBuf;
nuint32 connRef;

cCode = NWCallsInit(NULL,NULL);
if(cCode)
{
printf("NWCallsInit returned :%04X", cCode);
return;

}

scanCode = 0;
scanIterator = 0;

while(scanCode != NWE_NO_MORE_ENTRIES)
{
scanCode = NWCCScanConnRefs(&scanIterator, &connRef);
if(scanCode && scanCode != NWE_NO_MORE_ENTRIES)
{
printf("NWCCScanConnRefs returned :%04X", cCode);
return;

}

if (scanCode!=0) break;

cCode = NWCCGetAllConnRefInfo(connRef, NWCC_INFO_VERSION_1, &connInfoBuf);
if (cCode == NWE_NO_MORE_ENTRIES)
{
printf("NWCCGetAllConnRefInfo returned :%04X", cCode);
return;

}

printf("\nServer Name: %s", connInfoBuf.serverName);
printf("\nTree Name: %s", connInfoBuf.treeName);
printf("\nConn Number: %d", connInfoBuf.connNum);

}
}

F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Whether you’ve attended
in the past or are planning
to attend BrainShare for
the first time, you won’t be
disappointed with what
Novell has in store this
year.
Q. If I write a PHP Shared Object (SO) extension 
that calls into LibC, does my SO get 
terminated/unloaded when the script finishes? In 
which case, what happens to my threads? Can I pick 
them up on next execution, or will LibC just gracefully 
close them?

If the above is true, is there a preferred method 
whereby my PHP SO can call into a “TSR” NLM each 
time the script runs? The problem I can see 
immediately is that the SO has to publish its exported 
functions, which means any change in the “TSR” NLM 
means a recompile of the SO.

Ideally, is there a way of keeping an extension loaded 
as a “TSR” to preserve my contexts, etc.?

A. You can write your PHP extension with LibC 
and you should do so. Avoid using CLIB because 
PHPLIB.NLM itself is based in LIBC. File operations 
especially can cause trouble if you call CLIB APIs 
from your PHP extension.

A PHP extension itself only supports functionality, not 
the execution itself. Execution is controlled by the PHP 
engine itself. If, for some reason, you need separate 
threads, you must make sure that they terminate before 
execution is given back to the PHP engine. 

The PHP extension itself is loaded by PHPLIB.NLM 
and is present in memory. This is done via dlopen...() 
API’s. PHPLIB is loaded by Apache. If you load 
Apache in a protected address space, PHPLIB and all 
extensions are unloaded as soon as Apache is 
unloaded. If you load APACHE in the OS address 
space you need to unload all PHP-related modules 
manually.

Your extension normally needs to export only one 
symbol to work with PHP: get_module.

BrainShare 2003: Be There!

April 13 - 18, 2003 
Salt Palace Convention Center 
Salt Lake City, Utah

“We go to many technology conferences. I would rate 
BrainShare as the best.” 

Richard Fichera
VP and Research Fellow
Giga Information Group

Much has changed in our world over the past two 
decades, and the changes have accelerated greatly in 
the past couple of years. Yet Novell remains at the 
center of the network world, consistently leading the 
industry in delivering superior technologies throughout 
its explosive evolution. So when you want to find out 
what’s just over the horizon for the entire network 
world, you go to Novell BrainShare, the network 
industry’s first, and still the best, technical conference. 

Whether you’ve attended in the past or are planning to 
attend BrainShare for the first time, you won’t be 
disappointed with what Novell has in store this year. 
Over 250 sessions will feature Novell and its partners’ 
latest innovations in secure identity management, 
network infrastructure, network management, and 
collaboration. 

We’re particularly excited to tell you about Novell 
exteNd, our powerful Web application development 
tools. Attendees also enjoy the participation of great 
BrainShare sponsors, and this year is shaping up to be 
no exception. Novell is proud to welcome BrainShare 
2003 Platinum Sponsors XIOtech, Blue Lance, Begin-
finite, and The Messaging Architects.

IT problems to solve? Opportunities to pursue? Take a 
week out of your hectic schedule to position yourself 
for success! Attend BrainShare 2003 to learn how to 
develop, implement, and optimize Novell-based solu-
tions that will boost your business. Come discuss your 
specific technology needs with expert Novell engineers 
and interact with industry peers. Treat yourself to 
in-depth technical sessions featuring architectural 
overviews, code walkthroughs, design patterns and 
coding best practices—all geared to help you deliver 
solutions that leverage Novell technologies on your 
platforms. 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Novell is making it easier to
develop Web applications
by advancing this impor-
tant forms-development
standard. Novell xForms
technology reduces the
complexity of developing
Web pages and forms that
interact with Web services
and display information to
any Web-enabled device. 
We’ll also have hands-on sessions that let you get 
real-world experience with what you’ve learned in 
other BrainShare 2003 presentations—no code snip-
pets here! And you can tailor your BrainShare atten-
dance to suite your schedule and needs. 

Session registration opens March 13, 2003. After you 
register, you will be able to select from approximately 
250 unique sessions and create your own customized 
schedule. Developer sessions will cover Web and 
Directory Services, XML, Portals, J2EE, PHP, 
MySQL and much more. For a developer-centric view 
of BrainShare 2003, visit http://developer.novell.com/
brainshare.

If you’re interested in attending BrainShare and saving 
your company money, we encourage you to take 
advantage of the BrainShare 2003 Early Bird Special! 
Register before February 28, 2003 for just $1495, a 
savings of $200 off the regular conference fee of 
$1695. Registration and complete event information is 
available at http://www.novell.com/brainshare.

We’re so excited about BrainShare 2003 that we’re 
giving you a chance to win prizes just for registering! 
For example, if you use Novell’s online registration 
tool to register for BrainShare and to make your Salt 
Lake City hotel reservations, you’ll be automatically 
eligible to win one of twenty packages that will include 
free admission to BrainShare and five nights lodging 
free at one of our contracted hotels. For contest details, 
see http://www.novell.com/brainshare/sweepstakes.
html.

What’s more, when you use your Visa card to reserve 
your hotel room for BrainShare, you’ll be automati-
cally entered to win a $1,000 Visa-stored value card or 
one of twenty $100 Visa-stored value cards. For 
contest details, see http://www.novell.com/brainshare/
visa.html.

Novell Delivers Nsure UDDI 
Server

In December 2002, Novell announced the availability 
of a new Universal Description, Discovery and Inte-
gration (UDDI) server that adds secure identity 
management to the UDDI standard, bolstering the 
security and simplifying the management of Web 
services registries. Novell Nsure UDDI Server is based 
on Novell’s eDirectory platform and is the first deliver-
able of the company’s Destiny roadmap for eDirectory.

Novell Nsure UDDI Server allows businesses to 
register Web services and make them available to 
internal or external users, while leveraging the security 
and management inherent in eDirectory. Users, 

whether publishing or consuming services, can be 
required to first authenticate to the directory and to 
verify their identity. Equally important, you can easily 
manage those users and their access rights to registered 
Web services through such eDirectory tools as Novell 
iManager, which are familiar to most network adminis-
trators.

Since its inception in 2000, developer adoption of the 
UDDI standard has been limited, partly because initial 
Web services deployments have been relatively small. 
Also, the UDDI standard lacks provisions to ensure the 
security and management of registered services. 

With the delivery of a UDDI server based on eDirec-
tory, Novell is attacking those limitations head on. 
Businesses don’t need to sacrifice the cost savings and 
simplicity of Web services in order to maintain tight 
control over access to company resources. 

Since UDDI.org developed the UDDI specification, 
much of the thinking around e-business and the role of 
service discovery on the Internet has changed dramati-
cally. “Novell is the first of the directory vendors to 
deliver a directory-enabled UDDI server. Combining 
the [UDDI] service with a directory server therefore 
makes a lot of sense,” said Mike Neuenschwander, an 
analyst at the Burton Group. 

With Novell Nsure UDDI Server, secure management 
of Web services is a reality today, and a boost to any 
developer’s toolset. For more information, see 
http://developer.novell.com/uddi.

Novell Previews XForms 
Technology

Want to get ahead in the Web development race? 
Novell’s XForms Technology Preview is designed to 
provide you with a hands-on introduction to the 
XForms standard. XForms is a way to increase devel-
opment productivity for applications that run on the 
leading J2EE application servers. 

Novell is making it easier to develop Web applications 
by advancing this important forms-development stan-
dard. Novell xForms technology reduces the 
complexity of developing Web pages and forms that 
interact with Web services and display information to 
any Web-enabled device. 

XForms 1.0 is now a Candidate Recommendation from 
the W3C (WWW Communications Ltd.) and a direct 
descendant of HTML forms that developers create 
today. XForms improve on HTML forms by separating 
data, logic, and presentation into three distinct areas.
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eDirectory previously had
734 million user licenses
worldwide, and added,
potentially, another 425
million seats. 
This clean separation makes it easier for developers to 
customize the interface for users and devices, without 
rewriting the form or its associated logic. XForms also 
includes a powerful event model that allows the user to 
easily bind a form control to a piece of client-side logic 
without extensive scripting.

Novell’s XForms Technology Preview allows devel-
opers to test XForms without having to deploy them to 
a server. XForms can be created using any XML 
editor, such as the schema-driven XML editor included 
in the Novell exteNd Workbench. If you are new to 
XForms, Novell has created a tutorial to help you get 
started. Additional questions can be answered in the 
XForms user forum.

Novell’s XForms Technology Preview is just the 
beginning of Novell’s focus on XForms. Future 
releases of the Novell exteNd suite will be leveraging 
the XForms standard to increase developer produc-
tivity with visual tools to bind pages to Web services, 
relational databases, and other data sources. 

For more information, visit http://developer.novell.
com/tech/xforms.html.

Novell Announces Novell 
iFolder-EMC CLARiiON Data 
Protection Solution

Together, Novell and EMC have delivered a combined 
data-protection solution for the enterprise. With Novell 
iFolder, critical files are easily accessible to users 
anytime, anywhere via Web browser. It makes sense to 
have a reliable, scalable, easily managed data storage 
solution to support the deployment, regardless of the 
platform hosting the iFolder server. 

The EMC CLARiiON platform provides this important 
piece. The combined Novell-EMC Solution success-
fully addresses three major hassles business computer 
users face on a frequent basis: accessing important files 
from remote locations, manually synchronizing needed 
files across multiple computers, and backing up impor-
tant files. 

Business is increasingly mobile, global and distributed. 
When an important file or document cannot be 
accessed, either because the desktop computer where 
the document resides is miles away or a laptop 

containing the file was damaged or stolen, productivity 
comes to a halt. 

Regardless of their location, employees require secure 
access to critical corporate data and information, 
including important documents and files that have 
traditionally resided only on end-user desktops or 
laptops.

With Novell iFolder as a front end and EMC hardware 
as a back-end, you can achieve easy access and 
manageability of up-to-date information, when and 
where it is needed. NetWare, Windows, Linux and 
Solaris platform customers can now leverage the 
synergy and benefits that are obtained by using EMC 
CLARiiON systems together with Novell iFolder to 
achieve a high-performance data protection solution 
across multiple platforms. 

For more information, please visit 
http://www.novell.com/news/press/archive/2002/12/
pr02086.html.

Novell Targets Sun and 
Microsoft Customers with 
eDirectory and DirXML

A new promotion introduced to coincide with the 
recent release of Novell eDirectory 8.7 targets 
customers of Sun ONE and iPlanet Directory Server. 
Each promotion customer can receive a free 
250,000-user license for Novell eDirectory, and a 
25,000-user license for DirXML, which synchronizes 
the data to let the two directory systems run in parallel 
as well as enable easy migration. It’s a free package 
with a value of $650,000 (US), $2 for each of the 
250,000 eDirectory seats and $6 a seat for DirXML. 

The promotion was launched November 5, 2002 and is 
scheduled to run through the end of April, 2003. 
Novell initially estimated it would attract 40 to 50 
customers over the life of the promotion. In the first 
month alone, over 1,700 customers signed up! 

eDirectory previously had 734 million user licenses 
worldwide, and added, potentially, another 425 million 
seats. A quarter-million licenses here, a quarter-million 
licenses there: it all amounts to a commanding lead in 
the directory market for Novell, and a world of new 
customer opportunity for directory-enabled solution 
providers! 
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With Novell you can build
enterprise-ready solutions
for the NetWare platform,
Linux, or any other leading
server. 
For more information, visit: 
http://www.novell.com/products/edirectory/
promo.html

Novell DeveloperNet: Helping 
You Succeed with One Net 
Development

In today’s development world, methodologies for 
building manageable solutions are increasingly based 
on securing application user identities, along with 
freedom of interface choice, and freedom from plat-
form lock-in. Not surprisingly, that’s the value of 
leveraging Novell’s cross-platform directory, products, 
solutions, and standards-based development environ-
ment. 

Look at IT Your Way
With Novell you can build enterprise-ready solutions 
for the NetWare platform, Linux, or any other leading 
server. You can develop directory-aware client appli-
cations for Windows and Linux desktops, or large 
scale Web applications for millions of Internet 
customers. You can develop LDAP-enabled J2EE 
solutions and run them on any leading server with 
Novell exteNd or other Web application server.

You can use Open Source Software, such as Apache 
Web server and MySQL to quickly automate your 
system management tasks. What’s more, Novell 
eDirectory and many other Novell products run on all 
the leading platforms, giving any serious developer a 
serious technical advantage when it comes to choosing 
the right applications, interfaces, tools and platforms to 
support high-priority development projects.

Novell’s DeveloperNet program helps corporate, ISV 
and IHV developers build and advance their business 
efforts with leading-edge tools, programming 
resources, testing and engineering support. For Novell, 
DeveloperNet memberships provide a proven approach 
to assisting any type of application programmer in 
building sophisticated applications and services and 
deploying them on any leading server. 

For developers, membership in DeveloperNet provides 
everything needed to be successful with Novell, 
whether you need to solve problems programatically or 
deliver packaged network or Web solutions to 
customers worldwide.

Who Benefits from Novell Development?
ISVs: Leverage your current software investments and 
increase your customer base by supporting all key plat-

forms. Access, integrate and bundle Novell eDirectory 
and other Novell services to add purchase value to 
network solutions for provisioning, collaboration, 
secure identity management and other types of enter-
prise software running on all leading platforms. 

IHV/OEM/Device Makers: Capture market share with 
Novell’s award-winning solutions and technologies 
running on Linux, Solaris, NetWare, Windows 
NT/2000 and IBM AIX platforms. Foster new growth 
opportunities with Novell eDirectory and other Novell 
Net business solutions that can easily be integrated, 
resold, bundled or embedded to form complete server, 
storage, and Net device solutions. 

Novell solution components such as Novell eDirec-
tory, NMAS (Novell Modular Authentication Service), 
eGuide, iFolder, DirXML, GroupWise, NetMail and 
iChain help you bring our business-critical applications 
together for ready configuration and deployment on 
your choice of OS platforms. 

CSIs/VARs: Integrate Novell products and technolo-
gies to form complete services and technology solu-
tions for your customer. Implement business model 
transformations, increase performance of customer IT 
investments via directory and database integration; 
leverage Novell eDirectory, DirXML, iChain, etc. 
Support new access and security, provisioning, collab-
oration, and identity management solutions which 
reduce network overhead. 

Enterprises: Lower cost of network ownership, 
increase the value of current IT investments. Secure 
identity management for the enterprise begins with 
eDirectory, usually (though not always) on NetWare 
first and extends to all other leading operating systems, 
applications, client desktops, handheld devices. 

Corporate Developers: The core value of Novell’s 
directory-based technology is that businesses are able 
to quickly leverage it to become more efficient, more 
productive, and more successful. For example, 
in-house developers and system administrators can 
write cross-platform management utilities, perform 
server consolidations, and save company money 
through application directory and database integration.

You can greatly increase the performance of current IT 
investments using eDirectory to support metadirectory 
solutions via DirXML, as well as integrate access and 
security, provisioning, database, and collaboration 
solutions. And getting started with development to 
Novell is easy.

Writing utilities and solutions for eDirectory has never 
been easier. For example, using Visual Basic and the 
Novell Controls for ActiveX, any technical person can 
become an eDirectory developer in an afternoon and 
reap the benefits forever. 
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Novell exteNd Composer
is an XML integration
server that allows access
to a wide variety of data
sources including (but not
limited to) HTML pages,
CICS systems, 3270 and
5250 systems, FTP, and
databases (that support
JDBC).
DeveloperNet’s extensive and newly redesigned Web 
site is also the single online source for beginning 
programmers, administrators and other technical 
persons to learn how to create manageable 
Novell-based solutions for the enterprise. With a full 
array of education and training offerings, including 
hands-on training and instructor-led training, there’s a 
Novell education and training solution for you or your 
entire development team to get up to speed fast with 
any type of Novell-based development on your plat-
forms of choice.

Freedom of choice and performance of the 
finished solution, wherever it is deployed: Isn’t 
that what visionary enterprise application development 
is all about? For more information about developing 
solutions with Novell, including information about 
membership in DeveloperNet, Novell’s premier 
program for developers, visit http://developer.novell.
com.

Recent Novell Developer and 
Customer Success Stories

Portlock Software Helps XIOtech Manage 
NetWare Storage. Find out more at http://developer.
novell.com/success/portlock.html.

Blue Lance Customers Aren’t Talking. Take a 
look at why that is at http://developer.
novell.com/success/bluelance.html.

Neighborhood Health Plan Extends Business 
with Novell. Neighborhood Health Plan (NHP) has 
received a 2002 Process Innovation Award from 
Kinetic Information for its Web services solution built 
using the Novell exteNd Web application development 
suite. A non-profit HMO with over 125,000 members 
throughout New England, NHP deployed Novell 
exteNd to simplify and automate critical patient eligi-
bility and referral processes, and create a path to 
HIPAA compliance for its provider network. Find out 
more at http://www.novell.com/news/press/archive/
2002/12/pr02089.html.

Want to build your service and solution revenues with 
Novell? Nothing beats satisfied customer testimonials 
when it comes to influencing future customer purchase 
decisions. And nothing beats DeveloperNet’s new 
online submittal tool for getting your Novell customer 
successes exposed, fast! Visit http://developer.
novell.com/success/submit.html to get started. 

Integrating Composer and 
NPS: A Study of Strategies for 
Using Novell exteNd 
Composer with Novell Portal 
Services

Jerry Dumblauskas
Lead Consulting Engineer
Integration Product Specialist Group
jdumblauskas@novell.com

About Novell Portal Services and Novell 
exteNd Composer
Novell Portal Services (NPS) is an out-of-the-box 
portal that is easily configurable and highly devel-
oper-productive. Novell exteNd Composer is an XML 
integration server that allows access to a wide variety 
of data sources including (but not limited to) HTML 
pages, CICS systems, 3270 and 5250 systems, FTP, 
and databases (that support JDBC).

NPS has a much wider market penetration than Novell 
exteNd Director. It makes sense to examine the inte-
gration between NPS and Composer, because 
Composer can help customers who already have an 
investment in NPS and need back-end access to legacy 
systems.

There are many strategies for getting data from NPS to 
Composer and back again. These are the three 
addressed in this study: 

1. Create or modify a gadget that programmatically 
invokes a Composer service

2. Make an HTTP servlet call

3. Use jBroker Web

The three strategies each have their own strengths and 
weaknesses, depending on how they are used. Let’s 
look at each strategy.

Strategy 1: Create or Modify a Gadget
You would use this strategy to maximize performance 
and to integrate with an existing NPS setup. The 
strengths of this strategy are programmatic invocation 
of Composer services (which has better performance, 
since there is no HTTP overhead). This strategy also 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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has better integration, since most NPS setups that are 
customized have custom-written gadgets.

The custom phone book gadget was developed as an 
example for this study. This gadget uses the Composer 
JDBC connector as its data source and replaces the 
code in the standard phone directory gadget that 
searches the directory (the PortalConnection SearchDi-
rectory method) with a Composer call that searches a 
database.

The drawback to this strategy is the application server 
issue. At present, the strategy will not work on a stan-
dard Apache Tomcat installation (which seems to be 
the most common way NPS is deployed). 

That’s because to be programmatically invoked, 
Composer needs to be in the same process as the 
calling code. But at present Composer can only be 
installed into three application servers: Novell exteNd 
Application Server, IBM WebSphere, and BEA 
WebLogic. Novell is investigating market opportuni-
ties and technical feasibility for Composer to expand 
support to other application servers, such as Apache 
Tomcat and Sun ONE. No commitments or specific 
timeframes have been announced to date.

Strategy 2: Make an HTTP Servlet Call 
The HTTP servlet call is Composer’s bread and butter: 
it is flexible and reliable and can side-step most fire-
wall network issues. The only drawback is HTTP over-
head. 

In the case of an Apache Tomcat installation, this 
strategy would be the only main option (using a SOAP 
call is really a subset of this strategy). The example for 
this strategy is a static page deployed on Tomcat that is 
accessed through an IFrame gadget. The page accepts 
parameters and invokes a call to the Composer service 
running on a Novell exteNd Application Server.

Strategy 3: Use jBroker Web
Using jBroker Web involves using a SOAP call to 
invoke a Composer service. This third strategy is really 
a hybrid of the first two: the Composer server still 
needs to run on WebSphere, WebLogic, or the Novell 
exteNd Application Server. But through using jBroker 
Web 2.0 in the gadget, you can make a programmatic 
call. 

This call still has HTTP (and SOAP) overhead but has 
the advantage of having the service deployed in a 
language- and platform-agnostic manner and having 

the client code able to call the service (although a 
programmatic HTTP call can be made in the gadget as 
well).

The example for this study uses a modified phone book 
gadget that uses jBroker Web 2.0 to act as a client. The 
gadget uses the jBroker Web to make a SOAP call to 
the server.

Summary of the Three Strategies
The following table gives the strength and weaknesses 
of each strategy this article has talked about.

Another Possible Strategy
These three strategies are by no means the only ones 
that are available to you. Another possible strategy is 
to have the service developed with an EJB service 
trigger. 

Calling the Composer service would be (from the 
client side) the same as the HTTP servlet call. If the 
container that NPS is deployed on supports EJBs (like 
a JBOSS), you can make a programmatic call. This 
assumes the container that NPS and Composer are 
deployed on implements the EJB 2.0 specification.

Reference

• Composer project attached in ZIP file (to be 
deployed on a Novell exteNd Application Server)

• NPS.zip (the NPS WAR file)

Option Strengths Weaknesses

Create or 
modify a 
gadget that 
programmatica
lly invokes a 
Composer 
service

Programmatic 
invocation;
tighter 
integration

Can be 
deployed on 
only three 
application 
servers

Make an HTTP 
servlet call

Highly flexible
Reliable

HTTP overhead

Use jBroker 
Web

Uses 
standards;
can write code 
in the gadget

HTTP overhead
F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 3
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Most people still don’t
know what Web services
are and thanks to many
companies that have been
espousing Web services
(yet not having anything
to show), this confusion
continues. 
Predictions?

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes
gherbon@novell.com

Okay! I’ll fess up! I hate making predictions, and only 
did it last year at the urging (threatening) of the edito-
rial team. Many of you have let me know that you are 
anxiously awaiting my predictions for 2003. Somehow 
I thought if I did this last year, no one would ever want 
to hear my predictions again! Since that didn’t happen, 
I’ll take another stab at it and maybe this time you’ll 
never want to hear these from me again. So here goes.

Security Will Be More of an Issue
First, security will be more of an issue than ever 
before. There is still the threat of disgruntled 
employees or former employees, with additional 
threats from other groups that want to disrupt the 
world’s economy. Another threat can be posed by 
increased competition because of the tight economy. I 
also believe you will see much effort and money put 
into making the net and businesses more secure during 
this year.

As a side note, I also believe that some of the hackers 
and crackers will be put off by the things the so-called 
cyberterrorists will try to do during the coming year. 
Because of this, they will work to not only put down 
these attacks, but they will initiate counter attacks that 
will help the free world. These hackers and crackers 
don’t like to be made out as bad guys and the cyberter-
rorists are starting to give them a bad name. Watch this 
one and see what happens.

PDAs
Now, on to PDAs. By PDAs I am referring to any 
hand-held device that holds information and has a way 
to receive and/or transmit this information. This 
includes (but is not limited to) traditional PDAs 
(Palms, Pocket PCs, etc.), cell phones, etc. There will 
be a greater push to manage these devices so they can 
be used more productively in work environments.

Again, this will be a security issue, as these devices are 
quite susceptible. Also in this realm is the proliferation 

of spam to these devices. Watch for it because it has 
already started and it is coming in a big way. Also 
watch for legislation in the US to limit PDA spam in a 
hurry, as many people are already being billed for 
minutes wasted by spammers. The recent proposal for 
a (US) national no-call database to limit telemarketing 
is a step in this direction, but I believe spam will prolif-
erate on hand-held devices.

Spam is another annoying topic to most everyone. 
Later this year someone will come up with a solution 
to slow down the spammers and make email once 
again bearable and more useful than the cumbersome 
chore it is becoming. We are already seeing signs of 
this with the newest version of GroupWise, which will 
be released soon. Others are making progress in this 
area as well.

Tablet PCs
I think those creating tablet PCs need a “killer app” to 
run on these units before they will be useful.While 
tablet PCs are still at the gimmick stage, I haven’t seen 
any reason why someone would need one. I’m not 
knocking the technology—sure it’s gee-whiz, but tell 
me why I need it? No one will be able to do this in the 
coming year! Sure, some companies will use them, but 
I believe they won’t be used as much as the manufac-
turers hope during this year! I believe wearable PCs 
will be more important than tablets will be.

Web Services
More people will understand and see the value of Web 
services this year than ever before. I also believe you 
will start seeing public demonstrations of Web services 
in such places as local and national governments, in 
business-to-business applications, and even in major 
online retailers. In the next five years, I predict that 
people will be using Web services in their own homes 
and small businesses.

Most people still don’t know what Web services are 
and thanks to many companies that have been 
espousing Web services (yet not having anything to 
show), this confusion continues. Some companies will 
start showing Web services working (such as Novell) 
and people will start seeing the benefits.

Recentralization of IT Functions
This will also lead to a recentralization of IT functions. 
With the new capabilities of management software, 
Web services availability, and consistent hardware, 
this will probably be accomplished from one location, 
instead of many. Remote management infrastructure 
will increase. Look for this to happen soon!

That’s all for now. Until next time, I’ll just keep 
rambling.
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Dark Suckers are only able
to suck dark in a straight
line. 
The Truth About Light Bulbs
Contributed by Christopher Bakkemo

For years, it has been believed that electric bulbs emit 
light, but recent information has proved otherwise. 
Electric bulbs don’t emit light; they suck dark. Thus, 
we call these bulbs “Dark Suckers.” The Dark Sucker 
Theory and the existence of dark suckers prove that 
dark has mass and is heavier than light.

First, the basis of the Dark Sucker Theory is that elec-
tric bulbs suck dark. For example, take the Dark 
Sucker in the room you are in. There is much less dark 
right next to it than there is elsewhere. The larger the 
Dark Sucker, the greater its capacity to suck dark. Dark 
Suckers in the parking lot have a much greater capacity 
to suck dark than the ones in this room.

As it is with all things, Dark Suckers don’t last forever. 
Once they are full of dark, they can no longer suck. 
This is proven by the dark spot on a full Dark Sucker. 
The dark which has been absorbed is then transmitted 
by pylons along to power plants where the machinery 
uses fossil fuel to destroy it.

A candle is a primitive Dark Sucker. A new candle has 
a white wick. You can see that after the first use, the 
wick turns black, representing all the dark that has 
been sucked into it. If you put a pencil next to the wick 
of an operating candle, it will turn black. This is 
because it got in the way of the dark flowing into the 
candle. One of the disadvantages of these primitive 
Dark Suckers is their limited range.

There are also portable Dark Suckers. In these, the 
bulbs can’t handle all the dark by themselves and 
must be aided by a Dark Storage Unit. When the Dark 
Storage Unit is full, it must be either emptied or 
replaced before the portable Dark Sucker can 
operate again.

Dark has mass. When dark goes into a Dark Sucker, 
friction from the mass generates heat. Thus, it is not 
wise to touch an operating Dark Sucker. Candles 
present a special problem as the mass must travel into a 
solid wick instead of through clear glass. This gener-

ates a great amount of heat and therefore it is not wise 
to touch an operating candle. 

This is easily proven for light bulbs too. When you 
compress a gas, it gets hot, right? So the light bulb 
gets hot because of all the dark being squished into 
the wires.

Also, dark is heavier than light. If you were to swim 
just below the surface of the lake, you would see a lot 
of light. If you were to slowly swim deeper and deeper, 
you would notice it getting darker and darker. When 
you get really deep, you would be in total darkness. 
This is because the heavier dark sinks to the bottom of 
the lake and the lighter light floats at the top. That is 
why it is called “light.”

Dark Suckers are only able to suck dark in a straight 
line. Because of its mass, dark will not penetrate solid, 
opaque objects as it is being sucked by a Dark Sucker. 
When a Dark Sucker is operating, you will notice that 
dark that is behind a solid, opaque object does not flow 
through the object or around it to the Dark Sucker. 
Some of the dark will accumulate on the side of the 
object away from the Dark Sucker as the Dark Sucker 
attempts to pull it through the object. These residual 
patches of dark are often referred to as “shadows.” 
Some surfaces are able to function as secondary Dark 
Suckers by sucking the dark from behind solid objects 
at an angle and then rerouting it to the primary Dark 
Sucker. These surfaces have a property we refer to as 
“reflective.”

Finally, we must prove that dark is faster than light. If 
you were to stand in a lit room in front of a closed, dark 
closet and slowly opened the closet door, you would 
see the light slowly enter the closet. But since dark is 
so fast, you would not be able to see the dark leave the 
closet. 

So next time you see an electric bulb, a flashlight, or a 
candle, remember that they are not light emitters but 
Dark Suckers.

Error Message of the Month
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